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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
The interaction between troubled adolescents and the adult world
is generally characterized as laden with ambiguity and conflict, and ;s
rarely seen as 'productive or mutually satisfying.

This resea.rcn project

is an attempt to study the way in which this interaction is perceived
by a group of female

adolesc~nts

involved in The Bridge, a short-term

residential program .for girls in a state of early crisis as demonstrated
by· r,unaway behav; o'r.

Thi s

stud~

speci fi cally focuses on corrmun; cati on

behaviors of parents and of adults other than parents as perceived by
the adolescent upon her entry into The Bridge and at her'release from
the program..
The impact of communication cannot be underrated.
communication process contribute to the need for

Problems in the

interv~ntion

into the

adolescent's social network and also make the success of that intervention

I

more difficult.

Both authors have had prior involvement with adolescents

in various treatment settings and have heard again and again the lament
of the adolescent that "nobody understands me," "nobody listens,",and
"nobody cares. 1I Unless the adolescent receives messages that enhance her.
sense of self, her adaptation to her present world and her move into the
adult world of the future will be impaired.
While the primary source
i nterpersona 1 needs

~of

f~~

meeting or not meeting the adolescent's

affecti on, inc 1us i on, and autonomy is the parent

2

adolescent relationship, other, sources can also influence or address
these needs.

As the adolescent moves toward adulthood, she is increas

ingly involved with adults. other than her parents--particularly if she
. en~ages in runaway or delinquent behavior.

These adults vary widely and

may include teachers, policemen, juvenile court personnel, judges, proba
tion officers, case workers, social workers, group workers, etc.

The

adolescent's exposure to these adults can have either positive or negative
effects, depending upon the adolescent's perception of the messages con
veyed ..
Therefore, our research study will attempt to explore and further
develop the following assumptions:
1.

Symptoms expressed by a family member may signify or represent
a dysfunctional family system--one that is not meeting the
needs of family members and promoting growth.

2., The adolescent's perception of the behavior of others is more
important in determining her adjustment than is the actual
behavior of others.
3.

The adolescent's perception of parent-adolescent,cQmmun,ication
is a contributing factor in her decision to run away. :

4.

The adolescent engages in perception generalization in that
she assumes that other adults will relate to her in the 'same
manner that her parents relate to her.

5.

Therapeutic intervention into the family system has an impact
,on the adolescent's perception of parental communication
behaviors.

6.

Therapeutic exposure to adult role models who communicate
functionally enables the adolescent to ~erceive adults ~ther
than her parents in a more favorable light.

Setting
'Our

sour~e

of data. and information is the treatment population in

volv'ed in The Bridge program.

This experimental program was begun in

3

1976 and is short-term with the maximum stay for a girl being two months.
'The Bridge provides residential milieu care for the girls and intensive
therapy with their families as part of treatment.

I
I

I

The expressed goal of

The Bridge is to "stabilize the family ?ystem, thus preventing long-term,
out!""of-home placements.

II

When this is not possible or feasible, program

efforts are directed toward stabilizing the individual girl to enable
her to accept responsibility and make decisions about herself and her
future.
In an attempt to foster the goal of stabilizing individual girls,
The Bridge" also provides emergency shelter care to runaways who are
actively seeking shelter "or who have refused to return home once appre
hended. The Bridge

~valuates

for future service such as

their situations and makes recommendations

referr~l

to another social service agency,

continued care at The Bridge, etc.
A professional team at The Bridge is responsible for the diagnostic
assessment of the adolescent's problem situation, formulation of

p~<;>blem.

solving goals and methods, and the provision of treatment services to
those girls in residence.

The program administrator fills dual roles:

she is responsibie for program management and policy-making, and ;s also
supervisor of the child care staff. The social worker is responsible for
therapy with families, provides consultation to the child care staff and
teachers~

and is available for screening and intake.

a part-time social work inter.n.

She is assisted by

The child care workers are responsible

for the supervision of daily living activities, on-the-spot therapeutic
oj nterv'enti ons,

and "management of. three group 1i vi ng meeti ngs per we,ek.

The teacher is responsible for the girls in residence from 9:00 a.m. to

4

1:00 p.m. each weekday and provides them with indfvidualized educational
material.

As these descriptions indicate, the girls at The Bridge are

exposed to a number of adults performing various professional functions
during the cpurse of their program involvement.
Subjects
The subjects of our study were drawn from The Bridge population.
In order to clarify certain factors about these subjects, some informa
tion on referral and intake procedures at The Bridge is necessary.
Referrals to The Bridge come from a variety of sources including
the police, youth 'service centers, Children's Services Division, and
juvenile courts.

Referrals which are appropriate for the program meet

the 'following criteria:

1) the adolescent is a female between the ages

of 12 and 18; 2) she has exhibited runaway behavior and has preferably
run away o,n1y one or two times; and 3) her fami 1y res ides in the tri
county (Multnomah:t Washington, and Clackamas) area.

IIFamily" here is

defined to mean an intact or partially intact natural family,

alt~ough

a long-term committed foster family will also be considered. ,In,appro
priate referrals to The Bridge are those in which the adolescent demon
strates

~

severe emotional disturbance or severe learning deficiencies.

Adolescents who are or who have been in substitute care such as group
homes, child care centers, and institutions are also not acceptable
referrals.
Once referral

crit~ria'have

been met, admission to the program is

contingent upon a verbal commitment made by both the parents and the
adolescent to participate in

tre~tment

with the

inte~t

of working toward

the return cif the adolescent to her family:, (Crite.ria for referral to

5

emergency shelter care are the same as those for program referral with
the exception that adolescents and parents are not required to make a
commitment for treatment at The Bridge.) During an initial screening
interview at The Bridge which includes both the adolescent and her
family, the adolescent is informed that her participation in the program
is entirely voluntary:

she may at any time express to a staff member

her desire to terminate involvement in the program. ' If this occurs, the
staff member will, then take appropriate action on her decision, which
may

,~ange

from actually returning the girl to her family to helping her

to evaluate and reconsider the

~onsequences

of her decision.

The actual subjects of our study include two groups of adolescents:
those girls who were involved in the intake procedure, and those girls
who 'were accepted into and

offi'c~ally

completed the program.' "Girls

involved in intake i'ncludes those who met the referral criteria a'nd who
ll

mayor may not have been in emergency shelter and who mayor may ,not have"
been accepted into The Bridge program.

"Girls officially completing ,the

program" refers to those girls who were released from the program on the
basis of mutual agreement between the girl and the staff that treatment
efforts had progressed as far as possible.

In these cases, termination

occurred via a planned transition rather than through runaway behavior
or a'n abrupt decision to leave.

Chapter I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
General Adolescent Development
Adolescence is as confusing to those who try to define it as it is
to those who are experiencing it. The definitions given of adolescence
are varied, and problems often ,arise due to ambiguous terminology.

Basic

assumptions as to what actually constitutes adolescence differ with dif
fering schools of thought.
a

~ransition

Sociological

d~finit1ons

see adolescence as

period from dependent childhood to self-sufficient adulthood.

Psy~hological

definitions,.on the other hand, see this period as a

marginal situation in which new adjustments have to be made to distinguish
child'~ehavior

from adult behavior.

Both these views have a corrmon factor:

a distinction is made

between the status or role of the'child and the status or role of the
adult.

This distinction is readily apparent in terms of physique,

clothing, recreati"on, cultural customs, ways of behaving and being
treated, and formalized legal codes. ' However, between the. child-adult
dichotomy occurs a grey period known as adolescence.

For the adolescent

is ;simultaneously partly in and partly out of the child

world~

and partly

in and partly out of the adult world. Adolescence overlaps both child
hood and adulthood, and. there in 1i e·s the di ffi cu 1ty.
Wattenburg {llS} points out some of the consequences of being in
an overlapping situation. The adolescent tends to have stronger.social
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'and identity needs than a person not in an overlapping situation.
tive to the

issu~s

Sensi

relating to the content of the overlapping (i.e. age),

the adolescent'often behaves in a vacillating manner in which she alter
nates between childlike and adultlike behavior.

With the onslaught of

puberty, the adolescent is physically no longer a child, but psycho
1ogi cally is not ye,t an adul t.' Her attempts to recanci 1e her ambi,guaus
poiition generally result in a period of crisis.

I
i

'Controversy exists in the literature as to the extent and intensity
of this crisis.

Representing one side of the controversy

surrOUn~ing

adolescent turmoil are the findings of Offer and Offer (86).

In a

longitudinal follow-up study, the authors selected a group of non
, patient adolescents whose adaptation to their environment was not seen
I.

,

•

as deviant by parents, teachers, or psychological tests.
their sample of normal
II

II

They found, that

adolescents adequately coped with crises and

stresses through, using appropriate defense mechanisms and an action
orientation.

As a result; Offer and Offer see adolescence as a period

of successful adaptation for the majority of adolescents rather than a
time of painful fluctuation.
Representing the other side of the controversy are authors such
as Peter Blos (27) and Anna Freud (48).

Blos sees the adolescent as

passing through stages of self-consciousness and fragmented existence
which are accompanied by
fusion.

fe~lings

of

isol~tion,

loneliness, and con

Adolescent individuation is indeed a time of crisis according

to'the following statement:

lithe realization of the finality of the end

of childhood, of the binding nature of commitments, of the definite
limitation to individual existence itself--this realization creates a
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sense of urgency, fear, and panic" (27, p. 19). Anna Freud sees adoles
cent reactions as a developmental disturbance.

She agrees with Blos in'

seeing adolescence as a time of' upheaval in character and personality.
The disturbances are often'so sweeping that the picture of the former
child becomes wholly submerged in the newly evolving image of the
adolescent.

Part of the difference between this view and the view

presented by Offer and Offer lies in the relative populations examined ..
While Offer and Offer examined non-deviant adolescents, Blos and Freud
draw on an adolescent,patient population.
Most other authors fall somewhere between these two vi ews' (11, 74,
83, 104).

Despite their various positions on the continuum of "ad,apta

tion vs. turmoil

ll

in adolescence, all authors do agree that certain

changes in the areas of biology, cognition, interpersonal relations,
and identity occur in adolescence.

These changes are given different

emphasis by different authors.
In the area of biological

I

theory plays a'predominant role.

a~d

sexual changes, psychoanalytic
.

"

Muuss (85), for example, sees the

stages of psycho-sexual development as genetically determined and rela
tively independent of environmental factors.

All adolescents experience.

,the. seemingly sudden physical changes of puberty--body image becomes
radically different, sexual tensions increase, and reproduction is now
possible .. With the increase in libido or sexual impulses, the main task
of.

adolescen~e

,according to psychoanalytic theory becomes the attainment

~f

genital primacy in the definitjve completion of the process of non

incestuous object-finding.

These changes .and tasks, tend to be unsettling

to the. adolescent due to her lack of understanding about the nature of
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her developing sexuality, the influences of the peer group and the mass
media in promoting an unrealistic physical ideal, and the fact that·the
individual matures at her own rate irrespective of social standards.
Another area of major change for the adolescent is in her cognitive
Piaget is largely responsible for the development of theory

functioning.

in this area and assigns it primary importance:
Consciousness, judgment, and reasoning--in fact, all attributes
of personality--depend primarily 'upon the evolving intellectual
capacity of the individual to organize his experience ,(75, p. 85).
He delineates the forms that thinking assumes at various developmental
levels.

In adolescence, hypothetico-deductive thinking becomes possible

in which common principles can be derived from specific instances, and
spectfic instances can be placed into general systems and theories.

The

adolescent becomes able to think and reason, beyond the realities of her
own world and her own beliefs.

She enters the world of ideas and finds

pleasure ;n the new power of manipulating ideas without seriously

·COI11-·

mitting herself to anyone idea.' Her cognitive'striving to find'an
equilibrium between herself ,and her environment depends on two interrelated
processes:

l) assimilation in which' the individual subjectively'experi

ences an event as she concefves it, and 2) accommodation in'which she
conceives of and incorporates 'the experience as it truly is.

Empowered

with a new kind of reasoning, the adolescent perceives her capacity to
explore as both exciting and frustrating.
A number of authors have contributed to the study of

interp~rsonal

relations in adolescence. Acco,rding to Wenar (117), the main task of the
adolescent in

t~is

of self is based.

area is to re-do the contingencies upon which valuing
In childhood, the granting or withholding of parental
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love results in either a feeling of "I am loveworthy " (self-satisfaction)
or "I am not loveworthy" (guilt).
of satisfaction is

shifte~

However, in adolescence, the source

frcim parents to peers:

the granting or with

holding of esteem by peers results in either a feeling of "I am esteem
worthy" (self-esteem) or "I am not esteemworthy" (inferiority).

In

'addition to this primary role, peer'groups also perform a number of
other important social functions for the adolescent .. As Mays (81)
indica~es,

the peer group offers opportunities for exploration and

experimentation in new social situations away from the scrutiny and
control of parents and adults.

The group becomes the source of emotional

support by promoting a sense of belonging and providing clear guides to
behavior.

In this way the group helps the adolescent to master her

uncertainty and establish self-control without having to rely on old
forms of parental discipline.

Despite the rigidity, abso1utism,'and

demands for .conformity which characterize the adolescent group, it' does
serve as a 'bridge to the future for the adolescent as she moves from
egocentrism to reciprocity.
The last major area of change, and perhaps the one most.,commonly
assoc.iated with adolescence, ,is that of the lIidentity crisis.
dominant theorist'is Erikson (42, 43).

1I

In Identity, Youth and

Here the
Crisis~

he describes the eight stages of man and their accompanying tasks.

The

fifth stage occurs at adolescence and the critical task is to acquire a
sense of identity while overcoming a sense of identity diffu,sion.

The

formation of identity occurs during a psychosocial moratorium--a period
of delay

grant~d t~

obl;g~,tions

of adult

the adolescent who is not yet ready to meet the
soc;ety~

During this period, the,

ado1esc~nt

11
examines previously resolved issues in order to i'ntegrate them iryto a
l
I

1

new sense of personal identity.

Erikson lists seven dimensions of this

I.

task:

1) time perspective vs. time diffusion in which the adolescent
.

j

I
I·
I

I
II

I

.

must be able to see her life in a definite framework; 2) self-certainty'
vs. apathy in

~hich

the awareness of self and the presentation of self

must coincide; 3) role experimentation vs. negative identity in which
opportunities for successful experimentation with a wide range of roles
must be provided; 4) anticipation of achievement vs. work paralysis in
which the sense of industry must be brought together in a persistent
pattern rather than to unrelated situational opportunities; 5) sexual
identity vs. bisexual diffusion in which the adolescent must see him
self or herself as wholly male or female
range

Of

a~d

experience comfort in a

contacts with the opposite sex; 6) leadership pplarization vs.

authority diffusion in which the adolescent must have a realistically
clear appraisal of authority and a readiness to be in authority' if
necessary; and 7) ideological polarization vs. diffusion of ideals in
which .the'ado1escent must select a basic philosophy, ideology, or reli
gion to provide an anchoring trust in her life and in society .. Successful

I
I.

resolution of these dimensions and crises result in a sense of inner
continuity and interpersonal mutuality for the adolescent.

While the

individual must make choices compatible with herself and with the oppor-.
tunities of her society, her society must also adapt to the crises of .
this phase.

On the one hand, society must extend sufficient time, space,

and social freedom to the adolescent.

But on the other hand, it cannot

deny its ultimate range of control and guidance over her.
In sumnary, identity, interpersonal relations, cognition, and
I

I

j'
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physiology are areas of major change in adolescence.

How muih and what

kind of crisis occurs as a result of these changes depends on the par
ticular focus of the author's orientation.

One way of integrating these

perspectives is to view the adolescent crisis on a continuum.

For some

adolescents, this period can be extremely traumatic while others seem
to pass through adolescence with a minimum of discomfort.

One of the

keys to understanding this individual variation during the period of
time which occurs between childhood and adulthood lies in parent-child
relationships, the subject of the next section.

13

Parent-Child Relationships
Parent-child relationships occur within the context of the family,
which makes an understanding of the family crucial.

Andrews (9) has .

described the family as a number of .differing systems.

The family as

-

an emotional system gains intensity from the repetitious and close
proxinlity of daily living together.

The family as a living system pro

motes growth and change as part of its natural development.

And in the

family as a social system, behavior results from both forces within and
without the individual.
Within these family systems, Stachowiak (108) proposes four major
factors in family effectiveness.

to maintain family productivity or

efficiency, a balance is needed between task-oriented activities and
attending to family members' emotional needs.

Leadership patterns

should include a moderate tendency toward a matriarchal or patriarchal
structure (as opposed to an autocratic or leaderless equalitarian style)'
and allow for different family members to take a leadership role at
different times.

Expression pf conflict should occur appropriately

(neither too much nor too little) and clarity of communication should
be present.

In somewhat more detail, Glasser and Glasser (53) define

five criteria of adequate family functioning.
internal role consistency:

The first criteria is

in order to behave appropriately in a way

which contributes to the solution of family problems, each member must
understand what is expected of herself and others.

The second criteria

is consistency between family roles and· norms and actual role performance:
to maintain consistent expectations and norms within the group, it is
necessary that the·members carry out their roles in the way.anticipated.
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The third criteria is compatibility of family roles and norms with
societal norms:

exterha1 systems need to view the family as functioning

appropriately in meeting corrmunity standards.

The fourth criteria 'is

the meeting of psychological needs of family members:

a member must

perform roles that are not only consistent with her own expectations
and the expectations of other group members but also meet her socio
emotional needs.

The fifth,criteria of adequate family functioning is

the ability of the family group to respond to change:

to maintain,

itself, the family must be in a state of dynamic equilibr1um, responding
appropriately to the demands of role flexibility,.' unanticipated situa
tional changes, and environmental pressures for change.
Within the framework presented above, families can be further
characterized in terms of family atmosphere.
the followi.ng dimensions of family atmosphere:

Wattenberg (116) presents
1) morale and emotional

climate, 2) knittedness, 3) routines, 4) discipline, and 5) decision
~making.

For example, families can be either easy-going or suspicious,

either tight-knit or fragmented,

ei~her

integrated or disorganized,

either over-controlling or lacking in control, and either authoritarian
or democratic.
Various attempts have been made to present these characteristics
in a conceptual form.

Most models examine dimensions of the relationship

between parent and child rather t.han dimensions of the family as a whole.
Schaefer's Hypo'thetical Circumple1C Model for Mate·rnal Behavior places
these characteristics on intersecting continuums as illustrated in the .
following diagram (101, p. 131).
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AUTONOMY
Freedom
Detached.

. Democratic

Indifferent.
. Cooperative

Neglecting.

~~~~~--------~r-------------~~~~~

Demanding
·Antagonistic.

LOVE

.Over
Indulgent
. Protective
Indulgent

Authori tari an .
Dictatorial.

.Over
Protective
Possessive

CONTROL
Fi aure 1. A rep1i ca of Schaefer IS (1959) Hypotheti·ca1
el for Maternal Behavior.

r~o

Along the dimension of love-hostility, both maternal behavior and the
childls need for love are seen as being relatively stable over' time.
Along the dimension of autonomy-control, however, maternal behavior ;s
often inconsistent over time as the child's need for autonomy·changes
greatly from infancy to adolescence.
Roels Model

f~r

Parent Behavior presents the dimensions in the form

of concentric circles (101, p.

l3~).
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Figure 2.
His basic

dichot~my

A replica of Roe's Model for Parent Behavior
is between the warm and cold parent." Although his

model is not as specific as Schaeferts, he does place a greater'emphasis
on the importance of emotional concentration, of the parent on the child.
Becker's Hypothetical Model for Parental Behavior is similar to
Roels model in that he also proposes three significant dimensions in
parental behavior (15, p. 175).
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WARMTH

_ _ - - OVERPROTECTIVE
,/ ORGANIZED \------..---
\ EFFECTIVE ;
.- -'.

-,

"'-."

_ _ __
ANXIOUS
fRIGID
\
EMOTIONAL
" CONTROLLING.----.'- - . L . . . . - - - - - ' 0 0 1 INVOLVEMENT
AUTHORITARIAN
'"
-,
I NEGLECTING
•
(HOSTILE-NEUROTIC)
'-  - .- --'
HOSTILITY
Figure 3. A replica.of Becker's Hypothetical 'Model. for·
'Parental Behavior.
.
He subdivides Schaefer's control vs. autonomy dimension into restrictive
ness vs. permissiveness and anxious-emotional involvement vs. calm
detachment. These coupled with the dimension of warmth-hostility enable
various types of parents tO'be defined according' to dimension combina
tions as illustrated below (15, p. 176).
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TABLE I
A REPLICA OF BECKER'S DIMENSION COMBINATIONS

.

,

TYPE OF PARENT

DIMENSIONS

EMOTIONAL

WAR~1TH

PERMISSIVENESS

High

High

High

High

Organized Effective

High

Low

Low

Over-Protective

High

LOw

High

Democratic
Indulgent

-

INVOLVEMENT
Low

.

'

High

Although his concepts appear to be valid when presented in the form of a
chart, Hecker's three dimensiona.1, model is somewhat confusing to the eye.
Model for. Parent Behavior is similar to Schaefer's model
, Slater's
.
presented on

pag~ 15' (101,

p. 134).

DETACHMENT.

COLDNESS.
, INTOLERANCE.

STRICTNESS.

.PERMISSIVENESS

.TOLERANCE
.WARMTH

. INVOLVEMENT

Figure 4. A replica of, Slater's Model for Parent Behavior.
He contrasts the parental behaviors of warmth and involvement with coldness
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and de,tacnment, and the behaviors of tolerance and permissiveness with
intole~ance

and strictness.

From these models, the two most basic dimensions of parent-child
re1ationsnip's

a~e

love-hostility and

con~ro'-autonomy.

The third dimen

sion proposed by Roe and Becker is subsumed ,under the two more basic
dimensions.

'Anxiou~

emotional involvement or a high' emotionality in

relation to the child resulting in babying; protectiveness, and so11c
itousness for the child's welfare contains elements found in love
hostility

~nd

vs~

control vs.' autonomy ..

,The dimension of love vs. hostility is generally defined in terms
of opposites.

For example, IIlove" may be described as warmth, acceptance,

affectionate; approving, understanding, child-centered, frequent use of
explanation~,

reasons in

positive response to dependency behavior, high use of

discipline~

physical punishment.
nology.

high use of praise in discipline, and low use of
Hosti1it'y would be described in opposite termi

The dimension of control vs. autonomy is defined somewhat

differently. Most definitions focus on:
l~e.

1) where control is

~entered,

the parent, the child, or some combination; 2) how it is managed or

what style of transmission is operating, i.e. the style may be forceful,
punitive" tolerant, ,respecting, etc.; and 3) the dqgree of separateness
that'the parent

~llo~s

the child, i.e. the

paren~

may keep the child

enmeshed in a symbiotic relationship, he may take no responsibility for
the child, or he may lie somewhere between these two extremes.
'While these two dimensions may be separated for

defin~tional

under-'

standing and res,earch purposes, it is important to remember that in
reality they cannot be separated, 'for the interaction of these dimensions
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is the crucial variable in -parent-child relationships.
a summary' of salient findings relating

~o

Becker presents

the importance of this inter

action (l5, p. 198).
TABLE II
INTERACTIONS IN THE CONSEQUENCE OF WARMTH vs. HOSTILITY
AND RESTRICTIVENESS vs. PERMISSIVENESS

RESTR ICT IV EN ESS

WARMTH

HOSTILITY

PERMISSIVENESS

Submissive, dependent,
polite, neat, obedient
(Levy)
Minimal aggression
(Sears)
Maximum rule enforcement,
boys (Maccoby)
Dependent, not friendly,
not creative (Watson)
Maximal compliance
(Meyers)

Active, socially out
going, creative, suc
cessfully aggressive
(Baldwin)
Minimal rule enforce
ment, boys (Maccoby)
Facilitates adult role
taking (Levin)
Miniinal self-aggression,
boys (Sears)
Independent, -friendly,
creative, low projec
tive hostility
(Watson)

IINeurotic" problems
(clinical studies)
More quarreling and shy
ness with peers
(Watson)
Socially withdrawn
(Sal dw; n)
.
Low in'adult role
taking (Levin)
Maximal self-aggression,
boys (Sears)

Delinquency (Gluecks,
Bandura and Walters)
Noncompliance
(Meyers) .
Maximal aggre~sion
. (Sears)

These findings seem to indicate that the combinations of warmth (love)
and permissiveness (autonomy) sUbstantiate the rec,ommendations of child
, speci.alists and pr:'omOte the idealized result of successful ch;,ld-rearing.
\
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A number of research studies will be examined further in the next
section to give substance to
just presented.

~he

models and relationship dimensions
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Studies nf Relationship Dimensions
A number of studies seem to uphold the findings presented in 'the

preceding section. ,Elder's approach (28) to the interaction effects of
love-hostility and control-autonomy was to examine the kinds, of social
structures in child-rearing relationships'.
of parental styles:

He identified seven types

autocratic, authoritarian, democratic, equali

tarian, permissive, laissez-faire, and ignoring.
continuum from autocratic to ignoring

i~volves,

Moving along the

a gradual increase in

the participation of the adolescent in self-direction and a concurrent
decrease in the participation of
cerning her.
cOflTlJunication.

These structures

he~

~lso

parents in making decisions con
represent different 'patterns of .

Communication is primarily from parent to child in the

autocratic structure and from child to parent in the permissive structure.
Elder's investigation also evaluated the structural effects upon the
affective relations between parent and adolescent, ·and the adolescent's
attitude toward parental ,child-rearing ,policy.
hood of

mutu~l

He found that the likeli

rejection in parent-adolescent relations and unfavorable

evaluations of parental policy was greatest in autocratically structured
·.relationships.

S~heafer

and Bayley (116) approached this area from a

different direction but obtained similar results.

Retrospective reports.

of maternal behavior during early

gathered and their

adol~scence'were

study .concluded th~t parental over-involvement during early adoles6ence
was e1ther experienced by the adolescent as hostile rejection or led to
conflict between the parent and child .
. A study by Stinnett, Farris, and Walters (110) 'collected
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retro'spective reports from adolescents concerning parental behavior of
both mother and father.
males

itS

They reported the following:

lY twice as many

females reported father to be the primary source of parental

discipline during childhood; 2) more than twice as many females than
males reported they received praise often during their childhood;
3) more males than females perceived mother to be the source of most
affectio.n during chi·ldhood, while more females than males

report~d

both

mother and father about equally as the source of most affection during

chi.ldhood; 4) more females than males indicated that mother very often
found time tq do things together with them as a child, while more males
than females reported that mother rareZy found time to do things together
with them as a child; and 5) more than twice as many males as females
reported that father was the greatest parental influence in determining
the kind of person they are, \"lhile more females than males perceived
mother as the

grea~est

source of parental influence.

similar results in her study.

Fathers were seen as:

Duncan (38) found
1) advocating more

use of authority; 2) being more restrictive in the area of control;
.

.

3) demanding. more conformity; 4) allowing the child more freedom to
int~ract

with the environment; and 5) demonstrating less affection to

his. child.

In summary, parents have a decidedly

diff~rent.

effect on

the lives of theii sons and daughters, and mothers have a greater
influence than do fathers upon the children;
A more concrete way of examining
. actually makes decisions:
examin~d

~tructure

The study done by

family decision-making.

is to determine who

Joha~nes

and Rollins (116)"

When asked the question "who generally

makes decisions in your farn.ily?1I adolescents reported th"e following
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(116, p. 132 ) :

Father'and mother jointly
Father, mother, and children joiritly
Father alone
.
Mother alone
Children alone
No one in family
They conclude that

~he

63 %
%

11
,15
10

%

%
0.3%
16 %

existence of the ideal democratic family decision

making team (composed of fath'er, mother, and .older children) is' not sup
ported by the data on, who is to accomplish specific activities.

It is

interesting to note that although the father-mother team is responsible
for 'deci,sion-making ,in almost two-thirds of the families, the next largest
group is the 'illaissez-faire situation where no one seems to,make family
ll

decisions.
In addition to examining the effects of structure and the center,ing
of authority on parent-child relationships, studies have also examined how
authority 1's managed and transmitted.
oretical framework to

~.xplain

Hoffman (63) has developed a the

the impact of various forms of parental

authority on the behavior of the child.

The author views the parent-child

relationship as one in which the parent potentially has

com~lete

power in

all areas of the child's life.' Because of this strong position, the
parent, is'free to choose influence techniQues'which, in varying degrees,
ei ther assert power or attempt to induce the chi 1d to cha'nge her behavi or
voluntarily. 'The, author defines unqualified
power assertive·technique'that
t10n~

~ight

po~er

assertion as lithe most

be used, which, without qualifica

puts direct coercfve pressure on the child,to change her entire

ongoing pattern of behavior immedi,ately and ;s accomplished through
direct commands, threats, deprivation and physical' force" (63, p. 130).
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Opposite this are techniques which do not assert power but rely instead
for their

effectiven~ss

dard~:and

good judgment.

primarily on the child's own internalized stan
The author hypothesized on the basis of this

theory that, the parentis use of

unqualifi~d,power

assertive techniques,

initial or reactive, would relate positively to t,he following charac
teristics of the child:

hostility toward other children; power

assertiyeness toward them; and resistance to their influence attempts.
ThiS hypothesis was supported by'the data collected,- particularly when
unqualified power assertion was used by the mother.
Hoffman's findings have been supported by other sources.

In

reviewing such authors as Bandura and Walters, Sears, and Unger,
Becker (15) found that the nature of affectional relations was signif
icantly correlated with the use of certain kinds of discipline.
Research comparing love-oriented and power-assertive techniques suggests
that discipline which uses the love relationship with the child as a
way· to shape her behavior is Iilore 1ikely to be related, to internal ized
reac'tions to transgressions (e.g., feelings of guilt, s,elf-responsibility,
confession) and to nonaggressive or cooper,ative social relationships.
This occurs primarily
behavior:

beca~se ~f

certain characteristics' of

par~ntal

1) warmth makes the parent important to the child and there

fore reduces the need for ,more severe forms of discipline to gain
compliance; 2) the parent provides a

mo~el

of controlled behavior for

the child; and 3) the parent provides verbal cues which facilitate
the child's understanding of expectations and her anticipation of
cons'equenc,es.

On the other hand,

power-as~erti ve

techni ques are more

likely to be correlated, with externalized reactions to

transg~essions
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(e.g. fear of punishment, projected h.osti1ity) and with non-cOjoperative,
aggressive behaviors.' Power-assertive techniques often induce further
aggression in the.chi1d for a number of reasons:

1)

p6wer-as~ertion
I

occurs in a hostile context and is likely to further frustrate the
child and lead to a counte'r-aggressive anger reaction; 2) the aggressive
behavi,or modeled by the parent shows the c,hi1d how to be aggressive as
well as providing an impljcit sanction for it;,and 3) some hosti1e
punitive parents directly reinforce or encourage aggressive behaviors
to others.
This perspective is further supported' by Chorost (30).

He

investigated child-rearing attitudes of authoritarian control and
parental warmth, and their correlates in adolescent hostility. 'He
found that parental attitudes of authoritarian control are positiye1y
related to overt adolescent hostility and that attitudes of parental
warmth are negatively related to overt adolescent hostility.
A third group of studies examines the degree of separateness
a110wed'in the parent-child relationship.' Some research efforts
describe parental attributes and hypothesize the effects of these
attributes on the child.

In IIParenta1 Power Legitimation and Its
,

Effect on the Adolescent," Elder (40) examined the

,

re1at~on

between

autocratic, democratic, and permissive parental practices and ado1es
~'ent

autonomy_

Autonomy was indicated by 1) the adolescent's confi

dence in her own values and goals, and her awareness of rules, and
2) her ind~pendence or her desire to make up her OWn mind with or'
without listening to other's ideas.

Th~

study found ,that

a~olescent

co"nfi dence and ; ndependence occurred most frequently among the chi 1, dren '
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of democratic and permissive parents who also frequently provided parental
explanations.
a~ong

Lack of confidence and dependence occurred most frequently

autocratic parents who infrequently provided parental explanations

of rul es of co,nduct and expectations; they occurred 1east frequently among
democratic, explaining parents.
An important qualification to Elder's conclusions is presented by
'Baumrind (14) who distinguishes between the "authoritari,an" parent ,and
the authoritative" parent.
Il

The authoritarian parent ;s one who attempts

to shape, control, and evaluate the behavi,or and atti tudes of the chi 1d

I

in accordance with an absolute standard of conduct, who values obedience

I

as, a virtue, and who favors punitive, forceful measures to curb self..
will

~

with no encouragement of give-and-take with the child.

In contrast,

the authoritative parent attempts to direct the child's activities in a
rational, issue-oriented manner, encourages verbal give-and-take with the
child, and shares with the child the reasoning behind the policy.
Baumrind also points out that during early,yea'rs, the exercise of
power is a legitimate right {)f parents and serves to legitimate authority
in the mind of the child.
be used

to'legitimi~e

By early adolescence, however, power cannot

authority and the parent must be prepared to defend

rationally a directive with,which the adolescent

disagr~es.

tion supports Schaefer's model for maternal behavior:
while w'armth must be consiste,nt

ov~r

This

~istinc

both agree that

time, the degrees of control and

authority must be altered over ti,me to allow for expanding separateness.
,Another way of viewing this lssue of separateness is tO,examine
adolescent characteristics and to look for thei-r determinants in parental
behavi or.

Murphy's study (116) exam; ned the re 1ationshi p between degrees
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of autonomy in adolescents and parental characteristics.

Parents with

adolescents rated high in autonomy were characterized as follows:
1) they possessed stable 'and consistent values; 2) they could comnunicate
these values to their children; and 3) they demonstrated congruence
between their beliefs and actions in their everyday lives and acted as
consistent models.

In sum, these parents behaved as autonomous people

with inner-directed standards of behavior.

In contrast, the parents

with adolescents rated low in autonomY'were characterized differently:
1) they lacked confidence'in their child's ability to achieve autonomy;
2) their children experienced less clarity about parental values;
3) there was more often a discrepancy between stated parental values
and parental behavior; and 4) these parents were unable to respond to
their child's growth by shifting their own images from that of "dependent
child ll to lIyoung adult. II
Thomas, Gecas, Weigart, and Rooney (113) attempt to establish a
relationship between the adolescent's self-concept, conformity, reli
giosity, and identification with a counter culture, and between parental
support and control.

In this study, support is defined a's the qual ity

perceived by the adolescent which emerges from a positive affective
relationship established by significant others with her (love-hostility).
Control is defined as the quality of interaction perceived as con
str~ining

him to do what the significant other wants (control-autonomy).

The authors found that parental support

or

love .is related to 1) feelings

of self-esteem, power, worth, and happiness;' 2) a positive family
identity; 3) conformity to authoritative others;,4) religiosity; and
5) a lack of identification with counter culture values and attitudes.
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'The authors also found no clear and ,central thrust in terms of control
and feel ,that control must be 'considered in connection with support.
This concept was more speci'fically examined by
Remy (67).

Jour~rd

and

In studyi,ng the relationship' between the perceived parental

attitudes, the self, and security, the following results were obtained:
1) the adolescent's self-:-rated valuations of IIself" correlated \-Jith the

perceived parental valuations; 2) parental valuation also correlated
with adolescent security-insecurity (i.e. the lower. the valuation, the
lower the feelings of ·security); and 3) negative self-appraisal by the

~doles~ent and pe.rcei~ed negative par~nt~l' appraisals of "self" are
correlates of psychological insecurity.
The previous studies inditate the need for a balance along the
continuum~ of love-hostility and control~autonomy if the adole~cent is

to make a
ad~lthood.

transition through this stage and achieve mature

suc~essful

~arents

adolescent in a

who are too restrictive may attempt to keep the

~hild

state, while parents who are too permissive may

force 'the adolescent ; nto the adul t worl d before she is ready" Parents
who accept the adolescent's dependency but encourage her separateness
appear to be authoritative rather than authoritarian, congruent in
~heir'

to

I

beliefs' and actions; and confident in the 'adolescent's ability

ach~eve

maturity.

Despite these characteristics, parents generally

find that maintaining an appropriate, workable balance between love
. 'hostility and control-autonomy is, at best, difficult. 'And during
adol,escence when the need for this balance is most critical, parents
may find themselves least able to provide it.

For during this time,

a number of other factors impinge upon the parent-child relationship-
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nQt the least of which is the·parentls own sense of personal crisis.
Th~

nature and impact of these interlocking crises will be the subject

of the next section.

!.

I

I
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I
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I
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Interlocking Crises
The balance between love-hostility and control-autonomy in parent
adolescent relationships does not always occur easily, if it even occurs
at' all.' While the adolescent is struggling with her developmental
tasks, her parents are also faced with the developmental tasks of the
middle years as a number of sources indicate (10, 60, 72, 74, 104). As
Scherz has so succinctly stated:

IIfamilies with adolescents can be

desaribed as living in a stage of transitional, crisis characterized by
confusion" (103, p. 209).
genera~ional

Confusion arises out of the interplay of

tasks in the areas of sexuality, vocation,' and separation.

The developing sexuality of ,the'adolescent may trigger fears and
conflicts in the parent about approaching menopause and changes in
sexual vigor and activity. As the parent feels his sexual youth
slipping away, he may provoke the, adolescent to a.ct out some of his
own

u~g~nt

,repressed fantasies, and at the same time punish her for

attempting to do so. A normal increase in adolescent seductiveness
I

occurs as the adolescent experiments with new ways of relating to the

.I.

opposite sex. This often creates difficulties for the

I

very

individu~l

par~nt si~ce

the

toward whom she was able to show overt signs of love

I

I
r
I

during childhood has now become a sexually stimulating but taboo subject.
This situation can become exacerbated if marital difficulties or
dissatisfactions exist.

The "sexual malaise of middle age" is often

I

l

1 '

'temporary but can become a significant factor in the sexual tug-of-war
with the adolescent unless parents resolve the difficulty in the marriage.
As one author states, lithe parents

n~ed

to support each other',against
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undue sexual competitiveness, stimulation, and seductiveness with the
adolescent" (103, p. 102).
i,

I

Parents must come to terms with their own

changing sexuality so that the normal

anxieti~s

elicited by the

adolescent's emerging sexual behavioral expression can be dealt with
(

,

appropriately rat~er tha.n leading to parental intrusiveness and spying
, or resi gnati,on and abandonment of the adol escent and her fl uctuating
sexu'a 1 impul ses.
A' similar pattern exists in the area of vocation.

The adoles

centis struggle with determining a vocation and assuming' responsibility
for'her own achievements is characterized by alternatlng spurts of
growth and

regression~

~wn ~onflicts

This struggle often coincides with the parentis

in regard to achievement and career success. At this

period of time, the

paren~

begins to

re-exa~ine

and

only his vocational performance but hts choice of

re~evaluate

vo~ation.,

not

The

IIresultsli of this survey may place the parent in an ambivalent posi
tion with regard to

~he

adol'escent's 'developmental tasks.

On the one

hand, the parent may sincerely want the adolescent to achieve more than
he did in' an area both gratifying and fulfilling.

On the other hand,

the parent may be envious of the numerous opportunities and potentials
for
to

suc~ess

th~

open· to the adolescent.

Parents may convey this· ambivalence

adolescent by sending double or c,ontradictory messages- ... verbally

pu?hing the adolescent to succeed but subtly giving her the ,message that
th~y

expect her to fa i ,1 o,r at least not succeed to the poi nt of oass i ng

parental achievements.

Because the adolescent is often uncertain at

this time about vocationa~ conrnitments, she ,needs ,support ra'ther than
compet.iti~n

from her parents, and permission to explore and experiment
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rather than exhortations to succeed.
Potentially the most explosive issue faced by the adolescent and,
her parents is that of separation. 'The adolescent is beginning to test
aut her own sense of autonomy and move away from family members. The
adolescent is torn between letting go and holding on.

She wants parental

limits on behavior but fights against being controlled; she wants
assurances of parental love but is fearful of emotional dependency; and
she wants to maintain

he~

identity as a family member but also wants to

establish an identity as an individual apart from the family.

The

adolescent1s ambivalence around these issues often leads to behavior
fluctuations and'mood swings which her parents find difficult to deal
with, particularly since they are also trying to resolve their own
conflicts and feelings about the separation.

Parents come to the

realization that they are no longer the most important people in their
child1s life.

i'

Their control and authority over the child is being

challenged, and

th~ir

position as the source of all love for the

~hild

is threatened ,as' 'her move toward other love objects occurs. The parents
may experience a sense of ,emptiness and an absence of goals that had

l
•
I'

motivated them so strongly throughout the child-rearing years. This

I

can be extremely difficult for a mother who has based. her' whole identity

f

on the raising of her children. As her children leave her sphere of

I
I
tI

r

I

l

i~fluence,

in her

she may find herself with no sense of structure or

lif~.'

The loss of task

organi~ation

around child-rearing may

also have an effect on the marital relationship.
ture the marriage to
their needs.

accommo~ate

purp~se

Parents must restruc

to this loss and find new ways of meeting

Unless parents move to "ftll in the gaps" left by the
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adolescent, the marriage, itself may face dissolution.
Resolution of the developmental tasks around sexuality,

vocat~on,

and separation for the adolescent and her parents 'reflects the pattern
'established throughout the parent-child relationship.

As Covar (71)

states, a girl is confirmed by'her family in a certain fashion and she
t,

conti nues

~o

affirm he'rse1fin the manner in whi ch she was confi rmed.

That is, if the fam; 1y has conveyed love and acceptance to the g'i rl and
has appropriately allowed her increasing, amounts of self-direction and
self-control, then her transition from childhood to adulthood will be
accomplished with a minimum of discomfort.

If, on the othef hand,

hostil ity and rejecti,on have been conveyed and an inappropriate balance
of 'contro 1 and ,autonomy has been rna i nta i ned, then the ado,l escent oeri ad
;s likely to be painfully difficult.
The adolescent girl who ;s confirmed by her family ;n nega:tive
ways or who experiences gaps or inconsistencies in a'reas of conJirmation
will affirm herself in negative ways (28, 69, 70). , A lack of preparation
for the

dn~e~

result in
o~

of puberty ,and the

fe~r,

establishmen~

of sexual identity may

resentment, disgust, and/or experimentation with her own

the opposite sex.

Parental characteristics such as a brutal or

absent father and a weak or competitive
cation process difficult and lead

to,~

mothe~

may make the identifi

rejection of femininity.

Little

tradition of learning and preparation for employment and limited voca
tional choice may comp6und this and lead to school' failure, res~ntment
of work, and a turning to "being supported" as a way out.

The double

standards around male-female roles may produce resentment and a violation
of these standards in'an attempt to gain revenge.

The girl may find
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herself trapped in a vicious circle.

Her excessive loneliness, low

self-image, estrangement from adult society, and incapacity for intimate
friendships leads to her losing herself in the crowd and a frantic search
for romantic involvement.

This in turn generally leads to a rejection

by society which further confirms her as "alienated" or "delinquent" and
leads to a final crystallization of her negative personification.
Whether this circle is completed in full measure or whether the adolescent
~

I

only begins to become enmeshed in it, she finds herself with only a
limited number of options.

One response which is becoming more frequent

j
I

,

,
1

I

II
I

I'

among adol escents ,\vi 11 be di scus sed in the next section.

·

I
I
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Runaways
One of the most common reactions of the adolescent girl involved
in the previously described ,situation is 'to run away from home.'
Because female runaway behavior is such a recent phenomenon, there are
only a limited number of"studies which focus on this area.

Most of these

1

I
1

I

studies have either been descriptive or have examined the previously
d;sc~ssed

themes of sexuality, affective relationships, separation,

and/or conflict.
The classic study of Robey, Rosenwald, Snell, and Lee {95}
emphasizes that running away ,is almost always indicative of some, severe
ind'ividual or family pathology.' The cause most frequently observed was
the

unconsc~ous

threat of an incestuous relationship with the father,

the fear of the resultant dissolution'of the family, and the concurrent
depressio'n.' The p.attern of family interaction included the following:
1) a disturbed marital re1ationship'; 2) poor control by parents over

their own impulses; 3) an equa'l' inability of

th~

parents to, control the

gir,lls impulses; 4) a mother-child relationship lacking any real
ma~ernal

warmth'; a'nd 5) unconscious pressure by the mother on the'girl

to take over'the maternal role.

In

the'eye~

of

t~e a~olescent,

the

"pressure-cooker" atmosphere surrounding sexuality appears to make
running away her only healthy alternative.
Another perspective on running away,is gained from studying the
affective

rel~tionships betw~en

the

adolesce~t

and her parents.

, 1Recent national estimates of runaways range from 250,000 to
,500,000 annually, and according to DIAngelo" et al., the actual numbers
are ~~obably five to ten times the r~ported figures (36).

, I

I

I
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Foster (45) compared runaway and non-runaway delinquents and found

j

severa 1 s i gni fi cant factors that di'fferenti ate the 'two, groups:

1)

al mos t

I

sixty percent of all runaways had experienced abandonment py the father

I

during childhood; 2)

1

incidence of physical aggression and

\

3) the runaway's parents al~ost universa~ly exhibited a marked and overt

I

rejection of the child; and 4) parents of runaways expected their

\

children to become aggressive and dangerous upon entering'adolescence.

I

famili~s

of

t~e

runaway
ope~

di~played

a much greater

sexual attivity in the home;

In essetice, the parents set up and operated on the basis of a negative
affecti ve r:e1at i onshi p whi,ch was th,en confi rmed by the ado1escent,l s
running away.

These conclusions are further sunported by Riemer (93)

whose study describes lack of parental love as one of the ,basic factors
in

~reating

the

r~naway.

St i erl in (l 09) has 'also cha tacteri zed runaways i,n terms of emo
tional involvement with parents and feels 'that a major factor in the
adolescent's running away, from home is a painful arid difficult home
life.

Runaways with strong but ambivalent psychological 'ties to the

family are labelled "abortive ll or IIl onel y schizojd·1I runaways':
attempt to run away precfpitously tails

a~d t~eir

bizarre

~nd

their
self

destructive 'behavior. usually results in institutionali-zation.
ru~aways

IICrisis"

also have strong psychological ties to the fami)y but their

runaway attempts usu'ally reflect a crisis in family life rather

~han

an

ongoing intrapsychic disturbance. Their stay in the runaway culture is
.

,

usually temporary and they covertly make sure they 'are IIrescued" by
thei.r

pare~ts ..

Stiertin"s third group is labelled "casual" runaways.

In response to rejecting parents, the object relations of these
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adolescents are typically transient, shallow, and exploitive, and they
experience no qualms or difficulties in separating from their families.
On the basis of his descriptive study, Stielin has proposed a
linking system between the affective component operating in families of
runaways and transactional modes reflecting the degree of separateness
between parent and child.

The interactions in the family of the

"abortive" runaway are descr.ibed as "binding" and reflect a view of
the outside world as hostile.

In such a family, the parent "binds"

the adolescent by 1) infantilizing the child through" excessive grati
fication, 2) interfering with the child's differentiated self-awareness
and self-determination, and 3) exploiting the child's loyalty to the
fami ly.
The families of the "crisis runaway make use of "delegating
ll

modes of interaction.
ll

In these families, parents are reacting to their

own developmental crisis with ambivalence and conflict, and they recruit
their child in' order to meet their own needs.

Stierlin describes the

runaway episodes as IImissions which serve to externalize the parents'
ll

need for 1) vicarious thrills, 2) support in doing

so~ething

the parent

feels too afrai"d" or embarrassed to do himself, and 3) alleviation of
the parents' conscience and guilt feelings.
Parents of "casual" runaways are rejecting of their children and
Stierlin labels this the "expelling mode." The parents, in solving
their own crises, come to view their

adol~scent

children as hindrances

and in response to this neglect," the adolescent runs away early and
casually.
The fourth major area of focus in studies of runaways"is

I

i
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1

parent-child conflict.

The most extensive study here was conducted by

I

the Ohio State University School of Social Work (26, 37). A preliminary

I

study compared the perception of family conflicts between runaways and

I

non-runaways.

i'

included a broader range of issues and was more intense than that

They found that conflict perceived by the runaways

perceived by non-runaways.

The major portion of the study explored

and described a variety of variables to distinguish the runaway from
the non-runaway_

In examining the home environment of runaways, the

following findings are reported (37, p. 60):

I

i

1.

Runaways reported their, parents didn't get along about two
and one-half times more than the controls (non-runaways).

2.

Runaways indicated their parents argued. more than other,
parents at three times the rate of controls.

3.

Runaways reported their parents used indirect means of
settling disputes one and one-third times the rate of
controls.

4.

Runaways reported they were given a chance to expl~in them
selves in disputes with parents at three-fourths the rate '
of the controls.

5.

Runaways experienced physical abuse from parents three times
as much as controls.

6.

Runaways reported their fathers were unfair twice as often
as controls; mothers were unfair three times more than the
ftgure reporte,d by contro 1s.

7.

One-half as many runaways indicated a \"illi'ngness to consult
their par~nts when in trouble as did the controls.

8.

Runaways indicated they had poor relationships with mothers
twice as often as controls; poor relationships with fathers
,three times as often as controls.

i'

From the runaways' reports of the parental relationship, the
I
<,

and the communication between their parents, it

c~n

~

ar~uments,

be hypothesized

that these parents acted as poor models in resolving conflicts. This

I

I

I
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I

coupled with the report of runaways that they experienced less chance to

I

explain themselves to parents and more phys1cal abuse from parents can

1

be viewed as contributing to the runaways' feelings of parental unfair

I
\- -

ness, an unwillingness to consult parents, and a generally poor rela
tionship with parents.

This disruptive family atmosphere and lack of

trust made itself felt on the runaways' self-images:

the study found

that twice as many controls as runaways had IIhigh" self-acceptance
scores.
In -summary, the descriptive data presented above indicates that
conflict occurs more

frequently~

is more disruptive, and is handled

more ineffectively in families of runaways, with definite negative
effects on the adolescent's self-image. The authors propose that one
of the keys.to understanding the conflict in such families is the issue
of communication.

This-area of communication will be examined more

closely in the following section.

I

I
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I
1

I
\

I
I
I

Communication
Before communication in families with adolescents can be discussed,
some general information on the communication process is necessary.
Communication refers to nonverbal aS,well as verbal behavior within a
social context and includes interactions, transactions, symbols, and
clues used 'by persons in giving and receiving meaning.

Communication'

has been labeled as lithe pipeline to human relationships," lithe inde.x
of family operations whereby the family transacts the business of life,1I
and lithe blueprint by which the child grows from infancy to maturityll
(24, p. 11]).

All individuals e.xperience the following basic inter

personal needs:

1) affection or the need to feel that the self is

lovable; 2) inclusion or the need to feel that the self is significant
i,
!

.and· worthwhile; and 3) control or the need to feel that the self. is
responsible and successfully coming to grips with the environment (118) •.
Another .way of viewing these interpersonal needs is offered by
Wynne (121).

When relatedness is experienced primarily as a ·goal in

its own right, the relationship meets expressive needs: meaningful
feelings are sought directly, immediately, and spontaneously.

When

relatedness is experienced more as a means for some other task or
objective, the· relationship meets instrumental needs:

tasks and the

foci of attention are external to the participants and the inter
personal relationship ;s not valued aoart from its utility.

Communi

cation both .shapes and provides the means for meeting .these
interpersonal needs.
by several axioms:

This concept of communication can be explained
1) a.n i.ndividual cannot not· comrnunicate- . . verbal
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I

communication can be stopped but'non-verbal communication is always

\

present; 2) every communication has both content and relationship

I

aspects; 3) a series of communications can be'viewed as an ongoing,

\

simultaneous process and an uninterrupted sequence; and 4) all communi

I

cation relationships are either symmetrical in which the communicators
treat each other as equals, or complenlentary in which one partner is
superior, to the other.

Within the context of the family these axioms

point to communication as a powerful force in determining and meeting
interpersonal needs.

As Bach (9) states, a functional relationship

depends on an ability to reveal uniqueness openly, an ability to under
stand differences which may arise from this uniqueness, and an ability
to negotiate these

differ~nces

in order to fit the persons involved

rather than to es'tablish who is in control.

Growth and development

resulting in a sense of being lovable, significant, and autonomous are
largely dependent on how messages are sent and received by 'the parent
and child. ,
Sending messages in interpersonal communication has ,important
functions for the individual.

It lets others know

has learned or what he thinks he has learned.
his expectations for others known.
I'
!

the

indi~idual

It allows him to make

How others appear ,to him and how

, he interprets what others do is made explicit.
what his intentions are.

wh~t

He can let others know

In essence, sending messages in interpersonal

communication allows him to give meaning to his experience by sharing
his reality with others and by checking out his perceptions with those
of others.
perc~ption

As Wenburg and Wilmot point out, lito each individual,
is reality.

No matter how distorted one's perception mav

I
I,

I
I
I
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be to another person, it is accurate to the percei verI! (118, p. 119).
If the individual is ever to correct the distortions in his perception
and enlarge the area of shared meaning, he must be able to communicate
functionally.
In functional communication, the individual can firmly state his

\.

message, clarify and qualify what he says, ask for feedback, and be

I
I

receptive to feedback when he gets it (97) .. The "style" in which
messages are sent can also contribute to the effectiveness of communi
cation.

Satir (98) describes a style of communicating known as'

IIleveling" in which 1) the message is single and straight (verbal cues
match non-verbal cues), 2) the message conveyed is the same as the
.

.

person's fnner state, and 3) the person1s total ·self is involved in
the message.
In contrast, dysfunctional communication is characterized in the
following ways.

The sender rarely checks out or specifies how he or

others are using

words~

He uses pronouns vaguely and over-generalizes,

such that meaning becomes cloudy and conversation is sidetracked.

He

sends i ncomp 1ete mes'sages or 1ea ves out who 1e connections between
messages.

He may not even send a message at all but behave in. relation

to others as if he had.

He leaves the receiver of the message 'groping
.

.

,and

~uessing

as to his meanings.

Misunderstandings occur easily and

arriving at goals or outcomes is difficult.

Many of these difficulties

arise·'from the dysflJnctional relationship within which the sender is .
operating.

Rather than perceiving the other as a unique individual, he

operates on false images, false expectations, and numerous assumptions
about how thi ngs lishoul d bell and how thi.ngs are IIthought to be.

II

,

i
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I

Satir (98) has also proposed four styles of dysfunctional message

1

sending.

l

The "placater" sends

mess~ges

in an ingratiating way, tries

to please, apologizes profusely, and never disagrees.

I

Rather than

sending messages to convey information or feelings, the "placater" tries

r

to elicit approval from others.

The "blamer" sends fault-finding

I

messages which place responsibility on others.

I

his weight around and elicit obedience from others. ·The "comouter" can

I

convey information in a correct and very reasonable way, and is "calm,

1

cool, and collected.

II

His

~ords,

He attempts to throw

however, have no relationship to his

feelings and he ignores the interpersonal .context of communication.
The fourth style is that of the "distractor." The "distractor" sends
messages whi ch 1ack focus and are· unrelated to anythi ng gO.i ng on.

Hi s

constant verbal and non-verbal motion prevent the occurrence of any
kind of meaningful and connected communication.
Another dysfunctional style of sending messages involves inGon-,
gruency in which two or more messages sent via different levels
seriously contradict each other.

The occurrence of. incongruent .

messages is common in 'parent-child interactions.

Examples' of this

are the parent who says with a smile on his face, III'm .really angry
at you, daughter, for staying out so late," the parent who says, while
combing his child's hair, "You're getting to be so independent,1I or
the parent who says
crossed.
I

\

.

III

love

YOU,ll

in a stern voice and with his arms

The parent may be sending double level messages for reasons

of which he may o'r may not be aware:

1) ,he has low ,self-esteem; 2) he

is fearful about hurting the other's feelings; 3) he is worried about
ret~liatiori

from the other; 4) he fears

~upture

of the'

relat~onship;
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5) he dOes not want to impose; or 6) he does not attach any
to the interaction itself (98).

i

significan~e

Despite the parent's intent, these

mixed messages are extremely frustrating and confusing to the child as

I

she does not know which message to believe or what behavior to choose.

I

The child may end up distrusting the parent and have doubts about the

\

honesty or genuineness of the parent.

I

A final common form of dysfunctional message sending involves
shifting the responsibil ity .for the message fr.om the sender to the
receiver.

This style of communication is typically characterized by

numerous "you-messages" and very few III-messages." Messages such as,
1

lIyou stop that,ll "You shouldn't do that,ll and "You made me feel . .

I.
I

II

are often decoded by the child as an evaluation of herself and are a .
poor code for communicating what the parent. is feeling or thinking.

In

contrast, "I-messages are decoded' by' the child as a stat{?J71ent of fact
ll

about the parent.

This shift in orientation from the child to. the

parent is illustrated in the following diagram (55,

4
I

...

'

p. 117):
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Figure 5. A replica of Gordon's "You message-"I" message
dichotomy.
lt

When the parent uses 111" statements to send a message about himself the
child is less threatened and given an opportunity to modify her, behavior
on ,her own.

When a'parent uses "YoU" statements the ,child feels blamed

and that there ;s something bad about herself for just being the way she
is.
Authentic communication depends not only on how messages are sent
but

a~

so on how messages are received.

The receiving aspect of co'rmnuni

cation has two major functions for the individual.

Through receiving

labels for objects and learning what can be expected from them, the
individual learns fo differenttate and relate 'the self to objects.
Through receiving messages from and

ab~ut

,people, the individual receives

information about the nature of relat'ionships.

He learns expectations

~
1
I

\
\
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for socially approved ways to act, which behaviors olease or displease
why others respond as they do, their intentions toward him, how

others~

\

they report things about themselves, how he appears to others, and how

I

others react to and evaluate him (97).

t·"

people, and the nature of relationships is received in two basic ways-

\

through observation of verbal and non-verbal behavior and through asking

I
1

I

This information about objects,

for verbal responses.
A person sending messages simultaneously communicates by his
verbal meaning, tone
and movement.

~f

voice, facial expression, gestures, body posture,

This communication occurs within a context involving a

"when," where," "with whom,1I "under what circumstances," and "with \o'/hat
II

expectati ons.

II

The person recei vi ng these messages must not on1.Y assess

all these different,ways that the sender is'sending messages but must
also be aware of his own receiving .or interpretation system.

The

receiver must decode the message at the denotative level (t"he l'iteral
content of the message) and at the metacommunicative level (97,).

The

metacommunicative level of the message provides comments on the literal
content of the message,as well as

~n

the nature of the relationship

between the persons involved.' Metacommunication is a message about a
message and ,may ,consist of the sender's attitude toward himself, or the
sen~er's

attitudes, feelings, or intentions toward the receiver.

In order to assess and decode the sender's 'message, the receiver
must devote his whole attention to the sender and attemDt to understand
what it is t,he sender is feeling or what his message means or conveys.
The receiver must be available for listening and keep an ODen frame of
mind.

Rather· than assuming he understand.s the message, he puts his

I

I
1
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understanding of it into his own words and feeds it back to the sender

i

for verification.

I

this kind of ,"active listeningll are many.

He does not begin sending messages of his own until

he feels that the sender's message has been understood.

The effects of

The most important is that

\

the sender feels understood, which will promote trust and warmth in the

1

relationship.

I

Qpen receiving conveys that the other's ideas and feelings

are worthwhile and worth considering and encourages him to share more.
It facilitates problem-solving and fosters reciprocity:

because the

receiver is willing to listen to the sender's messages the sender will
be more likely to listen to the receiver when he begins sending messages.
A breakdown in receiving can occur both at,the level of assess
ment and at the level of ,decoding.

Because of

th~

large amount of

incoming stimuli, the receiver may assess only part of the sender's
message.

For example, the receiver

the sender.

~ay

ignore the body language of,

He may fail to take into account the social context in

which,the message is sent or may mjsinterpret it. The mother who.·
responds to her son's IIgood-bye at home with a kiss has 'failed to
ll

take into account the social context if she responds in a similar
fashion in front of the football team.
A number of common errors are frequently made in decoding by the
receiver.

By beginning to decode too soon ,the receiver may jump to con

clusions and interrupt the sender.

If 'the message is one that the

receiver does not want to hear, he may decode the'message in. such a way
as to discount it or the sender.

He may fuake little effort to understand

what the sender means and rarely tests his
He may instead operate on assumptions.

unde~standing

of the

'messa~e.

Responding to the sender's

I

I
i
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message in a dysfunctional way may make the sender feel judged or guilty,
restrict

~xpression

of honest feelings, threaten the sender, foster

I

feelings of unworthiness or low self-esteem, and block problem-solving

I

or constructive change.

I
1

I

Individuals may also develop "habitual blind soots" or dysfunc
tional styles of receiv"ing.

Satir's four communicator patterns which

have previously been discussed also have their counterparts in
receiving.

The "placater" is hypersensitive to approval and evaluates

I

all messages on this basis.

I

defensive and hears all messages as an attack on himself.

The "blamer" is always ready to become
The "computer"

blocks out incoming feelings and emotions and responds only to the
denotative level of the message.

The "distractor's fear of focusing
ll

on anything too closely leads to responses which are never to the point
or which ignore the sender's message 'entirely.
The styles of sending and receiving just discussed both originate
within the family and have implications for family and individual,
fun~tioning.

Families develop rules or patterns (functional

or'dysf~nc

tional) for communicating which tend to be relatively consistent and
stable over time.

If these patterns are functional', the family is,

better able to adapt or respond to crises or developmental pressures.
If, on the other hand, these patterns are dysfunctional, the family's
response will' most likely be inappropriate and non-productive, and
exacerbate the crisis.
adolescents.

This is particularly evident in families with

Because both the adolescent and her parents are undergoing

developmental changes and' are in a state of vul,nerability, the lack of
effective communication 'skills can have far-reaching consequences--the
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I

lack of skills not only aggravates the situation, it also prevents them

1

I

I

fram resalving it.

Unable to. restare a sense of family

equilibriu~,

family members experience a sense of isolation and upheaval.
These dynamics tend to occur araund certain camman issues in

I

families'with adalescents as presented by authors such as Andrews (9),

I
I

Bienvenu (25), Branfenbrennar (29), and Hill (62).

1

accammodating to the needs af others.

I

instead af an "I caunt, Yau caunt" philosophy, ane member must allA/ays

issues invalves relating to others.

For each family member, family life

is a pracess af fulfilling individual needs while at the same time

have "his awn way.
\

The first af these

II

This process can break down if,

If parents expect their adolescent children to.

respect athers as, well as

themse~ves,

in actians as well as in words.

the parent must· set an example

The parents must communicate that

;

everyane's needs are important and make this a reality far the adoles

1, ,

cent by canveying a recagnition af the adolescent as a separate and
unique individual and, at the same time, by being available for affil
iative campanio.nship.

In families with ,dysfunctional styles of'

communi ca t i ng, too aften the idea that the ado1escent i's an "obj ect
ra'ther' than a persan and therefare does not "caunt II is conveyed.

II

At

one extreme, family members may feel that they have no real relationship
with ather family members.

At the other extreme, family members may

feel that others in the family grant them no. privacy or time to them
s~lves.

'.The family lacks a sense of itself as an integrated,

interrelated, functioninq uni·t.
A secand cammon issue in families with adalescents involves' the
cammunicatian af'suppa·rt.

Within the family, individuals have a need

I
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I

to feel appreciated and to have others recognize and comment on their,

I

gains and growth.

I
I
II

The adolescent desires parental help in learning

appropriate behavior, and parental respect for and encouragement of the
adolescent's desire for individuality and

indepen~ence.

Parents can

express their support by assuming the role of the "watchful bystander,"
and by taking an interest in and accepting the adolescent's activities
and friends.

By talking to the adolescent in a warm and affectionate

way, the parent can convey acceptance and build up the adolescent in a
positive manner.
may

conv~y

In contrast, parents who communicate dysfunctional1y

rejection.

Nagging, scolding, ridiculing,

consta~t

com

plaining, making unfavorable comparisons to others, and intentionally
making hurtful ,temarks ,are all examples of ways in which parents convey
non-support.

The adolescent may feel scapegoated, attacked, unappre

ciated, and "cut-down.1I Rather than feeling acceoted by her parents,
the, adolescent' may feel that they are attempting to IIprogram her" or
make her fit a

pre~onceived

model.

Without support to create a

cohesive bonding among family members, rejection or the

~ear'of

rejec

tion promo:tes defensiveness and suspicion among fa'mily members'.
Control is another issue which frequently causes difficulty in
families with adolescents.

Parents who communicate functionally will

let their children know in words and in actions what is expected'9f
them.
L

Once expectations have been made explicit, each family member

knows where she stands
of the

situ~tion.

wit~

the others and has a,shared understanding

On that basis,

shar~d

negotiation is possible:

parents can ·deci de on 1imi ts an,d pol i c i es wi th the adolescent and offer
s~pervision

and guidance in a way that is

~cceptable

to and will be
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used by the adolescent.

Adolescents need to know where their parents

stand, and also need to know that that stand is not rigid and inflexible.
Parents who are "wishy-washy," 'insecure in decision-making, and confused
about firmness and discipline commun;6ate unclear expectations to their
children.

They may oVer-react to rule violations (which were unclearly

conrnunicated to beg;"n with) and punish severely, withdraw trust, or

I

lose confidence in the adolescent.

I

pattern:

I

adolesc~nt

\

This may set up a self-defeating

when parents treat'an adolescent like a small
will tend to behave like a small child.

c~ild, ~he

Parents and

adoles~

cents may a1so fi nd 'themse1ves locked ina ,strug'gl e for control in whi.ch
t,he :F91lowing power tactics are employed:' crying, temper tantrums, the·
"silent

treatment,l~

developing, physical symptoms, physical punishment,

threats, or excuses .. Families which communi-cate dysfunctionally around
c'ontrol issues may spend so much time battling that they lack time for
anything else, and everyone'ends up losing.
Family styles of communicating around the issues of relating to
others, support, and control have a large impact on the family's com
munication'around problem-so1ving.
healthy,

family·membe~s

If the family life style is generally

can not only deal with life the way it is but

can also take steps to make it better.

Problems are seen

and are differentiated on the basis of those

wh~ch

reali~tically

are "give'ns" (beyond

the control of family members) and must be accommodated or adapted to,
and those which are amenable to change or resolution by family members.
Parents with effective ,problem-solving skills help the adolescent to
recognize wryat choices are possible and what consequences will result
from each choice.

Parents teach the adolescent to accept responsibility
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\

for her behavior by encouraging the adolescent to look ahead at the

\

possible results of various actions and allowing the adolescent to live
with the results of her choices.

\

Parents also model problem-solving

skills in the way they handle family conflicts.

1"

same rigid method

~n

Rather than using the

all conflicts, parents employ a variety of problem

I'

solving skills as delineated by Andrews (9).

I

message is "this time we'll do it your way, next time my way.

,

In accommodation, the.
II

In

compromise, each party IIgoes half-way" and a solution acceptable to a11
1

I

is reached.

In mutual negotiation, a solution is reached in which all

needs are met so that lIeveryone gets what she wants.

II

In families where dysfunctional communication prevails, the issue
becomes not "how can we best solve this problem?" but "who '.is boss?"
There is no recognition that parents as wel.l as adolescents can make
conces s'; ons even when they woul d rather not.

Members are not a11 owed

to take responsibility for making·their own choices or resolving con
flicts.

Family members are not only lacking in

which address mutual

nee~s,

problem-solvi~g

they are also confused as to'

are appropriately'within the realm'of family

whi~h

problem-solving~

skills
problems
Parents

may s'ee problems where none exist--for example, the parent Who becomes
co~cerned

over the amount of time her daughter spends in front of the

mirror (something which

i~

quite normal for an adolescent).

Parents

may also refuse to directly acknowledge problems and abdicate their
responsibil'ity--for example, the. parent who ignores her daughter's
deve1opi ng

sex~a 1i ty

and need for pri vacy' and

bedroom without permission.
model very destructive

,I

invades

II

her daughter s
1

Parents may carry this to an extreme and

~ethods

of .dealing with problems. Adolescent

.

I

I

I
I
I
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use of drugs and alcohol may be a
and alcohol to avoid problems.

refle~tion

of parental use of drugs

Parental desertion may set a precedent

for adolescent runaway behavi or when thi ng5' get too "tough.

\

II

Adolescent

truancy and ill health may be a counterpart of job-absenteeism and a
1

I

heavy use of sick-leave from work on the part of the parent.

Failure

to recognize and respond appropriately to problems and conflicts make

I

it extremely difficult for this kind of family to function during

i'

crises.

I
l-

I
I

Functional communication around the previously discussed. issues
of relating to others, support, control, and problem-solving depends
primarily on the ability of family members to appropriately send and
receive both information messages and feeling messages.

Information

messages are those which convey ideas, suggestions, or facts, and which
rely on rationality, reasoning, and some reality-base.

They are char

acterized as non-emotive and'objective, and are generally either task
oriented or factual representations, with an external focus of attention.
The following are examples of information messages:

"I think it will

rain tomorrow," "we should go to the beach today," "it's now 11 :30,11
"let's fix lunch," etc.

Feeling messages are those which convey

subjective reactions to events or experiences.

Usually accompanied
~he

by' a somatic component (for examole, a reddening of

face, increased

heart beat, tightening of muscles, etc.), feeling messages are charac
terized as emotive and expressive, and make a statement about an
individual's internal state.
these:

~'I

Examples of feeling messages inc1ude

feel angry when you are late for' dinner,

day at work and I'm frustrated," "I love 'you,ll etc.

II

III've had a hard

1
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1

I

Information messages and

feeli~g

messages are not mutually

exclusive--each objective experience has a subjective counterpart.

\

Since messages are always sent and received within the context of a
\

relationship, it is often difficult to isolate statements of informa

1

tion from statements of feelings.

I

prevalent.

I

messages, or they may rely exclusively on one or the other.

Within the family, this is especially

Family members may confuse information messages and feeling
This

coupled with the previously discussed dysfunctional forms of sending
\

I

and receiving such as over-generalization, vague use of pronou.ns,
incomplete messages, double-level messages, misinterpretation of social
context, disregard for body language, jumping to conclusions, failure
to check for understanding, etc., can have a definite negative impact
on the parent-child relationship and the adolescent's development.
Dysfunctional forms of sending and receiving information' and feelings
not only create and maintain a distorted or inaccurate view of relation
ships, they

al~o

have important implications for the ad61escent's sense

of self-worth and autonomy.

The way the adolescent percei ves h,er

parents communicating with her will 'in large part determine' the adoles
cent's view as to where he,r parents fallon the relationship dimensions
of love-hostility and· control-autonomy.

To illustrate this, common

ways presented in the. 1i tera ture by such authors as Becker (15) ~
Gordon (55)', Hill (62), Jenkins (66), Mussen, Conger and Kagan (84),
and Smith and'

S~ith (l07)

that parents 'send and receive information

and feelings both functionally and dysfunctJonally will be categorized
and their effects on the adolescent briefly discussed.

a
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I

1. Consistency between actions and words:

I

Consistency between actions and words means that the parent

I

i
I,

does'what he says he is going to do.

It does not mean that

the parent, is rigidly inflexible and ignores the inevitable
change of perspective from day to day, ,from child to child,

1

or from situation to situation.

It means that information

given can be seen as reliable.

Parents who follow through

1

on information conveyed create an atmosphere which is
predictable and

~afe.

They model a trust-worthy authority.

Inconsistent parents, on the other hand, ,lack predicta
bility, are poor models of authority, and create anxiety

I

,in their children and a need to test out each piece of
info~mation

2.

presented.

Use of information checks and

expl~nations:

Information checks refer to the attempt to discover if the
meaniryg intended by ?ne individual 'is, in

fac~"

understood by the other in the communication

th'e, meaning

proces~,.

,Rather

than 'assuming that the message was clearly understood, feed-'
back is asked for and received.

Explanations are one means

of clarifying communication and also provide a rationale
for the information given.

ii

Explanations of parental rules

of conduct and expectations for their children foster

!

autonomy: ' speci fi c reasons provi de an adolescent wi th

"

i nterna·' ,resources' for ,eva1uati ng her own behavi or and for:
understanding her parents' view of ,her behavior.

Parental

authority which is based on a,rationale available to and
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understood by their children promotes a positive identifi

I
I
I
I

cation with the parent and self-respect in the adolescent.
However, if explanations· are over-used and information
checks rarely used, the adolescent may perceive the parent
as not having confidence in the adolescent's judgment or
ability to find her own solution.

Rather than promoting

I

autonomy and self-respect in the adolescent, constant

I

explaining or advising promotes lack of'self-respect,
cont'j nui ng dependence, and resentment.
3.

Input into decision-making:
Input into

decision~making

refers to who in the family can

contribute ideas or suggestions about decisions that must
be made.

At one

extr~me,

parents may' take total respon

sibility for making decisions involving the adolescent, and,
at the other extreme parents may take no responsibility.
In neither of these situations does the

ado1esc~nt

have an

opportunity to contribute input, and the adolescent may
therefore see her parents as hosti 1e and 'reject; n9...' On the'
other, hand, parents who actively seek out and encourage
input into decJsion-making from 'their adolescent children
also give the messag,e that the adolescent's ideas and
suggestions are valued and that the adolescent ;s seen as
,
I

an autonomous individual with a right to have some say in

I·t

decisions affecting her.

;

An additional benefit is that an

adolescent is more motivated to carry out a

d~cision

in

which she.has participated than one which has been imposed
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upon her.
4.

Use of threats:
Making threats is a method used by parents in an attempt to

I

l'

control an adolescent by telling her in a harsh or punitive

I

way what consequences will occur if she does or does not do
something.

I

The use of threats implies a lack of parental

respect for the adolescent and may evoke fear and submission·

I
I

or, more commonly, resentment and hostility.
~ay

The adolescent

react defensively and take an even stronger stand in

oppos it i on to her pa ~ents, or may be tempted to pu.sh the

i

parent into carrying out the threat.

Adolescents do need

information on the consequences of possible

I

behavi~rs

which

will enable them to make decisions (rather than be con

If this information is conveyed in a n6n-judg~~ntal,

trolled).

matter-of-fact way, adolescents will be less likely to
perceive it as a threat and more likely to use it appro
priately.
5.

Use of verbal disruption: .
Verbal disruption refers to a

j'

iI
I

distorts

o~

means'~y

cuts off the flow of another's message.

includes jumping to conclusions and
occur

which tine individual·

eit~er separat~ly

int~rrupting,

or concurrently_

It

which can

In jumping to

conclusions,' the receiver begins decoding ,the sender's
message too soon and does ·not wait to hear all that the
sender wishes to convey.
of the

r~ceiver's

This generally.happens because

preconceived ideas,

bias~s,

and/or
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j

assumptions.

I

Rather than listening openly for the complete

message and responding appropriately, the receiver responds

I
I

according to her own agenda.

In interrupting, the receiver

beg; ns verba lly Y1esponding- to the sender s message too soon
I

and does' not allow the sender to complete her message.

In

I

parent-adolescent interactidns, verbal disruption or inter

I

ference by parents may stem from a number of motives:

j

1) parental fears, anxieties, and feelings of insecurity;

I

2) parental desire for the adolescent to learn without

I

making

mistakes~ 3)

parental desire to imprise parental

concepts of right and wrong; 4) parental over-concern about

I

what oth~rs will think of their children; and 5) parental'
desire to feel needed by their adolescents. 'The effects of
verbal disruption, whether jumping ,to conclusi,ons or inter
rupting has occurred, are the same.
perceive the parent as interfering,
or checking up.

The adolescent may
intruding~

The parent's discounting

moving

,~n,

lack of respect

an~

for the adolescent's right of expresiion convey to the
adolescent non-acceptance and a lack of trust.
6.

Use of validation:
The use of validation in communication is one way'" in which
,

individuals acknowledge or recognize others.

It can be

either positive or negative and contributes toward defining,
the re i at ionsh i p between the c'orrmuni ca tors.

When val i dat i on

is used in a positive manner, each participant feels that· '
her ideas and her "self" are valued and seen as important by

I,

I
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I
I

the other.

Perhaps the highest level of validation which

l

can occur is that of trust and its presence in a relation

\'

ship.

I

permission for the adolescent to think and feel differently

Between parent and adolescent, validation implies a

from parents and other adults.

I

If an adolescent feels her

parents :respect her ,and see her as a worthwhile individual,
•

I

>

she is more likely to be open to parental attempts to help
her examine and clarify her beliefs and ideas.

I

If, on the

other hand, parents al~ow no variation in individual choice
and convey to the adolescent that she' is incapable of
independent adult thinking and feeling, then she is likely
to feel unloved, rejected, inferior, and resistive to what
she views as parental unfairness.
message~,

In sending "put-downll

parents impugn the adolescent1s character;

depre~ate her as a.person, undermine 'h~r' self-est~em,

,underline her inadequacies, and cast a negative judgment

I.

on her person.

I
1

To defend herself, the adolescent may resort

to, a blanket discounting of all parental communication and
to counterattacks on the parent in an attempt to avoid their
neg~~ive

7.

validation and protect her 'own self-image.

Use of preaching:
Preaching is used in an attempt to influence or control
another by bri ng"j ng to bear upon her the power of externa 1
authority, duty, or obligation.

It

gene~ally

involves

I

I

!

!.

telling the other what she "should" or 1I0ught" to do or
have done, and is backed up with an endless supply of
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I

facts, counter-arguments, logic, and opinions. The use of

I

prea~hing

in the parent-adolescent relationship is based on

the misconception that the best way to help the adolescent

I

become somethi.ng'· better. in the future is to tell her what

I

is not acceptable about her now.

1

or exhorting

o~

The effects of moralizing

the' adolescent are several:

the adolescent

may resist and defend 'her position even more strongly; she

I

, may feel that the parent does not trust her judgment; and/or
she may view the parent as hostile,
minded.

c?ntrollin~;

and narrow- ,

In contrast, the absence 'of preaching enables the

adolescent to

pre~ent

her. IIself" without fear of judgment,

to draw her own conclusions without being forced into a
position, and to move with confidence into self-lnitiated
problem-solving.
8.

Expr~ssion

of

ange~:

.

Anger and it$ expression probably have the most potential
for creating a breakdown in functional communication. Anger
is almost invariably directed

a~

another person and its

appropriate expression is difficult. , Individuals experi
~encing

an 'intense anger need permission and time to ventilate

their feelings and reduce or dissipate the level of activated
energy.

Once this has

occurred~

the individual can then

constructively discuss the source of the anger and its
implications for herself and her

rel~tionship

with others.

This, however, rarely.occurs between parents and adolescents.
Instead, anger tends to be managed in one of three common
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I

ways.

I

openly and verbally

The "silent treatment

~

I

involves a refusal to deal

with~anger,and

to verbalize anything.

I

ll

may extend to a refusal

It can be either a defensive maneuver

or a power tactic, and its value lies in keeping the other
person guessing.

Parents using the "silent treatment" may

generate frustration and uncertainty in their adolescent

I
I

who feels she is bejng negated, denied imoortance, and

I

placed in a position of powerlessness.

"Retaliatory anger"

occurs in response to the anger of another and is based on

\

the idea that lithe best defense is an offense."

Rather

than allowing the anger to be used in a constructive manner,
its'very presence is seen as a threat which must be defended
against. "Parents who engage in retaliatory anger convey to
the adolescent that anger is not okay, that it is always
destructive, and that it never solves anything. The adriles
cent may feel 'irrespons,ible', g,uilty" or ashamed, at her, '
expression of anger, or frustrated and eyen mrire angry at

I
1

h~r

parents' refusal,to consider her feelings or demands.

A third common manner of expressing anger is characterized
as "gunny-sacking.", Rather than expressing and dealing
with anger as it occurs, an individual stores her angry
feelings until the build-up ;s such that the
provocation produces an intense explosion.

slightes~

The individual

may a1s'o keep a mental tall y sheet of angry feel i ngs from
the past whi ch s'he introduces into present si tuati ons,
thus confusing current issues and blowing them up out of
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proportion.

.

I
I

When "gunny-sacking", occurs in families with

adolescents, its effects are generally destructive.

·adolescent experiences frustration in her attempt to deal
with the present moment and the present feeling, and
uncertainty in

\

\

The

predicti~g

what will make her parents angry_

Her fear of touching off an explosion may lead to resent
ment, avoidance, or inhibition in her relationship with her,
parents.
'9., Use of praise:
Praise here refers to recognizing or acknowledging positive
qualities, aspects, or accomplishments of ~nothe~.
the use,of praise in the

parent-adole~cent

While

relationshiD is

generally beneficial due to its validating aspects, it can
~lso

have negative effects on the recipient.

Praise may be

seen by the adolescent as manipulative or a subtle means
used by parents, to influence her behavior.

Praise that does

not fi,t the adolescent's self-image may evoke 'hostility
toward the parent and the parentis praise may be d.i$counted
or seen as 'hypocritical.
tion to'the adolescent,

Praise which draws unwanted atten
par~icularly'in

front of her friends,

may cause her embarrassment or discomfort.

Over-use of

'praise may lead to dependency in the adolescent or a feeling
,

.,

that she must always be perfect or right.

Desnite the

potential dangers of praise, its absence has definite nega
tive consequences for the 'adolescent's self-image., A lack'
of recogni t i on may 1ead the ,ado Tescent to feel worthless,
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non-productiye, and alienated.

If the lack of praise is

coupled with constant criticism, the adolescent

lIIay

feel

1

that nothing she represents or does is acceptable and that

\

she can never win the approval of her parents.
\

10.

\

Expression of 'affect:
The expression of affect refers to a general ability to
convey emotions both verbally and non-verbally.

Because

feelings along with information comprise the content of

\

communication,- affective expression is vitally important.

I

Within the parent-adolescent relationship, freedom to

\

sharing along varied dimensions.

openly convey affect contributes to honesty, trust, and
A lack of

affec~ive

expression, on the other hand, cuts off or blocks out a
1

major portion of corrmunication. A parent who is unwillfng

I

to share feelings with an adolescent leaves the adolescent
with no choice but to

guess

at the parentis interna,l state,

the parentis subjective'reactions to the outer.world, and
the parentis ~iew 6f the relationship.

The ad6lescent'may

perceive the parent as· cold, controlling,. withdrawn, .
uncaring, or robo,t-like.

She may turn away in frustration

and avoid all ,interactions with the parent or, at the .other
!
1

i

I

extreme, go to great lengths out of d~speration to elicit
some kind of affecttve reaction from her parent.

These

same consequences may also occur if a parent exnresses
affect incongruently--if the .verbal message differs and/or
contradicts the non-verbal message. A double-level message
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I

confuses the adolescent:

I

affective message is genuine makes it difficult for her
to know

wher~

her uncertainty as to which

her parent stands and what response she could

\

appropriately make.

I

tions and experience a lack of trust in her own judgment.
11.

She may begin doubting her own percep

Use of negation:
The use of negation here refers to messages which convey
deprecation of an individual's worth and includes such
thin~s

as name-calling, ridiculing, shaming, or ignoring.

Nega'ti ng messages deny that the other has anythi n9 of
value'to offer and that her needs,
deserve cons i derat ion.

desir~~,

etc., do not

Often used by parents in' an attempt

to influence or control the adolescent, negating messages
generally have a disastrous effect on the adolescent's
self-esteem and, willtngness, to risk sharing herself. An
adolescent who is continually ridiculed or shamed, by her
parent may feel

unworthy~'unloved"

defensive, 'and/or hurt.

She may ,retalfate in kind in an attempt to 'refute the nega
tion or she may wholeheartedly accept the parentls'view of
h~r

and become compliant and submissive in a futile attempt

to win parental approval (even though she "knows" she can '
never deserve it). ,An

ado1~scent who~e

expressions of self

are ignored experiences a similar dilemma.

Parents who

refuse tO,acknowledge the adolescentls communication attempts,
, convey that her messages are so inconsequential or meaning
less that they are not every worth the

~ffort

of responding to.
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12.

Use of empathy:
Empathy is that quality of an individual's communication
that conveys to another that the listener is feeling with
the other, is putting herself in the shoes of the sender,
and is living, for a moment, inside the sender.

An impor

tant part of empathy is communicating tq an individual that
one perceives and feels her situation.

In the parent

adolescent relationship, a parent expresses empathy by
actively demonstrating his acceptance and understanding
of the adolescent so that the adolescent feels it.

The

parent may not ,1 i ke the .ado1escent s behavi or, but he must
I

be able to understand the way the adolescent feels:

the

parent may convey his dislike of or,even forbid a. behavior,
but he must do·so without demanding that the adolescent
disown her honest reactions.

This will allow the adolescent

access to basic feelings of happiness, sadness, or

~nger

and will encourage the adolescent to use these feelings in
evaluating and testing o~t her experience~., Emp~thy;~e~ome~
difficult for

parent~

who may react to a feeling state of,

,the adolescent as a personal affront and who then evaluate
the adolescent's feelings as either good or bad.

The adoles

cent may'then come to distrust her inner self and .be less
confident

~nd self~reliant.

Intrusiveness, over:involvement,

and'judgments by the parent may result in the adolescent
feeling m5sunderstood,and

'u~.apprec'iated,

,while disinterest

and under-involvement may lead to feelings of worthlessness
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and alienation.

Parents effectively convey empathy when

they are able to differentiate between when the adolescent
is seeking an active

listener~

when the adolescent may want

the privacy to live with her feelings, and when the adoles
cent is legitimately asking for information and guidance
from her parents.
13.

Use of gu i 1t i'nduc t ion:
Guilt is the affect which accompanies an individual's

i

r

judgment of herself as IIbad.

1I

Guilt induction is used by

the pareDt to control the behavi or of the ch,i 1d by the
withholding of parental love, and is most frequently used
in conflicts involving family values or lithe way we are.

II

These values then become the foci for judgments of love
worthiness by the parents.

Whether anxiety over loss of

love as a mechanism for the

~dolescent's

adoption of

family standards will be helpful rather than harmful'
depends on how this mechanism is' emoloyed by the parent.

i
I

When'disapproval

~nd

disappointment

ar~ conft~ed

to the

adolescent's transgressions themselves rather than
to the adolescent as a

whol~,'

ex~ended

and when disapproval is not

extreme, harsh, or impulsive, socialization may be fostered.
In' families with adolescents, the areas which are Illost
prone to the use of guilt induction bY.the parent are
uality,
,Around

par~ntal
thes~

sex~

illness', and socially appropriate behavio,r:-.

issues; gU,il t induction is a common strategy

used by the parent t6

.~anipulat~

the adolescent in a
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dysfunctional manner to complete a task ,or act in a certain
~ay.

The parent may often rely on the threat of external

factors with the message "you disgraced us" or "what will
the neighbors think" in order to make the adolescent feel
bad about· what she
for herself.

'ha~

done and to keep her from thinking

Parents are also able to exert control by

. emphasizing the sacrifices of the parent in order to
provide for the whims of the adolescent.

I
r

tactics are

ofte~

These power

accompanied by "solution messages" in

which the parent then tells the adolescent what she·must3
should3 .or ought to do, and thi s further' undermi nes the

adolescent's contribution to a mutual solution. 'If guilt
induction is 'used by the parent as "emotional

black~ailll

to control and dominate the adolescent, it may result in
not only an overly anxious adolescent, but an adolescent
whose development of autonomy, self-confidence, and self-,.
~eliance i~ impair~d.

The preceding categories of ways in which information and
can be sent and received and

th~

fe~lings

~ave

effects different forms can

on the

parent-adolescent relationship point to the importance of communication.
The power of parental messages is reflected ;n Gordon's statement that
"children often become what their parents tell them they are
Adolescent

perce~tions

of parental communication

be~aviors

II'

(55, p.32).

and the

messages conveyed. become the b1uepri nt by whi ch th,ey organi ze both thei r
internal and external realities.

If 'perceived behaviors and messages
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.are dysfunctional ,and negative,. then the adolescent's view of herself
and her ability to establish and maintain meaningful relationships with
others will most likely be seriously undermined.'

I
I
I
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Fami ly Therapy
Family therapy is one

w~y

of intervening into troubled relation

ships between parents and adolescents.

Its use is becoming more and

more frequent, largely due to the changing nature of family therapy
itself.

In the last century, theraoy with families has moved from a

basically individual orientation to a specificallv family-centered
6rientation as indicated by
and Meissner (82).

A~kerman

Earl~ ~ttempts

(1), Jackson (65), King (68),

at family therapy were influenced

by p,sychoanalysis and psychiatry in which individuals ,and families
were conceptualized in terms of intrapsychic and
points of view.

p~ychopathological

The medical mode1 approach dominated:

vidual's IIdisease" was investigated, a diagnosis was
ment focused on alleviating jndividual symptoms.

made~

and treat

famil~

The

as the milieu from which the individual emerged with

the indi

was seen

confli~ts

individual resolution, and family therapy c'onsisted of

usi~g

requiring

the family

to provide an oppbrtunity for corrective, intervention on behalf of one'
of its members.
With the advent of gr,eater theoretical sophistication and tech
nical experience, emphasis in family therapy has shifted from the
individual to the family 'as a whole.
family as an

intera~tional

In an orientation that sees the

or transactional system, psycho'pathology is

redefined as a relationship problem and the family itself becomes the
unit of diagnosis and treatment.
i'

!

The psychic functioning of an indi

vidual 1S viewed in the wider context, of family roie adaotations and
the psychoiocial organization of the family

a~

a uhit., Andrews offers

an excellent description of this approach to the family:
The family is a social systew. with interdependent and inter
related forces of influence; each member of this system is
mutually involved with each other ~ember, and the systematic
pattern of behavior that is the result of living together is
due to the wholly interlocking nature of the human emotional
re 1ations hirs (9, p. 6). '
The family as a whole is thus seen as being greater than the sum of its
"parts" or individual members' in a psychodynamic sense.
FamilY therapy which utilizes a systems apbroach focuses on the
interfaces and communication processes of the family system and its
subsystems or
'~pproach

This

indi~idual

family members according to Auerswald (12).

allows the use bf a

n~mber

of theoretical modeJs dealing

.wi th i nteracti ona1 ,processes and i nformati on exchange and, at the'same
,

,

time, points to new technology for inducing change.

By stressing the

I

organization of events in time and tracing developmentally the indi
vidual's, participation or isolation in relation to her family; theraoists
c~n

determine more clearly where and what kind of assistance is necessary.
, The systems approa,ch to family therapy has

in the treatment of the acting-out,adolescent.

impo~tan1;

impl fcations

Friedman (49) points out

that there is 'impressive evidence that delinauent ad~leste~ts f~il to,
respond to individual psychotherapy and 'other traditional forms of treat
ment.

Trea~ment

is more likely to be successful if parents are included

in the treatment process and if a combination of psychological and
env i ronmenta1 approaches ,i s employed.

Bell (17) summa ri zes the ,i mportance

of family therapy in the treatment of juvenile offenders as follows:
1) the family is,'the most important small group to which individuals·
, belong; 2), the faJTIily may be and frequently is the primary source of
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the disorder leading to

antisoci~l

behavior; 3) since the family's

influence will persist· into the future, family therapy has a certain
preventative aspect; and 4) family therapy may increase the motivation
and strengths available in the family for the redirection or control of
the delinquent.
The discussion in a previous section of the interlocking matura
tional tasks of parents and adolescents also points to the need for
family

treatm~nt.

Conflict is essentially· interpersonal and relational,

and family treatment can offer the entire family. certain benefits as
presented by Scherz (l 03) : 1) a di rect channel for ,confl i ct-reso 1uti on
is provided; 2) changes in role behavior and modes of communication are
facilitated; 3)

th~

problems of separateness and separation, sexual

identity formation, educational and vocational achievement, and value
orientation

ar~

addressed; 4) the symbolic death and reconstitution of

the family can be worked through; and 5) opportunities for the release
of affection and the development of new and more appropriate
expressing trust are available.
fi ts·, fami ly therapy
reasons.

tend~

to

In addition to

genera~e

thes~

w~ys

of .

potential bene-'

enthus i asm for a

n~JTlber

of other

The idea of treating the entire family makes sense to those

families longing for a.closer

f~mily

bond.

Since.

~hatev~r

happens in

family therapy is shared common knowledge, suspicion about treatment
i~,

reduced.

And family therapists such as Satir (97) have reported a

greater success in getting

th~

father involved in treatment:

seem-to be less reluctant t6 participate

i~

fathers

family .therapy than in

individual therapy (where they are singled out as "having problems").
A n~mber of therapists have spearheaded the movement to a
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family-centered orientation and the development of a rationale for using
fami ly therapy.

Thei r di fferi ng approaches to the treatment of fam;'l i es'

are reflected in their proposed definitions for faMily therapy.

I,

sees family therapy as

II • • •

Ackerman

a systematic method of Dsychotheraoeutic

intervention, d,esjgned to alleviate the multiple, interlocking emotional
disorders of a family group" (2, p. 440).

Bell offers the definition

that "family group therapy is a 'social psYchological treatment method
to provide help so that the natural family group may solve its problems
and continue to function more

~fficiently

defines'family therapy in this way:

as a group" (18, p. 23).

Satir

". . . if illness is seen to derive

from inadequate methods of cOl1JTlunication (by which we mean all inter
actional behavior), it follows that therapy will be seen as an attemot
to improve these methods . . . the emphasis will be on 'correcting
discrepancies in communication and teaching ways to achieve more fitting
outcomes" (97, p. 96).

And finally, Zuk sees family'therapy as .

II: . . the technique that explores and attempts to shift the bal,ance
~f

pathogenic

~elating

among family members so that new

beco~e possible'l (122, ~. 377).

form~'of

relating

Despite differences in emphasis, these

definitions all share the view that the major ,respons'ibility of family
therapy is to enhance the family"s se'nse of relatedness and concomi
tantly mobilize the fami1y"s natural self-healing functions.
The majority of family therapists also share a- similar view of
"symptoms.

II

Symptoms presented by a family member are seen 'as the

product of disruption in family interaction, and not as the product of
intrapsychic conflicts.

The manner in which the symptom, the person,

and her family interZock is of primary concern.

I
I
I

This kind of approach
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sheds a much di fferent '1 i ght on the concept' of symptoms accord; ng to
Auerswald (12):

behavior that seems bizarre or pathological on the

surface may instead be a·he.a.lthy-adaptation to circumstances \4/hich
prevent a more' socially accep'table or better differentiated means of
need-meeting.
the only

w~y

i\S

Framo states, Ilpeople present their difficulties in

they know how" and symptoms (or the exoression of these

difficulties) a.re 'uformed, selected, faked, exchanged, maintained,
and reduced as a function of the relationship context in which they
are naturally embedded

II

(46,. p. 273).

An example of this process is provided in the work of Johnson
and

~zurek

(49).

They have 'developed -the thesis, documented clinically

from their work with parents and their adolescent children, with .
behavior problems; that the oarents' unwitting sanction, indirect
encouragement, or provocation

i~

stimulus for antisocial behavior.

a major cause of and the

specifi~

The child.ls delinquent behavior

thus becomes 'an expression (or sympto,m) of a particular ~Qmbination
of family system dysfunctions or
Z~k's ~escription

path~logical

family dynamics.

(123) of silencing, strategies similarly reflects

the idea that symptomology'is rooted in the nature of family relation...
ships.

~ne

or several family members use this strategy to either

obtain~

comp1i ance or conformi t.y from another fami 1y member" or, to use her as
a~

object for the p~ojection of their OWh feelings.

£xamples of

silencing strategies :include scapegoating, stereotyping,- brainwashing,
"

\

I

I
l

"changing the subject" (directed against an issue-),'and lithe silent
treatment~,'(directed

against a person).

Long-ter~

use of ,these strat-

"

'egies may result in paranoid ideation, or delusional or hallucinatory

,

• "%,
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symptoms which are expressed by an individual family member.
The individual family member eX.or'essing symptoms is commonly
labeled the lIidentified patient" (1, 18,97, 112).
for both change and

stabili~y pl~ces

it in an ambiguous' position which

may create anxiety or'emotional disturbance.
this, the family may take
i

I

I

adv~ntage

The family's desire

In an attempt to resolve

of some individual family member's

"oddities" and conclude that the family situation could be rectified
if that individual would change.

By labeling this oerson as lithe

problem,1I attention is diverted from the'grouD to her.

Thus"the

individual who first comes to the 'attention of outside forces or who
is first referred for heln is generally either the scapegoat for the
pathology of the family or is a stand-in for a more critically dis
turbed family member.
" . Symptoms ,as expressed by the identified patient in the family
can also be 'examined from a time perspective as Bell suggests (17).
Cond it ions in the fami 1y may produce ei ther short-term acute symptoms,
or long-term, chr~ni,city.

Acute crisis generally occur~' when 'an indi

vidual is first exhibiting disturbing behavior, when

he~

symntoms'

suddenly "break out, or when her ,behavior has neYJly become
II

for family anxiety.

a cause

The family is most probably facing an individual

IS

demand for change in the family constel,lation which is communicated in
such a manner and intensity as to effect disturbance' in the group_
Acute symptoms, such as runaway behaVior, often occur in conjuction
\v; th deve1opmenta1 changes as the chi 1d matures.

other hand, results

~rom

Chroni ci ty, on the

a non-resolution of acute, symptoms.

The

symptom is incorporated into family patterns and perpetuated as a
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_role which is habitual rather than communicative.
The process of effecting change in a disturbed or dysfunctional
family system through the use of family therapy rests on a number of
propositions (17, 18, 65).

Family rules are relationship agreements

which operationally prescribe and limit the individual!s behaviors

i

I

~ 

over a wide variety of

~oth

process areas (how cOl1ll1unication will occur)

and content areas (what will be- communicated).
interaction into a reasonably stable system.

These organize family
However, most_ family

members potentially have available behavi6r patterns beyond those used
in the family, and the family theraoist, as an outside
-may be shown this behavior.

co~munity

Other family members must then-respond to

the new patterns revealed by revi sing thei r stereotypes and

re_-~va 1uati ng

and responding differently to that individual family member.
developed

~ew

modes of

figure,

which are

in~eraction

support~d

Having

by mutual commit

ment, -the family consolidates these -new

p~tterns

more restored.

therapy is based on_ the premise

As Satir states,

II~

••

and equili-brium is once

that pedple can be taught to be congruent, to speak

~ir~~tly o~nd

and to communicate their feelings, thoughts, and desires

clearly,

aCG~rately

in

order to be able to deal with what is" (97, Po" 182).
-Thus the primary goal of family therapy becomes that -of ch-anging
family systems of interaction.

By increasing the number of-available

communication patterns, developing a greater
promoting a more

con~cious ~hoiceo

awaren~ss

of them, and

of appropriate patterns,o-the

by which family interaction takes place are -improved.

By

m~ans

making family

members conscious of role_s in the family, an improved level of-role
complementaroity is activated.

In helping the family to achieve a
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clearer, more correct perception of family conflict, the family is also
. made aware of its essential unity and mutual. interdependence--somethlng
,

which the runaway adolescent' and her·fam.ily may be sorely in need of.

I
I

I
I
I
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Milieu Treatment
An additional treatment modality that is being utilized for emo
tionally disturbed children and adolescents is the residential treatment
center and the therapeutic milieu. 'Residential centers for children
with emotional problems are a recent' phenomenon.

There aopears to be

no clear definition of what a residential treatment center is:

in large

pa'rt"reside'ntial treatment is characterized by a diversity of programs
and services which have developed out of differences in history, popula
tion, purpose, and theoretical orientation.

Some.gener~l·characteristics

of residential treatment centers have.been enumerated by Adler (4):
.1) structure or planned and controlJed living; 2) authority, with oppor
tunities for chJldren to work out their feelings about it; 3) emphasis
,

,

on health rather than'patho,logy of the personality,; 4) group living and
individuation; 5) identification through opportunity for

signifi~ant

relationships;,,6) child-staff interaction; 7) community--the sense of
being an integral part of one; and 8) integration--the joint
and evaluation of the child's treatment plan
Historical'ly,

reSi~ential

by

plan~ing

all staff.

treatment centers emanate

f~om ~ ~ide

variety of .former institutions--orphanages, state institutions, correc
tiona; schools, reformatories~ organizations that function as foster
homes for dependent and negl ected chi ldren, and speci a'l school s for
emotionally or educationally retarded children.

With the development

of supportive services and income maintenance in recent, years, the demand
for

long-ter~

custodial care of chi1dren has diminished.' The emphasis

has shifted from care to treatment'.
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The philosophical development of the theraoeutic milieu as the
treatment format of the residential treatment center is also a recent
phenomenon.

A~gust

Aichhorn is credited with first drawing attention

to the use of the mi 1i eu as a therapeut i c· tool and wi th us i ng the soci a1
structure of the institution as a part of the treatment strategy.
Aichhorn developed his concepts from his work in a training school for
delinquents during the 1920's in Austria and writes of his experiences
in the book' Wayward Youth (5).
-The importance' of the environment of the treatment center in
supporting and nourishing the psychological development of the child
has been the focus of the work of Bettelheim and Redl.

Both Bettelheim

and Redl emphasize the role of group living and the child-care worker
from a

psycholog~cal

treatment of

orientation (23, 91, 92).

childre~,

In speaking of' the milieu

Redl has stressed the importance of -dealing with

the psychological problems of children as they aris,e, and in the situa

I

tion in which they occur.

I

d~veloped

The concept of the IIlife-space inte'rview" was

by Redl as appropriate for the therapeutic

mili~u ~nd

is

described -in the following way:
In contrast to interviewing 'in considerable detachment from the
"here and nowl! of Johnny's life, like the psychoanalytic play therapy
interview, the life-space interview ;s closely built around the
child's direct life experience in connection with the issues that
become the interview focus. Most of the time, it is held by a
person who is perceived by the child as part of his, II na tural habitat
or life space," with some pretty clear role and power in his daily
liVing, as contrasted to the therapist to whom he is sent for "long
range treatment", (91, p. 6)..,
.
'
' ,

i

Bettelheim conceptualizes the therapeutic milieu in terms of II s0c ial

t

I

solidarity," and his model of the milieu revolves a,round the importance',

ii

of the role of the child-care worker in providing a consistent and so1id"
II
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environment for the emotionally disturbed child.

Bettelheim points out

that in the "typical" psychiatric hospital, status ,is highest for those
least involved with the

patient~ and~

paradoxically, the child-care

worker who has the most frequent and most direct contact'with the child
us~ally

finds himself with the least status and the least authority to

make decisions relating to his work and the child.

Bettelheim 'has

structured hi s therapeuti c mi 1 i eu on the bel ief, however, tha.t the
status of a

w~rker'

is dependent on his involvement,with the patient

and that decision-making depends not on rank, but on who has the
greatest familiarity with or ins1ghts into the particular situation
and the child.

In hi.s model, one worker is with the patient through

all phases of the illness, and

al~ost

complete

respon~ibility

for task

execution is in the hands of this worker.
Largely due to the influence of Redl, Bettelheim, child psychi
atry, and child guidance, researchers as well ,as practitioners had been
looking at mil ie,u treatment from ,a

psychologic~l ,perspectiv~.

recently, however,.the problem of milieu has beeh
sociological viewpoint (6, 34).
of the social
facility.

syste~~,

approach~~

These writers focus on the

which.surround patient

~nd·

staff in

~

,More
from a

impor~ance

,

treatment

An area' of concern of Cumming and Cumming (34) is the social
,

,

environment of the hospital and the issue of authority and control in a
therapeutic milieu.

They have discussed the proble'm,of how the alloca

tion of power 'and authority in the milieu
,

i.

I
I
I

~an

influence the process of

,ego restitution and growth in hosp,italized psychiatric patients.
point out that there has been an increasing effort on the part of
institutions to encourage sfaff members at all levels as well as

They
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patients to

a~sume

responsibility for making therapeutic decisions.

These efforts have made. the therapeut·ic;: milieu
that the

righ~

mor~

of a reality in

to make decisions at the time and place most likely to

lead to ego growth will also bring about an emphasis on free and open
communi cat i on between s. ta ff members themse1ves and between s ta ff members
and patient's.
These ideas have been further developed and incorporated into a
therapeutic milieu program described by Richard Almond in The Healing
,.

commu~ity

(6) .in which the emphasis is

011

trust, responsibility, and

I

active involvement of all

patien~s

'and staff members.

The peer group

in the milieu is seen by him as. influential and crucia·l In bringing
.

.

about a change in individual behavior, and the attempt is made to use
the normative influence of the peer group for. therapeutic purposes.
In the hospital setting described by Almond, both patients (who in thi:s
case are adu~ts) and staff feel responsible as members of th~ mi'i~u
"communi ty" for the changi ng of behavi or in others that does not conform
with' the community"ls expectation for "nonsickll behavior.

This means

that .the staff and the healthier patients must approach newcomers who
I

I

are exhibiting

I-

that the devlant behavior will

I

a sense of responsibility for each other and for the intactness and

I

I

devia~t

behavior and convey to them their
chang~.

'Both

st~ff

anticipa~ion

and patients share

functioriing of the group as a. whole- in bringing about change:
The above-mentioned theories and conceptualizations of the milieu
all indicate how

powerf~l

the mi.li.eu is as a therapeutic too",

They

also, demonstrate how'individual personalities and the social system can'
.b~

combined in a milieu

~o manag~

and change

lives~

While these theories
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and models have been developed in relation to a variety of

s~ttings

and

client groups, the emphasis has been on the interaction of the individual
with the social environment and the manipulation of the environment to
produce change.

Tbese studies have not lndicated for whom residential

and milieu treatment is most appropriate.

An additional Question per

tinent to th"s review is the adaptation

residential treatment to the

~f

needs of the adolescent.
studies '(3, 13, 54, 56, 73) have specifically dealt with
the develop nt' of' residential treatment facilities to meet the needs
of adolescen s and have discussed characteristics of adolescents which
would indica e a need for residential placement. ' One orientation to the
treatment of adolescents presented by Gralnick (56) is based on the
premise

tha~,hospitalized

I

schizophreni~

exhibit

adolescents suffer from disorders such as

rather than "adolescent 'behavior problems" and t,hat they

symp~oms

slmilar to adults. Based upon this rationale, adoles

i
cents are thien placed on adult wards, 'where they are'mixed in regard,s,'
to sex arid age.

They are treated

lik~,adults

in an attempt' to draw on

the heal th i er aspect 'of 'thei r persona 1i ty.
Adilman and- Lewis (3,73), however, discuss residential,programs
'which treat

adolesc~nts

with peers and which

uti~ize

the strong influence

of ' peer relationships at this stage in the life of the adolescent.

One

such milieu program for adolescents has developed a means whereby those
patients well into treatment serve as a positive peer group influence
on those,still in a resistance stage.

This is called the "pro-treatment

group proces?" and it is characterized by

ma~ing

,the milieu group

responsible for the behavior of ,each individual adolescent, and each
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~dolescent

responsible to the group for her

beh~vior.

Lewis, like other

authors on the subjeGt, also stresses the importance of utilizing staff
who serve as models of identification for' the adolescent .in order to
make such

a treatment

effort effective.

The cornerstone of the theories and programs mentioned above is
the idea that it i.s the action of the

and the adults' control

adult~

of the environment of the child which can be coordinated in the milieu
to iniprove childr"en's lives.

An additional premise is that if children

are exposed to considerate and interested adults in their environment
I"

I

they wi 11 begi n to reduce thei r hos"t; 1e atti tudes towa rd adul ts a'nd
soci ety in g'enera 1, and thi s wi 11 enable them to move on to more mature
.

.

emotional
i! .

..
I

d~velopment.

Studies (3, 56, 61) have indicated that children

and adolescents placed in residential treatment appear to suffer from
serious psychopathology and not merely from symptoms of crisis which are
supposedly relievable by manipulation of
situation is described (61) as one in

e~ternal factor~.

~hich

T~e

there is $evere

~arent-child

conflict, where ·the child's acting-out behavior may eXP.res.? the
own unconscious rebelliousness and maY'act as a source pf

family

p~rentsr

~~atification

I

!.

to the parent.

Residential treatment is also

indic~ted

in certain

situations where outpatient treatment is unsuccessful as long ·as· the
child remains with the parent and the parent is'resistant to change in
the child.

It is fel.t that placement, in these

cas~s,

will in.troduce

many positive forces to help counteract the negative effects of the
fami Ty envi ronment.

An importa.nt aspect of the mi 1i eu envi ronment

then becomes the introduction .and possibility of a positive relation
ship between the child and an adult which·wil) reinforce the child's
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capacity for meeting the demands of living and for the capacity for
self-control.

Children

\~no

reach institutions have generally been

exposed to negative role models who demonstrate to them self-defeating
or unacceptable ways of behav,ing.

A, criti'cal element in the mil ieu

then becomes the exposure of the child to more positive adult models
who will facilitate learning and growth in the chi-ld.,
Trieschman, et al. (114) describe the child who is typically
found in res'idential placement as a "relationship-resistant child who
ll

cannot- or will not allow th'e establishment of the Jlrelationshipll that
is essential for therapeutic change.

These children erect barriers to

communication, are unresponsive to social reinforc'ers, and are rejecting
of adult models.

Thus, a primary aim of the adult worker is to break

through these barriers by 1) inc.reas,ing the child's ,communication with
. the adult; 2) increasing the child's responsiveness to social
ment provi ded by 'the, adul t; and

3)

to model ,the behavior of the adult.

reinforte~

inc reas i ng the tendency of the chi 1d
Adults, as child-care

worke~s, ~re,

able to facilitate this process with the child by decoding the IImessages"
of the chi 1d's behavi or by understandi ng ,'what these messa-ges" convey
about
1

I

I
!

the'child'~

thoughts and feelings:

In order for the adu)t,to

establish his value to the child as a social reinforcer and a behavior
model, it "is important to increase the interpersonal 'attraction between
the adult and the child'. ,',This can be accomplished by "maximizing adult
attracti,veness" through gratification of needs and by llniinimizing adult

I

aversiveness~,
Th~re i~

through the avoidance of power struggles.
some research (22, 88, 89)'that suggests that the more

'favorably the child

regar~s

the adult, the'more receptive. she will be
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to the adult1s influence.

In studying a

~roup

of institutionalized

female adolescents, Bertcher (22) found that attitude change in
girls toward the

~taff

was affected significantly

contac't! they had wi t,h the, staff.

by

~he

the amoynt of

If was further observed that the

girls' ,attitudes toward staff became more positive when that staff was
able to provide specific concrete help to the girls with issues that
had a high degree of importance for them such as problems with parents
or peers.

The use of interpretation or confrontation was f.ound to

solidify resistance to attitude change rather than to enhance such
change. 'Thi$

~uthor

pe~

felt that the use of authority,

se, did not

lead to positive attitude change because of the girls" acute perception
of inconsistency among individual stQff members.
On the other hand, additiqnal studies

devel~p

the thesis that the

child-care worker becomes a positive influence on the child because of
his power over the child's environment (88,89).

These studies develop

a concept of model i ng that states tha t, the more power

t~e

,model ,tyas

over an individual, the ,more the individual will imitate the model's
behavior.

The assumption is then made and

support~d

that because ,the

child-cQre worker is in a position to give 'resources to the children "
and to take them 'away, he becomes the most powe'rful' model in the' 'chi 1d' s
environment and an

e.xtre~ely

influential one.

All of these groups of studies, however, feel that one of the
important ingredients of residential and milieu therapy is the warm,
supportive, and,
care workers as

~t

the same time, limit-setting influence of

paren~ su~stitutes.,

~hild-

The'daily interactions between the·

child and the adult are seen as an opportunitv for therapeutic "educationll
j'

j
1'
l

I
t
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of the child and are an important process in any program of milieu
therapy.

!1
l
I

I;

f
I;
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I
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~
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY
'Introduction'
Our methodology chapter will be divided into two parts. The' first
part will examine ,the development and
instrument. The second part will

organiz~tion,of th~

di~cuss

measurement

the procedures used in admin

istering the instrument.

I
I

Measurement Scale
Two instruments were used to collect data about adolescent girls

~

Ii

involved in the

pr~gram

at The Bridge. The first instrument was a face

sheet used 'to gather background information relating to the adolescent's
age, family situation, education, runaway experiences, and program
involvement~

The format and

categ~ries

of our face

s~eet

were drawn

from a similar but more extensive face sheet used ,by the agency_ A
copy of our face sheet is presented in Appendi x A,.

r
I
I

I

I

. The second instrument used was a questionnaire designed to ascer
,

.

tain how adolescents perceive the communication behaviors, of their
parents and of other 'adults.

Because the authors found

fe~

studies

which specifically examined the area'of parent-adolescent communication
a'nd

'~o

suitable mea,suring i,nstruments, the decision was made to design

a questionnaire which would address perGeived communication behaviors •
.our

~~vi,ew

of the literature revealed that basic dimensions of the

parent-adolescent relationship include love-hosfility anq control
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autonomy which are both reflected in and shaped'by communication
behaviors. ' These tend to 'fall into a number'of common patterns as
,categorized in the previous chapter.

In order to examine the expression

of relationship dimensions more explicitly, the communication process
was further broken down into severa'1 components deal ing with sending
and receivi.ng information'and feelings.

Specifically, these components

are as follows:
l. The adolescent J s perception of how her oarents send informa
·
tion messages to her;
2•. The adolescent's perception- of how:her information messages
are received' by her parents;
,
3. The adolescent's'perception of how her parents send feeling
messages'to her; and
f

!

4. The adolescent's perception of how her feeling messages are
'received by:her parents.
A s1m; 1ar system was used in exami n;'09 the ado1ascent's perceptions of

communication behaviors by adults other than her parents. These are as
follows:
1. The adolescent's perception of how adults (other than her
parents) se~d information messages;
2. The adplescent's perception' of how her-information messages
are received by, adults' (other than' her parents);
3. The' adolescent s per,cepti on of 'how adul ts (other than her
parents) send feeling'messages to her; and
I

4. The ado'escent's perception' of how her feeling messages are
rece; ved by adul ts (other than' ,her parents).

For a more detai'led presentation of the category and purpose of each
question in the instrument, see Appendix B.
I

The instrument designed was divided into two parts: the first
section looked at ado1escent perception of'parental' cormnun;-cation, and
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the secong section looked at adolescent perception of communication of
other_adults.

Each section was composed of ' twenty-six questions--six

related to sending information, six related to receiving information,
seven related to sending feelings, and seven' related to receiving
feelings.

Each question was designed as' a statement about communica

tion behavior which was to be rated by the adolescent according to
frequency of occurrence.' Four responses'were possible:
"Often,"

IISeldom,1I

and "Never."

IIAlways.,1I

(The authors used a scale of four

possible responses' ,rather than five in order'to prohibit noncommittal
~

f.

rep-lie,s.) To avoid ,generalization, questions were phrased in both
positive and negative terms, and were mi'xed,to appear in random order
- on'the' questionnaire. ,- Approximately twenty', to 'thirty minutes were
",required by the adolescent ,to complete the questionnaire. Attached to
'" -the questionnaire was a cover sheet which expla-ined the purpose of the
, questionnaire to the adolescent and informed them that their answers
were confidential.' A copy of the cover sheet and the questionnaire are
included in Appendix C.
Administration of guestionnaire

k

i

The qU,estionnaire was administered on' an 'individual basis to ,the
adolescent, when' she initial1y-'became involved'

w~th

The Bridge. The

same questionnaire (with.a' revised' cover. 'letter) was again administered
to the adolescent'if ,she officially:completea the program after having
been accepted •. A tot~l of twenty-eight questionnaires were completed
by; girls involved in ,intake.

Of t,hese, eleven'were completed by girls

who had'no further involvement in 'the program '{due to an inappropriate
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referral or ,to lack of commitment), and four were completed by girls who
were accepted into The Bridge but did not officially complete the program
(due to runaway 'behavior. or abrupt termination of program involvement).
Eight questionnaires were"obtained'from g;-rls' who were accepted into and
who officially completed the program.

(Four girls in this category were

not .able'to complete a final questionnaire due to circumstances sur

~I
I

~

rounding their release.) This information is presented below in tabular
form.
TABLE III
NUMBER AND PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT OF GIRLS
COMPLETING QUESTIONNAIRES

!

i

I

I
\

!

QUESTIONNAIRES COMPLETED
GIRLS INVOLVED IN PROGRAM INTAKE
Girls with no further program involvement
Girls in crisis shelter care)
Gir s who refused to stay)
Gir s with parents who refused serv1ces}
Gir s not accepted due to drug use}
Girls accepted into the program,
did ~ot officially complete program
Gir. s terminated due to drug use)
(Gir s who ran away)
Girls accepted' into program,
officially comp'let~d program
(Girls who failed to complete questionnaire
upon release)
.
(Girls who completed questionnaire upon
'.' rel ease)
TOTAL BEFORE PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT
TOTAL AFTER PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT

Number
28

11
1
.6
3

1

4
,2
,2)

13
{5}

(81
28

8
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Because The Bridge program ;s relatively small with only eight to ten
girls in residence at anyone time, the decision was made to gather
information ,over

~'six-month

period from June 15,1976, to

January 30, 1977.
The questionnaire was administered to the girls by Phyllis Koch,
the full-time social worker at The Bridge.

Because'initial contact

could occur at any time and intakes were- not regu"larly scheduled,

th~

authors decided that the social worker'would be in the best position
to adm"inister "the question,naire due to

h~r'

availabil ity. While admin

istering the questionnaire, she was instructed to define words (if
asked) 'but not to define. the meaning' of the question for the adolescent.
The social worker

wa~

also respons'ible- for completing the face sheet

-on each girl based upon

"info~mation

she obtained at intake and through

provision' of services. The presentation of ' data collected will be in
the following chapter.

Chapter IV
PRESENTATION AND EVALUATION OF DATA
This chapter will be divided into three major sections. The
first section will present in detail the method used in coding,
tabulating, and scoring the data.

The second section will examine

1

population perceptions of the communication process in terms of the

t·

way in which parents and adults other than parents send and receive

I

information and feelings.

I

t

The third section will examine population

perceptions of the communication content in terms of the thirteen
categories presented in Chapter II, Review of the Literature,
Communication, pages 56-68. Several statistical computations will
be used in analyzing the data.
Appendix D.

For additional information, see
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SECTION I: CODING, TABULATION AND
SCORING OF DATA
Our first step in preparing our data was to assign a number to
each girl who' participated in our study. These numbers ranged from
001 to 028:

the numbers 001-008 were assigned to those girls who

completed both a before and after questionnaire, while the numbers
009-028 were assigned to those girls who only completed a before

questionnaire.

Within these groups a second criterion for number

assignment was date of involvement with the program: dates were
arranged chronologically

a~d

those girls with the earlier dates

received the lower numbers.
Our next step was to code and tabulate the information contained
on the face sheet for each girl. This included the following areas:
contact and termination date, length of stay in weeks, age, most recent
family setting, marital status of natural parents, last grade completed,
current educational status, prior involvement with the law, place or
person to which girl initially ran, days of current run, number of
,

i
r

previous runs, and disposition. Originally we had planned to include
the types of services provided by the Bridge (i.e. individual counseling,
group therapy, and family meetings) and the number of contacts each girl
experienced during her stay.

However, this information'was not available

to us in specific form, although each girl who completed the

p~ogram

did

receive all three kinds of services.
After compiling the face sheet data, we Inext tabulated responses
-from the questionnaire itself. This involved transfonning the raw
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responses into numerical scores on a scale from one to four.

In order

that responses would be equivalent and could be compared, we. "trans
lated" all questions into positive statements. The scale used in rating
each response is presented in the following table.
TABLE IV
SCALE

U~ED

.IN RATING RESPONSES
Numbel"Assigned
Number Assigned
-Positive' Qo'estion . Negative 'Question

Question Response
Always,

4

1

.Often

3

2

Seldom

2

3

Never

1

4

Thus, the higher the numerical value assigned to the response, the more
positi~e

the perceived communication behavior.

Some variation occurred in regard to the way questions were
answered.

If no

re~ponse

was' made to the question, no numerical value

was assigned., If two responses were checked which were not'contiguous
(i.e. "Always" and IISeldom,1I "Always" and "Never," or "Often" and
IINever"), no numerical value was assigned., If two responses were
checked which were contiguous (i.e. "Always" and "Often," -"Often ll and
...~..

~

"Seldom,1I or "Seldom" and tlNever"), the numeri'cal value for the question
was derived f,rom an
I

aver~ge

of the assigned numerical value for each

response'., For example, if both "Always" and "Often ll were checked, the
question received a score of 3.5 (4;3

= 3.5).

We were able to average
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the scores in this manner because we haye continuous rather than
discrete data.
These scaled responses.were then" organized

accordin~

to the

previously mentioned categories' of .Sending 'Information, Receiving
Information, Sending Feelings and Receiving Feelings for parents and
ad~lts

before and after

categories as welJ as

pr~gram

t~eir

in the following' tables.

involvement. Questions within these

positive or negative ratings are presented

~

TABLE V

QUESTIONS WITHIN THE. CATEGORY OF
SENDING INFORMATION
Positive
Negative
Number
Parents' Adults Rating
Questionnai~e

1

26

+

My parents (adults) do what they say
they are going to do.

g

6

+

My parents (adults) check to make sure
I understand what they tell me.

13

23

+

When decisiCns are made concerning me,
my parents adults) ask for my ideas.

5

3

+

My parents (adults) are willing to
explain rules.

17

12

-

My 'parents (adults) threaten or yell at
me when they want me to do something.

22'

15

....

t
t

Question

I

My parents (adults) talk to me as if I
were still a little girl.
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TABLE VI
QUESTIONS WITHIN THE CATEGORY OF
RECEIVING INFORMATION
Questionnaire Positive
Negative
Number
Parents Adults Rating

~

.

~

~uestion

15

8

+

When I talk to my parents (adults), they
listen calmly and without interruptions.

20

5

+

My parents (adults) respect my opinions
even if they don't agree with them.

3

16

-'

My p'arents (adults) don It want to hear
what I have to say about decisions
affecting me.

7

1

-

My parents (adults) jump to conclusions
and don 't ~Iet me finish what I want to say

25

20

-

My garents (adults) tell me my ideas are
dum •

11

25

-

When I ask my parents (adults) a question,
they preach at me instead of answering my
question.
. . . . . ..

.

,

.

,

4

•

•

~

~

•

~
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TABLE VII
QUESTIONS WITHIN THE CATEGORY OF
SENDING FEELINGS
Questionnaire Positive
Negative
Number
Parents Adults Rating
19

10

+

When my parents (adults) are angry at me,
they talk about it calmly with~e.

26

24

+

My parents (adults) praise and encourage
me.

16

19

+

My parents {adults} give me messages that
they trust me.

a

2

-

It1s hard for me to know what my parents
(adults) are feelin9_

.4

13

-

My parents (adults) give me the silent
treatment when they are angry at me.

23

14

-

When my parents '{adul ts} and I argue, they
bring up angry feelings related to other
things from the past.

12

22

-

My parents' (adults) try to make me feel
guilty when live done something they told
me not to do_

I

I

i
Il

Question

i

j
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TABLE VIII .
QUESTIONS WITHIN THE CATEGORY OF
RECEIVING FEELINGS'
Questionnaire Positive
Negative
Number
Parents Ad,ults Rating

Question

2

17

+

My parents (adults) try to ,understand how
I feel.

24

21

+

My parent~ (adu1ts) listen when I tell
them about the tnings which have made me
happy •
.

21

4

+

My parents (adults) let me blow off steam
when 11m mad.
.

18

7

-

When I express my feelings, my parents
(adults) make fun of me.

6

11

-

14

9

-

My parents (adults) tell me how I should
feel, instead of accepting the way I
really feel.

10

18

-

When I get angry at my parents (adu1 ts),
they then get angry at me.

-

My parents (adults) ignore me when I tell
them how I feel.
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Scored responses were tabulated according to category.

Each girl was

given a total score.for each category based upon her responses within
that category.

If we were unable to assign a numerical value

~o

questions within a category, a total score for that category was not
given.

Each question also received a total score based upon all

responses given for. that question.
Each girl also received a total score for her perception of
parental communication-and for her perception of adult communication
behavior.' This was done by adding together her total scores for each
categor.y.

If a gir1 had not been .given·a total score for one of the

four categories (due to incomplete responses within that category) her
scores for the.other three. categories were averaged and the value
obtained was used only in computing a total score for her perception
of parental' or adult communication behavior. This occurred' in five
cases for Parents, Before Program' Involvement (DOS, 006, 015, 025, 028);
in two cases for' Adults, Before ,Program Involvement (017, 028); and
once for Adults., After Program Involvement (008).

If a, girl had not

been given a total score for two or more of the four categories (due
to incQmp1ete responses within that category), she was not given a
total score for.her perception of parental or adult communication
behavior. This occurred in two cases for Parents, Before' Program
Inyolvement (007, 011); once for Adults, Before

P~ogram'Involvement

(a07).; and once for. Parents, After Program' Involvement (005). This

completed our codi,ng, tabulating and scori.ng of the data obtained.
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SECTION II: POPULATION PERCEPTIONS OF THE
COMMUNICATION PROCESS
This section will consist Of four parts. The first part will
examine population characteristics. Demographic information will be
presented and relationships between this data and perception scores
will be exp1ored. The second part will present

a~d

describe the

perception scores. of the subjects befope program involvement. The
third part will present and describe.the perception scores of the
, subjects aftep program

invo'vement~

The last part will compare per

ception scores befope and aftep program· involvement. The four parts
I ·

,are 1isted below:',
1.

Population ,characteristics.

2.' Perception scores before program involvement.
3.

Perception scores after program involvement.

4.

Comparison of before and after perception scores.

Population Characteristics
Our first step was to determine whether there were' any' significant
differences between the' responses given by girls who completed both the
before and after

question~aire

(OOl-OOB) and girls who.comp1eted only

the before questionnaire (009-028).

In order to test 'for significant

.differences, the Mann-Whitney U-Test was selected because we had
ordinal data, small samples, and unequal numbers in each sample. Using
the Mann-Whitney U-Test, comparisons were made between group 001-008
scores and group 009-028 scores for the following areas:
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1.
2'.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Parents Sending Information;
Parents Receiving Information;
Parents Sending Feelings;
Parents' Receiving' Feelings;
Total Parents;
Adults Sending Information;
Adults Receiving Information;
Adults Sending Feelings;
Adults Receiving Feelings; and
Total Adults.

Np significant differences were found in any'of these areas which
, allowed us to conclude that the two groups (001-008 and 009-028) came
from the same population and can 'therefore:be.treated as one (001-028).
We were 'then' able to determine median scores for the areas listed above
which are presented: in' the following table. An examination of the
I •

I
I

table" indicates' a division of-the, population into three groups in order
to make comparisons easier and"for fUrther stati'stical purposes.

I

I

i
I'

Ii
!

i i
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TABLE IX
MEDIAN SCORES BY CATEGORY AND POPULATION GROUP

Category

Population Group
001-008 OOl ... OOB 001~02B
Before " "After": , 'BefOre

Parents: Sendi.ng Information

15

18

14.75

Parr;nts: Receiving Information

16

lB.B3

14.50

Parents: Sending Feelings

13.50

20

14.06

19.75

23

.1B

67.75

BO

61

Adults: Sending Information

lB

lB.67

16.75

Adults: Receiving Information

17.75

18

16.30

Adults: Sending Feelings

19.67

20.5

lB.7

Adults: Receiving Feelings

19

20.5

lB.25

77

77.83

6B.6]

Parents':

Receiving Feelings

Total Parents Scores

Total Adults Scores

To further describe the total population, we organized the demo
graphic

d~ta

obtained from the face sheets into tables.

Each table

examines a descriptive variable, and contains variable divisions, the
number of girls in each division, and the percent of total in each
division.

(Percents may not total 100 due to errors in rounding.)

These tables are presented below.

Brief comments which note some

interesting patterns will follow each'"ta'ble.
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. TABLE X
LENGTH OF STAY IN TOTAL WEEKS
No. of Girls

No. of Weeks

% Total

0-' .9

11

2-3.9

5

39%
18%

4-5.9

2

7%

6-7.9

2

7%

8-9.9

5

18%

10-11.9

2

7%

12-13.9

1

4%

As presented in Table

X~

over half the- girls (57%) were involved

with the program for less than four weeks.

TABLE XI
AGE OF GIRLS AT INTAKE
....Age:.

..

. .. No. of Girls .

%Total

12

2

7%

13

9

32%

14

6

21%

15

6

21 %

16

5

18%

i i
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":ro

Excluding the two girls who were age twelve, there appears to be
no real variation in
according to Table

~he

age of girls involved

wit~

the program

X~.

TABLE XII
MARITAL STATUS OF NATURAL PARENTS
Marital Status

No. of Girls

Intact
Separat~d

Divorced
! •

Deceased

.

%Total -

14

50%

1

4%

12

43%

1

4%

A finding that was of particular interest. in Table XII was that
half the girls (50%) indicated that the marital status of their parents
was intact.
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TABLE XIII
MOST RECENT FAMILY SETTING
Setting

No . of Girls

Both Natural Parents

i

I .
t

!

%Total

13

46%

Natural ,Mother and Step-'
Father.

6

21%

Natural
Mother

1

4%

Natural Mother Only

5

18%

Grandparents "

1

4%

Other*

2

7%

F~ther

and

Step~

*1 Adoptive Mother
1 Natural Mother and Boyfriend
In Table XIII, almost half the girls (46%) listed both natural
parents as their most recent family setting, while one-fourth (25%)
listed a family setting consisting of a natural parent and a step
parent.

TABLE XIV
LENGTH OF TIME IN MOST RECENT FAMILY SETTING
I

%Total

No. of V.ears

No •. of Girls

0-2.9

5.

18%

3-5.9

2

7%

6-8.9

1

4%

9-11.9

2

7%

Life

16

57%

2

7%

I.
i
r--.

Unknown

In conjunction with Table XIII, table XIV illustrates that over
half the girls (57%) have spent all their lives in their most recent
family setting.

I
t

I
,.

TABLE XV
,

LAST GRADE COMPLETED

l.

I
I.
1

I

II .

I

Last Grade

No. of Girls

%Total
. 4%

5

1

6

l

4%

7

9

.32%

8

7

25%

9

4

14%

10

5

18% .

1,.

.1

4%

"
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Although Table XV presents a wide yariation in last grade completed,
Table XVI below indicates that a large majority of the girls (79%) were
currently in school prior to involvement with The'Bridge.
TABLE XVI
CURRENT EDUCATIONAL STATUS PRIOR TO BRIDGE

Status

%Total

No. of Girls

In School

22

79%

Dropped Out

4

14%

Other*

2

7%

*1 Not allowed to attend school, custodian resides elsewhere.
1 About to be expelled.
TABLE XVII
PRIOR INVOLVEMENT WITH JUVENILE

Involvement,

JUSTI~E

No. of Girls

SYSTEM

%'Total

I

1I

f .'
l
I

j

L

i

Police Arrest - One Time
(Shopl ift,ing)
{Prostitution,}
1status Offense)
Unauthorized Use of
motor ve'hi cl e)
None

6

21%

(3)

(l )
(,1)

(l)

22

79%

I
Another finding that was of interest is contained in Table XVII
which

sh~ws

that, iess than one-fourth of the girls (21%) had any prior'

i nyo 1vement wi th t'he 1aw.
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TABLE XVIII
PLACE TO WHICH GIRL INIT.IALLY RAN
Place/Person

No. of Girls

%Total

Friend

17

61%

Street

5

18%

Court

1

4%

Other*

2

7%

3

11 %

Removed, from home'
,agency

by

legal

*1 threatened to run.
1 ran to her natural parents.
,Table XVIII presents' the finding that a girl's friends were in
volved with her in runaway episodes in well over half the cases (6l%).
TABLE XIX
NUMBER OF TIMES ,PREVIOUSLY RUN

No. of Times

No; of Girls

%Total

0

11

' ~9%

1

7

25%

2

3

11 %

3

3

11 %

4 and over

4

14%
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It is interesting to

,not~

that although the

~r09ram

was designed

to treat gi rl s wi th a mi nima 1 number of. runa,way epi sodes, a small
percent of the population (14%) ,did -jn fact have a large number of runs.
, TABL,E XX
DISPOSITION FROM BRIDGE

Disposit.ion

No. of Girls

%Total

Return to Primary Family Home
(Girl Refused to Stay)
(Parents Refused Services)

14
(5)

50%

Placed with Natural Father and
Step-Mother

1

4%

3

11 %

(1 )

Placed in Foster Homes
(Parents Refused Services)

(l )

Pl aced 'i n Group'Homes
(Parents Refused Servites)

(1)

2

7%

Placed in ,Shelter Care or Referred
Back to C.S.D.

2

7%

Ran from Program

3

11%

Placed in Juvenile Institution
(Villa St. Rose)

1

4%

Plac~d

,2

7%

in Juveni~e Detention After
Refusal to Stay

Our final demographic table indicates a wide va,riation in disposi

I
!

t,ion of girls from the program and is essentially

.self-e~planato,ry.

To determine whether any significant relationships existed between'
the descriptjve demographic
variables and
the girls' perception scores,
.
. ' .
The Chi-Square Median Test was used.
studi~d

using Total Before Scores:

The following relationships were
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1. The relationship of age to perception of parents;
t

I

I

I

2., The relationship

o~

age to perception of adults;

3.

The relationship of' marital status of natural parents to
perception of parents;

4.

The relationship of most recent family setting to perception
of parents;
,

5.

The relationship of length of time in most recent family
setting to perception of parents;

6.

The relationship of current educational status to perception
of par~nts;

7.

The relationship of current educational status to perception
of adults;

8.

The relationship of prior involvement with the law to perception of parents;

I

I·

J

r'
I

!

Ii·
r

:

9.

The relationship of prior involvement with the law to per
ception of adults;

10.

The relationship of tha number of times previously run to
perception of parents;

11. The relationship of consent to participate in program to
perception of par~nts; and
12. The relationship of consent to participate in program to'
perception of adults.
'
None of these relationships were found to

~e

significant at the .05

level, possibly due to our small sample size and,the small number' of

r
:

girls in each variable divisibn:

This completed'our study of population

characteristics.
Perception Scores Before Program Involvement
, The second part of Section II will examine more closely the per
ception scores for parents and for adults before program involvement
using the population group of 001-028.

CompariSOns were made within'
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the perception scores calculated for Parents to determine the following:
1. The difference between the way parents were perceived while
sending information and while receiving information;
1,

2.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
sending feelings and while' receiving feelings;

3.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
sending information and while sending feelings; and,

!

I

4.

II
l

The difference between the way parents were perceived while

reoeiving information and while reoeiving feelings.

I

I

II
1

1

f

Comparisons 'were made within'the
to

de~ermine

p~rception

scores' calculated for Adults

the following:

5. 'The difference between the way adults were perceived while
sending information and wnile receiving information;
6.

The difference be~ween the way adults were perceived while
sending feelings and while receiving feelings;

7.

The difference between the way adults were perceived while
sending information and while sending fe.elings; and

8.

The diff.erence between the way adults were perceived while

receiving information and While receiving feelings.

Compari sons were a1so made between percepti on scores 'ca 1cul ated for
Parents and perception scores calculated for Adul~s to determine the

following:
'9.

10.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while

sending info~ation and 'the way adults were perceived while
sending information; ,

The differerice between the way parents ~ere perceiyed while
information and the way ,adults were perceived while

reoe~ving

reoeiving ,information;
11.

,

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
sending fe?lings and the way adults were perceived while
sending feelings;

I
j ,
I

I

,12.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while

reoeiving feeZings'and the way adults'were perceived while
reaeiping feel'ings; ,and
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13. The difference between the total saores received by parents
and the totaZ saores received by adults.
In

ma~ing

these comparisons, the

Ma~n-Whitney

formation of the U value into a z score was used.

U-Test with a trans
Values obtained were

judged on the basis of levels of significance for one-tailed tests.
Our results are presented below.
1.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived
while sending information and while receiving information
z calculated (-.44) was greater than z critical {-1.645} at
. the' .05 level. Therefore, there is no significant difference
in the way parents send and receive information.
.

2.

For the difference between the w~y parents were perceived
while sending feelings. and while receiving feelings, z cal- .
'culated {-3.059} was less than z critical (-2.579) at the
.005 level. Therefore, there is a difference in the way
parents send and receive feelings; perception scores for
receiving feelings are significantly higher than perception
scores for send i ng .fee1i ngs at the .005 1eve1 .

3.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived
while sending i.nfo"rmation and while sending feelings, Z
'calculated (-.33) was greater than z critic.al (-1.645)· at
the .05 level. Therefore, there is no significant difference
in the way parents send information and feelings.

4.

I'

For the difference 'between the way parents were perceived
while receiving information and while receiving feelings,
z: calculated {-3.199} was less than z critical {-2.576} at
the .005 level. Therefore, there is a difference in the way
parents receive information and feelings; perception scores
for .receiving feelings a~e significantly higher than per
. ception scores for receiving i.nformation at the .005 level.

5.

For the difference betwee~ the way adults ~ere perceived'
while sending information and while receiving information,
z calculated (-.516) was greater than z"critical (-1.645) at
the .05 level. Therefore, there is no significant difference
in the way adults send and receive information.

6.

For the difference between the way adults were perceived while
sending feelings and while recei~ing feelings, z calculated
(-.810) was greater than z critical (-1.645) at the .05 level.
Therefore, there is no Significant difference in the way
adults send and receive f~elings.

I

I

I
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7.

For the difference between th~ way adults were perceived while
sending information and while sending feelings, z calculated
(-1.254) was greater than z critical (-1.645) at the .05 level.
The~efore, there is no significant difference in the way adults
send i nformat,i on and feel i ngs.

8.

For'the difference between the way adults were perceived while
information arid while receiving feelings,· z calcu
lated (-2.553) was less·than z critical '(-2.326) at the .01
level. Therefore, there is a qifference in the way adults
receive information and feelings; perception scores for
receiving feelings are significantly higher than perception
scores .for receiving information at the .01 level.
rec~iving

I

9.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived
while sending information and the way adults were perceived
. while sending information, z calculated (~1.83l) was less
than z,critical (-1.645) at the .05 level. Therefore, there
is· a difference'in the way parents and adults send information;
adult perception scores for sending information are signifi
cantly hi gher than parent per,cepti on sco·res for sendi ng i nforma
tion at th~ .05 level.

10.

For the difference b~tween the way parents were perc~ived
while receiving information and the way adults were perceived
while receiving information, Z calculated (-2.185) was less
than z critical (-1.960) at the .025 level. Therefore, there
is a difference in the way parents and adults receive informa
tion; adult perception scores for receiving information .are
significantly- higher than parent perception scores for
receiving informatitin at the .025 level.
.

11.

For the differehcebetween the way parents were perceived
while sending feelings and the way adults were perceived while
sending feelings, z calculated (-3.266) was less than z
,critical (-2.576) at the .005 level. Therefore, there is a
. differe~ce in the ~ay parents and adults send feelings; adult
perception scores for sending feelings are significantly higher
than parent perception scores for sending: feelings at the .005
1eve1 .

12.

For the di fference' between the way parents Were percei ved whi 1e
receiving feelings and the way adults were perc~ived while·
receiving feelings, z calculated (-.701') was greater than z
critical (-1.645) at the .05 level. Therefore,. there is no
significant difference between the way parents and adults
receive fee1ings.

13.

For the differenc~ between the total scores received by parents
and the total scores received by'adults, z calculated (-2.589)
was less·than z critical (-2.576) at the ·.005 level. Therefore,

I!.
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there is a di ffer,ence 'i n tota 1 scores far parents and adul ts;
total perception scores for adults are significantly higher
than ~otal perception sco~es ~or parents at the .005 level .
.The previous test results involving perception scores before
involvement are summarized in the table'below.

pr~gram

In this table, the

following abbreviations are used (and will be used in other tables in
this chapter):
51
Rl
SF
RF

I
r

I'lIo..

= Sending 'Information

= Receiving Information
= Sending Feelings
= Receiving Feelings
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TABLE XXI
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR PERCEPTION SCORES
BEFORE PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT:
POPULATION GROUP 001-028
RESULTS

COMPARISON
Parents SI to Parents R1

Not significant

Parents SF to Parents RF

Si gni fi cant,

. Parents SI to Parents SF

I
I.

j.

".

0(

= .005, RF > SF

Not significant

Parents RI to Parents RF

Si gni fi cant,

Adul ts. SI to Adul ts RI

Not significant

Adults SF to Adults RF

Not significant

Adults S1 to Adults SF

Not significant

·Adults RI to Adults RF

Si gn; fi cant,

0(

0{

= .005, RF > RI

:

= .01 , RF> RI

Parents SI to Adults SI

Significant,o(= .05,
Adul ts > .Parents

Parents RI to Adults RI

Significant, rX = .025,
Adul ts > Pa rents

Parents SF to Adults SF

Significant, d..= .005,'
Adul ts > Parents

Parents RF to Adults RF

Not, significant

Total Pa~ents to Total
Adults

Significant, 0(; .005,
Adu 1ts > Pa r~nts

~

I

I
I

ii
,
j
j

In essence, the way parents and adults were perceived before program
involvement while receiving feelings (as opposed to sending and receiving'
information and sending feelings) appears to be'
,Significance, particularly for parents.

~
I

th~

area of greatest

Scores in this group were 'higher
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than those in any other group.

A second major fi n~.iing is that adul ts

were perceived ·as using more positive communication behaviors than were
. parents in three out of four categories, and that total adult scores
were,·more

posi~ive

than total parent scores at a very high level (.005)

of significance.
Perception Scores After Program Involvement
The third part of Section II will examine more closely the per
ception scores for parents and for adults after program involvement

i

using the. population group of '001-008.

I

Comparisons were made within

the percepti on"scores ca1~ul ated for Parents to determi ne the fo 11 owi ng:

i

1. The difference between the way' parents were perceived while
, sending information and while receiving information;

I

.

2.
3.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
sending feelings and while receiving feelings;
The difference between the way parents were

per~eived

while

,sending information and while sending feelings; and

4.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
reeeiving information and while receiving feelings.

I

!""

Comparis«;>ns were made with;'n the perception scores calculated for Adults

I

to determine the following:

I

I

5.

The difference between the way adults were percetved while
se'ndi ng information and, whi 1e recei vi ng informatio.n;

6.

The difference between the way adults were perceived while
sending feelings and while receiving feelings;

7.

The. difference between the way adults were perceived while
sending information and while sending feelings; and

8.

The difference between the way adults were perceived while
peeeiving information and 'while receiving feelings.

4;'
t
I

,.
!
!

,

Comparisons were also made between perception 'scores calculated for
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Parents and perception scores calculated for Adults to determine the

. following:
9.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
sending information and the way adults were perceived while
sending information.

10.

.

'

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
receiving information and the way adults were perceived while
receiving information.

f

11.

I

I.
I
I

sending feelings.
12.

i

The difference between the way parents were perceived while

, .receiving feelings and the way adults were perceived while
receiving feelings; and

~

I
I

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
sending feelings and the way adults were perceived while

13.

The difference between the total scores received by parents
and the total 'scores received by adults.

In making these

comp~risons,

the Wilcoxen Matched-Pairs Signed

Ranks Test was used when possible due to equal numbers within samples.
When sample size fell below five, a

~1ann-Whitney

U-Test was used.

Values' obtained were judged on the basis of levels of significance for
one'-tailed tests.

,

Our results are presented'beJow.,

i"

r'

1.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived while
sendin~ information and while receiving information, th~ found
s (6.5) was greater than the critical value (2) at the .05 level.
Therefore, there is no significant difference in the way parents
. send and recei ve' i nformati on.

2.

For the difference between the way parents 'were perceived while
sending feelings. and while receiving feelings, the found s (4) "
was equal to the critical value (4) at the .05 level. There
fore, there is' a difference in the way parents send and receive
feelings; percepti6n. scores for receivtng feelings are signif
icantly higher than perception scores for sending feelings at
th~ .05 level; with p (probability) = .0547.

3.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived while·
sending information and while sending feelinqs, U calculated
(19.5) was greater than the theoretical U (11) at th~ .05 level.

I

!

!

r
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(We were uriabl~ to perfor~ a Wilcoxen Test due to small sample
size.,) Therefore, there is no significant difference in the
way parents send information and feelings.
4.

For the difference between ~he way parents were perceived while
'receiving information and while receiving feelings, the found
s (0) was equal to the critical value (0) at the .01 level.
Therefore, there is a difference in the way parents receive
information and feelings; perception scores for receiving
feelings are significantly higher than perception scores for
receiving information, with p =.. 0078.

5.

For the difference between ,the way adults were perceived while
sending information and while receiving information, the found
s (9.5) was greater than the critical value (2) at the .05
level. Therefore, there is no significant difference in the
way adults send and receive information . .

6.

For. the di fference between the way adul ts were perceived whi 1e
sending feelings and while receiving feelings, the found s (5)
was greater than the critical value (2) at the .05 level.
Therefore, there is no significant difference in the way
adults send and receive feelings.

7.

For the difference between t~e way adults were perceived while
sending information and while sending feelings, the found s
(3.5) was less than the critical value (4) at the .05 level.
Therefore, there is a difference in the way adults send infor
mation and feelings; perception scores for ,sending feelings are
significantly higher than perception scores for sending infor
mation at the .05 level, with p = .0469.

I

I

I.e

8.

For the difference between the way adults-were perc~ived while
. receiving information and while receiving feelings, the found
s (2) was equal to the critical value (2)'at the .01 level.
Therefore, there is a difference in the way adults receive
information and feelings; perception scores for receiving
feelings are significantly higher than perception scorles for
receiving information at the .01 level, with p = .0117.

9.

For the difference between the way parents w~re perceived while
"sending information and the way'adults were perceived while
sending information, the found s (3.5) was qreater than the
critical s (0) at'the .05 level. Therefore: there is n6~signif
icant difference in the way parents and adults' send, information.

10.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived while
, rec~iving information and the way adults were perceived while
receiving information, the found s (14.5) was 'gre.ter than the
critical value (5) at the .05 level. Therefore, there is no
sjgnificant difference in the way parents and adults receive
information.


I
I

I
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11.

For the difference betw~en the way parents were perceived
while sending feelings and'the,way adults were perceived
while sending feelings, the found s (6.5) was greater than
the critical value (0) at the .05 level. Therefore, there
is no significant difference in the way parents and adults
send feelings.

12.

For'the difference betw~en the way parents were perceived
while receiving feelings and the way adults were perceived
while receiving feelings, the found s (8.S) was greater than
the critical value (3) at the .05 level. Therefore, there
is no significant difference in the way parents and adults
recei ve feel i ngs . ,
'

13.

For the difference between the total scores received by
parents and the total scores received py adults, the found
s (9.S) was greater than the critical value (3) at the .,05
level. Therefore, there is no significant difference in
total perception scores for parents and adults.

The previous test results involving perceptibn scores after program
involvement are summarized in the table below.
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TABLE XXII
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR PERCEPTION SCORES
AFTER PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT:
POPULATION GROUP 001-008

RESULTS

COMPARISON
Parents SI to Parents R1

Not significant

Parents SF to Parents RF

Si gni fi cant, 0<. = .05, RF) SF

Parents SI to Parents SF

Not significant

Parents RI to Parents RF

Si gnificant,

Adults SI-to Adults RI

Not significant

Adults SF to Adults RF

Not significant

Adults SI_to Adults SF

Significant,

0(

= .05,

Adults RI to Adults RF

Si gni fi cant,

0(

= .01 ,

Parents SI to Adults SI

Not significant

Parents RI to Adults RI

Not significant

SF to Adults SF

Not significant

Parents RF to Adults RF

Not significant

. Total -Parents- to 'Iota 1
Adults

Not significant.

Par~nts

of.

= .01,

RF) RI

> SI
RF > RI
SF

In ~ssence, perception of receiving feelings (a~ ~p~osed to sending
and receiving information and sending feelings) appears to be the area

I

of greatest significance f6r parents.

Scores in thii

g~oup

were higher

j.
I

than in any at_her parent.group.
hav~ng

to do with feelings were scored more positively than areas having

to do with information.
I
I

/

I'

I

In perception scores for adults, areas

Sending feelings is' perceived more positively
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than sending information, and receiving feelings is perceived more
positively than receiving information.
A second major finding is that no differences were found after
program involvement between the way in which parents w.ere perceived
and

~he

way in which ,adults were perceived. This differed dramatically

from the finding of the previous sub-section in which adult scores were
much hi gher than par'ent scores.
It is important to note that although the size of the sample con
sidered after program involvement equaled only eight, these eight are
from the same population considered before program involvement. The
'

,

'

pe'rcept i on scores of. tbese ei ght after

progr~m

i nvo1vement therefore

reflect the probable perceptions of the larger group if they had been
exami ned after program i nvo 1vemenf.

Thi s factor enhilnces the re 1i

ability of the results of the statistical tests perfor!f1ed and just
described.
Comparison of Before and After Perception Scores
The last part of Section II will examine more closely the difference
in perception scores as a result

~f

program

invol~e~ent.

Comparisons

were made between the perception scores calculated for Parents to deter
mine the following:
1. The diffe,rence'between the way parents were perceived while
sending information before program involvement and after
program involvement;
,
2.

The difference between the way parents were perceived while
receiving information before program involvement and after
program involvement; .
,
,

3.

The difference be'tween the way ,parents ,wer~ perceived while
s~nding feeli~gs before program involvement and after program
, i nvo 1vement;
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4. The differ~nce between the way parents were perceived while
receiving feelings before 'program involvement and after program
involvement;
5. The difference between the total scores received for parents
before program involvement and after program involvement.
Comparisons were also made between the perception scores calculated for
AduZts to determine the following:

6.

The difference between the way adults were perceived while
sending information before program i.nvolvement and after
program involvement;

7. The difference between the way adults were perceived while
receiving information before program involvement and after
program 'involvement;
8.

,9.

10.

The difference between the way adults were perceived while
sending feelings before program involvement and after program
i nvo1vement';
The'difference between the way adults were perceived while
receiving feelings before program involvement and after
program involvement;
The difference between the total scores received for adults

before program involvement and after program involvement.

In making these comparisons the Wilcoxen Matched-Pairs
Test was used when possible as it is. less dependent than
..

However, when sample size

fell below five, a Mann-Whitney' U-Test was. necessary.

j

j

II

I

I
j ,

were judged on the

t~e.Mann-

'

Whitney U-Test on independence of samples.

~.

Signed~Ranks

~asis

Values ,obtained

of levels of significance for one-tailed tests.

Our results are presented below.
1. For the di fference betV!een, the way pa rents wer'e perceive.d whi 1e
sending. information before program involvement and after program
involvement"the found s (l)·was greater than the critical
value (a) at the .05 level. (However, the quasi~critical valu~
equals 1, with p = .0625.) Therefore, there is no significant
difference in the way parents send information before and after
program . involvement.
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2.

For the difference' between the way parents were perceived
while receiving information before program involvement and
after program involvemen~, the found s (0) was equal to the
critical value (0) at the· .025 level. Therefore, there is
a difference in the way parents receive information before
.and after program involvement; perception scores for receiving
information after program involvement are significantly higher
than perception scores for receiving information before
program involvement at the .025 level, with p = .0156.

3.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived
while sending feelings before program involvement and after
program involvement, U calculated (5) was less than the
theoretical U (6) at the .025 level. (we were unable to
perform a Wilcoxen Test due to small sample size.) There
fore, there is a difference in the way parents send feelings
before and after program involvement; perception scores for
sending feelings after program involvement·are significantly
higher than perception scores for sending feelings before.
program involvement at the .025· level.

4.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived
whi 1e recei vi ng fe'e1i ngs before program i nvo1vement and after
program .involvement, the found s (2.5) was greater than the
critical value (0) at the .05 level. (However, the quasi
critical value equals 1, with p = .0625.) Therefore, there
is no significant difference in the way parents receive
feelings before and after program involvement.

5'.

For the di fference between the total scores received for· .
parents before pro~ram involvement and after program involve
ment, the found s (1)' was less than the critical value (2) at
the .05 level~ Therefore', there is a differen~e in total
parent scores before and after program involvement; perception
scores for parents after program involvement are Significantly
.higher than perception scores before program involvement at
the .05 level, 'with p = .0313.
.

6.

For the difference between the way adults were percefved while
sending inf9rmation before program involvement and after
program involvement, the found s (4) was greater than the
critical value (0) at the .05 level. Therefore, there is no
significant difference in the way adults send informati"on
before. and after program involvement.
; ,

7.

For the di fference. between the way adul ts were perceived whi 1e
receiving information before program involvement and after
program involvement, the found s (3) was greater than the
critical value (0) at the .05 level. Therefore, there is no
significant difference in the way adults receive information
before and after prog.ra'm i nvo1vement.

I

I

I
I
I.
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, 8.

9.

For the difference between the'way adults were perceived while
sending feelings before program involvement and after program
involvement, the found s (9) was greater than the critical
value (2.) at the .05 level. Therefore, there is no signif
icant difference in the way adults send feelings before and
after program involvement ..
For the difference between the way 'adults were p~rceived while
receiving feelings before program involvement and after program
involvement, the found s (4.5) was greater'than the critical
value (2) at the .05 level. Therefore, there is no significant
difference in the way adults receive feelings before and after
program involvement.

10 .. For the difference between the total scores received for adults
before program involvement and after program involvement,'the
found s (7) was greater than the critical value (3) at the
.05 level. 'Therefore, there is'no significant difference in
total adult ~cores before arid after prog~am involvementi.
The previous test

resul~s.involving

perception scores before and

after program involvement are summarized in the table below.

(
1
I

!

I:
I

II

I.
I
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TABLE XXIII
SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS FOR PERCEPTION SCORES
BEFORE AND AFTER PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT:
POPULATION GROUP OOl~008'

COMPARISON
"

RESULTS

Parents SI: Before and
After

Not significant
p == ,.0625

Parents RI: Before and
After

Significant,C( == .025
p == .0156 After > Before

Parents SF: Before and

Significant, 0(= .025
After> Before

Afte~

Parents RF: Before and
After

Not significant
p == .0625

Parents Total:
Before and After

Significant, 0< = .05'
p = .0313 After > Before

Adults 51:' Before and
. After

Not significant

Adults RI:

Before and
After

' Not significant'

Adults SF:

Befor'e and
After

Not significant

Adults RF:. Before and
After

Not significant

Adults Total:
Before and Afte~

Not si gnifi cant.

'

.

,

,

J

.j

In essence, pr'ogram involvement appears to have had a significant

I

impact on the perce,ived cOJJJTlunic'ation behaviors of parents, especially

I'

I
1

/,

in the areas of receiving information and sending feelings.
involvem~nt

does not appear to have had an

cOmJJ)unfcation behaviors' of adul ts.

impa~t'on

the

Program

~ercei~ed
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SEtTION III: POPULATION PERCEPTIONS OF
COMMUNICATION CONTENT
This section will consist of two parts. The first part will
examine sending and receiving information and feelings from a content
perspective.

The second part will explore and describe more fully

population perceptions of communication content using as a guide the
thirteen basic content areas as categorized in Chapter II, Review of
the Literature, Communication, pages 56-68.
Process Areas from a Content Perspective
In order to exami ne the process areas of sendi ng and r'ecei vi ng
information and feelings from

~

content perspective, the authors decided

to determine which question(s) received the lowest score in each of
these categories.

It was felt that this would highlight the

~ost

problematical areas for adolescents' in the cOllJllunication process.
To determine ,the lowest score in, each category, all

question~

were

first transformed into positive statements with corresponding changes
made in numerical scores.

Scores were then converted to ratios in

which the total score was' divided by the highest possible score for
the question.

Thus, the closer the ratio to one, the more positive

the perceived communication behavior.

!

II
I

I

,I .
j

I

j

I'

This procedure' was necessary

because of unequal responses to each question and unequal sizes in
population groups. ' The use of ,ratios permits comparisons to be made
between questions and between ,groups.
Examination of the ratios within each category yielded the lowest
ratio. 'Where two ratios were equal or within .05 of each other, both
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questions were' included for consideration. , The questions which received
the lowest ratio scores for the categories of Sending Information,
Receiving Information, Sending Feelings, and Receiving Feelings for
pa rents and adu l'ts before and after program i nvo1vement are presented
in the following tables.

The tables reflect the above-mentioned con

version. of all questions into a positive form.

The

wo~ds

typed in

capitals are additions to the actual question as it appeared on the
questionnaire.

The words in parantheses are deletipns from the actual

question as it appeared on the questionnaire.

I
j
t

I

I

I'
I

I

I,
!

- ---- --- --- ------ -- ---

TABLE XXIV
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES FOR PARENTS:
SENDING INFORMATION

·Group

Question Receiving Lowest
Total Score

Content Area

001-008

My parents DO. NOT talk to me as if
·1 were still a little girl.

Use of validation

·001-008

After

When decisions are made concerning
me, my parents ask for my ideas.

Input into decisionmaking

001-028

My parents DO NOT talk to me as if
I we re s t i 11 .ali ttl e gi r 1 .

Use of validation

Before

Before

- 
........

......

-~

.....

--~

.....

-

*Ratio of Total to Highest Possible Total Score

-

._- ---

...

_-

-- -- --- --

~-

~--- .---.-~

......

_-

TABLE XXV
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES FOR PARENTS:
RECEIVING INFORMATION

Question Receiving Lowest
Tota1 Score

Group

I
Content Area

My parents DO' NOT jump to conclusions
and DO (don't) let me finish what
I want to say.

Non-use of verbal
disruption

When I talk to my parents they listen
calmly and without interruptions. ,

Non-use of verbal
disruption

After

My parents DO (don't) want to hear
what I have ~o say about decisions
affect; ng me.,

Input into decisionmaking

, 001-028

My parents DO NOT'jump to conclusions
and DO (do~'t) let me finish what
I. w~ nt to say.

Non-use of verbal
disruption

001-008

Before

001-008

~efore

--

*Ratio of Total to Highest Possible Total Score

-- --,----.-

...

- ...............

~

.

TABLE XXVI
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES FOR PARENTS:
SENDING FEELINGS

Group

Question Re~eiving Lowest
Tota1 Score

Positive Expression o
anger

001-008
Before

When my parents and I argue they DO
NOT bring up angry feelings related
to other things,from the past
f~y pa rents DO NOT try to make me feel
guilty when I have done something
they told me not to do .
When my parents and I argue they DO
NOT bring up angry feelings related
to other things from the past.

Positive Expression o
anger

My

Use of validation

Content Area

Non-u'se 9f gui 1t
induction

.

. 001-008
After

,001-028

par~nts give me messages that they
trust me.
When my parents and I argue they DO
NOT bring up angry feelings related
to other things. from·the past
My parents DO 'NOT try to make me f~e 1
guilty when I have done so'mething
they told me not to do.

Positive Expression o
anger
Non-use of guilt,
'induction
-

*Ratio of Total to'Highest Possible Total Score·

-

_ _-_
.................

............

_.

__

.

.... _..

_

TABLE XXVI I
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORE FOR PARENTS:
RECEIVING FEELINGS

I

Group

Question Receiving Lowest
Total Score

001-008

Before

When I get angry at my- parents they
DO NOT (then) get angry at me.

Positive expression o
anger

After

001-008

When I get angry at my parents they
DO NOT (then) get angry at me.

Positive expression o
anger

001-028

When I get angry at my parents they
DO NOT (then) get angry at me.

Positive expression o
anger

Before

*Ratio of Total to Highest Possible Total Score

Content Area

-- --- --

.........

""""----

--- ---

._-- -- -- - - - ----

.

-~---~

TABLE XXVI I I
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES POR ADULTS:
SENDING INFORMATION

Question Receiving Lowest
Total Score

Group

Content Area

I

001-008

When decisions are made concerning
me, adults ask for my ideas

Input into decisionmaking

Adults DO NOT talk to me as if I
were still a little girl.

Use of validation

When. decisions are made concerning
me, adults ask for my ideas.

Input into decisionmaking

Adults DO NOT talk to me as if I
were still a little girl.

Use of validation

Before

. 001-008

001-028

,.

*Ratio of Total to Highest Possible Total Score

-

-

--

--~-

---

---~-- ~-----. --~---.

---

TABLE XXIX
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES FOR ADULTS:
RECEIVING INFORMATION

I'

I
Group

II

I
I
I

Question, Recei~ing Lowest
Tota1 Score

Content Area

When I talk to adults, they listen
calmly and without interruptions.

Non-use of verbal
disruption

Adul ts' respect my opi ni ons even if
they don't agree with them.

Use of validation

001-008

Before

. Adults DO NOT jump to conclusions and
DO (don't) let me finish what I
want to say.

Non-use of verbal
disruption

'001-008

.After

001-"028

Before

I

Adul ts DO (don't) want to hear what "
I have to say about decisions
affecting. me.

Input into decisionmaking

When I talk to adults they listen
calmly' and without interruptions.

Non-use of verbal
disruption

*Ratio of Total to Highest Possible Total Score

.

~

...

............ ..........

TABLE XXX
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES FOR ADULTS:
. SENDING FEELINGS

Group

Question Receiving Lowest
T9ta1 Score

001-008
Before

Adults '00 NOT'try to make me feel
guilty when I have done something
they told me not to do.

Non-use of guilt'
induction

It's EASY (hard) for me to know what
adults are feeling.

Expression of affect

Adults DO NOT try to make me feel
guilty when I have done something
they told me not ·to do.

Non-use of guilt
induction

It's EASY.(hard) for me to know what
adults are feeling.

Expression of affect

001-008
After

001-028
Before
-

*Ratio of Total to Highest Possible Total Score

Content Area

_ 
.....

TABLE XXXI
QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES FOR ADULTS:
RECEIVING FEELINGS
..

Group

Question Receiving Lowest
Total Score

Content Area

001-008

Adults let me blow off steam when 1
am mad.

Positive expression o
anger

Adults let me blow off steam when I
am mad.

Positive expression o
anger

When I get ~ngry at adults they DO
NOT (then) get angry at me.

Positive expression o
. anger

Adults let me blow off steam when I
am mad.

. Positive expression o
anger

Before

001-008

After

001-028

Before

*Ratio of Total to Highest PossibJe Total Score
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As Table XXIV indicates, for parents in the category of Sending
+nformation, the question receiving the lowest ratio score before program
involvement indicates problems in the kind of validation being used.
~fter

program involvement, however, the lowest ratio score indicates

problems in the area of input into decision-making ..
For parents, in the category of Receiving Information (Table XXV),
the

.q~estion

receiving the lowest ratio score before program involvement

indicates problems with the use of verbal disruption.

This area also

received one of the lowest ratio scores after program involvement,
although there was some improvement as reflected by a higher ratio after
program

involv~ment.

In addition, problems were perceived in the area

of input int6 decision-making after program involvement.
For parents in the category'of Sending Feelings (Table XXVI), the
question receiving the lowest ratio score before program involvement
for population group.001-00B indicates problems in

t~e

use of guilt

induction and expression of anger.' Similar problems are perceived by
population group 001-02B before program involvement with an additional
problem area of validation.

Expression of anger

agai~

received the

lowest score after program involvement although there was some improve
ment as reflected by a

highe~

ratio score after program involvement.

For parents in the category of Receiving Feelings (Table XXVII),
the question receiving the lowest ratio score both before and after
program involvement indicates. problems with the expression
However, there was some improvement as

refl~cted

ot anger.

by a higher' ratio

score after program involvement.
In examining the questions which received lowest

r~tio

scores for
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all categories for

paren~s,

it is apparent that several areas are prob

lematical in more than one category. 'The u'se of validation received
the lowes,t ratio score in both Sending Information and Sending Feel ings
'and occurred only as an issue (in terms of receiving the lowest ratio
score) before program involvement.

Iryput into decision-making received

the lowest ratio score in both' Sending Information and Receiving Infor
mation and occurred only as an issue (in terms of receiving the lowest
ratio score) after program involvement.

Both questions which reflect

non-use, of verbal disruption appeared in the lowest ratfo scores for
Receiving Information and were seen as issues (in terms of receiving
the lowest ratio scores) before program involvement.

Positive expression

'of anger received the lowest ratio scores in both Sending Feelings and
Receiving Feelings (along with the non-use of guilt induction in the
category of Sending Feelings). Anger was an issue (in terms of receiving
the lowest ratio score) both before and after program involvement.
As Table XXVIII indicates, for adults in the category of Sending
Information, the questions receiving the lowest ratio scores before'
program, i,nvo1veme~t i ndi cate problems in the areas of input into

I
I'

decision-making and the use of validation.

Input into decision-making

again received the lowest ratio score after program involvement although
there was a s 1; ght improvement as refl ected, by a hi gher rati 0 score'

I
I
i

after program involvement.

t

the questions receiving the lowest ratio scores before program involve

r

ment indicate problems in the areas of the use of validation and

For Adults in the category of Receiving Information (Table XXIX),

non-us~

of verbal disruption.

t~e

The non~use of vefbal disruption again

,
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received one of the lowest ratio scores after program involvement although
slight improvement did occur as reflected by a higher ratio score after
program involvement.

The other question receiving the lowest ratio score

after program involvement indicates problems in the area of input into
decision-making.
For adults in the category of Sending Feelings (Table XXX), the

i

1

questions receiving the lowest ratio scores both before and after program

\

involvement indicate problems in the expression of affect and the use of

!

guilt induction.

i

However, there was some improvement in both areas as

reflected by higher ratio scores after program involvement.
i '

For adults in'the category of Receiving Feelings ,(Table XXXI), the

1

I

question receiving the lowest

~atio

score before and after

progra~

involvement indicates problems in the area of positive expression of
ange~.

However, some improvement did occur as reflected

by

higher,ratio

scores after program involvement.
In exanl;ning the questions which received the lowest ratio scpres
for all categories for adults, it, appears that certain areas tend to be .
problematical in only certain categories.

The non-use of verbal dis

ruption is an issue in Receiving Information both before and after
program i nvo 1vement. The non-use of gui 1t-i nducti on and the exp,ress ion
of affect are issues in Sending Feelings both before
involvement.

a~d

after program

The positive expression of anger is an issue in Receiving

Feelings both before and after program involvement .. Input into decision
maki ng is, an issue in Sendi ng Informa ti on both before an,d after program
involvement.

However, it is also an issue in Receiving' Information'

after program involvement.

The use of validation is' an issue in both
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Sending Information and Receiving Inforf!2tion but only before program
involvement. A summary for both parents and adults of the questions
receiving lowest ratio scores by content areas before and after program
involvement. is presented in the following table.
TABLE XXXII

.'

j,

1

!

I.
~

QUESTIONS RECEIVING LOWEST RATIO SCORES BY CONTENT
AREA AND PROCESS AREA BEFORE AND AFTER
PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT

Content Area for Questions
Receiving Lowest Ratio
Scores

Parents

Adults

Use of validation

SI-Before
SF-Before

SI-Before
RI-Before

Input into

SI-After
RI-After

SI-Before
SI-After
RI-After

RI-Before

RI-Before
RI.,.After

"

decisio~-making

Non-use of verbal disruption
Positive expression of anger

SF-Before
RF-Before
SF-After
RF-:After

RF-Before
RF-After

Non-use of guilt induction

SF-Before

SF-Before
SF-After

--

SF-Before
SF-After

Expression of Affect

I

I

I'

!

Some interesting differences are noted in Table XXXII when parent
ratio scores are compared With adult ratio scores.

On the whole, adult

<

,

ratio scores for'questions receiving the lowest ratio 'scores 'te'nd to be
higher than parent ratio scores in all categories and population groups.
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There is also a difference when the patterns of 'problem-issues for
parents and 'adults are compared.

For parents, certain issues tended

to occur as problems in related process areas.

For example, use of

validation was a problem in both Sending Information and Sending
Feelings.

For adults, on the other hand, a different issue tended

to occur as a problem in each process area.
of affect was

on~y

For example, expression

a, problem in Sending Feelings.

For parents, areas

that occurred as problems before program involvement did not occur as
problems (in terms of receiving the lowest ratio score) after program
i.

,

involvement with the exception of positive expression of anger.

(It

received the lowest ratio scores both before and after program involve
ment.) 'In contrast, for adults, areas that

~ccurred

as problems before

program, involvement also.occurred as problems aftet program involvement
in all cases ,but one.

Use of validation was a problem in Sending

Information and Receiving Information before program involvement but
did not receive the lowest ratio scores after program involvement.
With the exception of ' expression of affect (which was only a
problem i ssu,e for adul ts), use of va 1i dati on, input into deci s i on
m~king~ non-u~e

of verbal disruption, positive expression of anger,

and non-use of' guilt-induction received the lowest ratio scores for
both parents and

adults~

Use of validation occurred as an issue for

both groups before progra,m involvement.

I
I,

I

I

I

Input. into decision-making'

occurred as an issue for both groups in Sending and Recefving Infor
mation after p'rogram involVement.
an issue in Sending

Information~

(However, for adults, it was also

before program involvement.) Non-use

of verb,a1 di sruption occurred as an issue for both groups in Receiving
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Information before program invo'lvement.

(However, for adults, it was

also an issue in Receiving Information after program involvement.)
Positive expression of anger

o~curred

as an issue for both groups in

ReGeiving Feelings both before 'and after program involvement.
additi6n~

(In

it also occurred as an issue for parents in Sending Feelings

before and after program involvement.) Non-use of guilt induction
occurred as an issue, for both groups in Sendi n9 Feel i ngs before program
involvement.

(In addition, it also occurred as an issue for adul,ts

after program involvement.)
Basic Content Areas
This part of Section III will exami,ne_ more fully the
the questionnaire in terms of content areas.
be used.

respons~s

to

Ratio scores will again

In order to arrive,'at a ratio score for each content area, the

ratio scores for questions within the area were averaged.
detailed presentation of each question and its content

(For a

cat~gory,

see

Appendix B.) Content area ratio scores were determined for parents and
adults before and a.fter program .involvement and are presented·in the
following tables.

I

I

II '
l
j
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TABLE XXXIII
RATIO SCORES FOR CONTENT AREAS:

Rati 0:
001-008
Before

Rati 0:
001-008
After

Ratio:
001-028
Before

(1) Consistency Between Words and
Actions

.656

.781

.696

(2) Use of Information Checks and,
Explanations

.678

.734

.727

(3 ) Input into Decision-Making

.642

.594

.620

.571

.786

.574

(5 ) Non-use of Verbal Disruption

.550

.695

.468

(6) Use of Validation

.612

.719

.557

(7 ) Non-use of Preaching

.642

.781

.635

(8 )

.544

.658

.534

.642

.781

.625

(10) Expression of Affect

.464

.656

.509

(11) Non-use of Negation

.783

.812

.743

(12), Use of Empathy

.716

.828

.704

(1,3) Non-use of Guilt-Induction

.'483

.672

'.527

Content Area

j

,

II
I
I
I'

I
I'

I

I
!

PARENTS

(4 ) Non-use of

Pos;tiv~

Thre~ts

Expression of Anger

(9) Use of Praise

-
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TABLE. XXX IV
RATIO SCORES FOR CONTENT AREAS:

Ratio :'
001-008
Before

Ratio:
001-008
After

Ratio:
001-028
Before

(1) Consistency Between Words and
Actions

.718

.719

.683

(2) Use of Information Checks and
Explanations

.783

.812

.773

(3), Input into Decision-Making

.633

.650

.670

(4 ) Non-use of Threats

.781

.812 .

.737

.666

.734

.650

.734

.750

.691

.781

.812

.670

(8) Positive Expression of Anger

.671

.725

.641

(9) Use of Praise

.688

.719

.670

(10) Expression of Affect

.625

.594

.554

(ll)'Non-use of Negation

.750

.766

.738

.700

.797

.709

.550

.672

.598

Content Area

(5 )

Non-~se

of

V~rba1

Oisruptiori

(6) Use of Validation
(r)

j
1
I

I.

ADULTS

Non-use of Preaching

, (12) Use of Empathy
(13)

Non~use

of Guilt-Induction
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After

det~rmiAing

content area ratio scores, comparisons were made

to determi ne the fo11 owi ng: ,
1'. The difference between the'way parents were perceived in terms
of content areas and the way adults were perceived in terms
of content areas before program involvement;
2.

The difference between the way parents were perceived in terms
of content areas and the way adults were perceived in terms
of content areas after program involvement;

3.

The difference between the way parents were perceived in terms
of content areas bef~re program involvement and the way parents
were perceived in terms of content areas after program involve
ment;

4.

The difference between the way adults were perceived in terms
of content areas before program involvement and the way adults
were perceived in terms of content areas after program involve
ment;
,

5.

The difference between the way parents were perceived in terms
of content areas before and after program 'involvement (improve~
ment made) and the way ~dults were perceived in terms of
content areas before and after program involvement (improvement
made).
'

I
I

I

In making these comparisons, the'Wi1coxen Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test
was used.

icance for one-tailed tests.
1.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived and
the way adults were, perceived before program involvement, ,the
found s (6) was less than the critical va1ue'(9) at the .005
level. Therefore, there is a difference in the way parents
aryd adults are'perceived in terms of content areas; content
ratio scores for adults are significantly higher' than content
ratio 'scores for parents 'before program involvement at the
.005 1ev~1, with p = .0040.
.

2.

For the difference between the way parents were ,oerceived and
the way adults were perceived after program invoivement, the
found s' (36) was greater than the critical, value (l7) at the
.05 level. Therefore, there is no significant difference in
the way parents and adults are perceived in terms of content
areas after program involvement.

I
I
I
I

I!
j

I

Values obtained were judged on the basis of ,levels' pf signif

1

I'i
I

1

I
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3.

For the difference between the way parents were perceived
before program involvement and after program involvement, the
found s (2) was less than the critical value (9) at the .005
level. Therefore, there is a difference in the way parents
are perceived in terms of content areas before and after program
involvement; content ratio scores for parents after program
involvement are significantly higher than content ratio scores
for parents before program involvement at the .005 level, with
p = .0040.

4.

For the difference between the way adults were perceived before
program involvement and after program involvement, the found s
(7.5) was less than the critical value (9) at the .005 level.
Therefore, there is a difference in the way adults are per
ceived in terms of conten~ areas before and after program
involvement; content ratio scores for adults after program
involvement are significantly higher than content ratio scores
for adults before program involvement at the .005 level, with
p = .0040.

'5., For the difference between the way parents were perceived
before and after program involvement (improvement made) and
the way adults were perceived before and after program involve
ment (improvement made), an "improvement" score was found for
each content area by subtracting the before content ratio score
from the after content ratio score. These differences were
then compa~ed with each other, yielding a found s of 5. This
value was less than the critical value (9) at the ,.OOS'level.
Therefore, there is a difference in the amount of improvement
made by parents and by adults; the amount of improvement made
by parents ,;s significantly. greater than the amount oJ improve~
ment made by adults at the .005 level, with p = .0040.
All these test results are summarized in the table below.

;,

I

1

I
I

1
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1

II

TABLE XX.XV

l

I

SUMMARY OF TEST RE~ULTS FOR CONTENT
RATIO SCORES

I
.! .

I

Comparison

Before:

After:
Parents:

Adults:

Resul ts

Parents and Adults

Significant, 0( = .005
P = .0040
Adults> Parents

Parents and Adults

Not Significant
Si gni fi cant, 0( = .005
P = .0040
After' > Before

Before and After

Before and After

Improvement made:

Significant,o<. = .005
P = .0040
After> Before
Si gni fi cant, 0( = .005
P = .0040
Parents> Adul ts

Parents 'and
Adults
1

I

I

I

The major finding which emerges from our examination of content
ratio scores for parents and adults before and after program involvement
is that while content ratio scores for parents and other adults both
increased after program involvement, the increase in content ratio scores
for parents was much greater than that for adults.

Given this plus the

finding that adult content ratio scores were significantly higher thari
parent content ratio scores before program involvement while after program
involvement there was no significant differen,ce between them, it would
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appear that statistically parents "caught up"

w~th

adults. After program

involvement there is ho'statistical difference in the perceptions of
parent and adult

communicatio~

behaviors with regard to content 'areas.

In addition to examining total content ratio scores by population
group before and after program involvement, individual content areas will
also be examined.

The authors were particularly interested in the con

tent area of anger and its expression.
scores ,were again used.

There were five questions

which addressed the issue of anger.
by dividing the actual question
score.

To examine this area, ratio

Thus, the closer

th~

ceived expression of anger.

The

~core

que~tion

~n

the questionnaire

ratio was determined

by the highest possible question

ratio to one, the more positive the,per
Question ratio scores were determined for

parents and adults before and after program involvement.
presented in the following table.

These are

The table reflects the previously

described conversion of each question into a positive form.

The words

typed in capitals are additions to the actual question as it appeared
on the questionnaire.
actual

I
I
!
;

I
I

q~estion a~

The words in parantheses are deletions Jrom the

it appeared on the questionnaire.

-

- --- ---

-.~--

----- . _ - - 

TABLE XXXVI
PARENT AND ADULT RATIO SCORES FOR ANGER BEFORE AND AFTER
PROGRAM INVOLVEMENT

Ratio Scores
Parents
Before

Question
. ,

My parents/adults DO NOT give me the
silent treatment when they are angry
at me.
When I get angry at my parents/adults,
they DO NOT (then) get angry at me.
When'my parents/adults are angry at
me, they talk about it calmly with
me.
.

I

1

.857

.656
.343

II
I

.78

J!

i

i

II

II

'Adu
Befo

Parents
After

I .. 594

.68

i

I

i

!

I
I

I

.594

'

I
j
I

I

.71

.625·

I

My parents/adults let me blow off
steam when I am mad.

.750

When my parents/adults and I argue, they
DO NOT ,bring up angry feelings related
to other things from the past.

.375

1I

.750

.500

I

I

.53

.62
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After calculating question ratio scores ,for expression of anger,
comparisons were made to determine the following:
1.

The difference in the way papents were perceived expressing
anger and the way aduZts were perceived expressing anger
before program involvement;

2. The difference in the way papents were perceived expressing
anger and the way aduZts were perceived expressing anger
after program involvement;
3.

The difference between the way parents were perceived
expressing anger befope program involvement and the way
parents were perceived expressing anger 'aftep program
involvement; and

4.

The difference in the way adults were perceived expressing
anger befope program involvemeht and the way adults were
perceived expressing anger aftep program i'nvolvement.

In making these comparisons the Wilcoxen Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test
was used.

Values obtained were judged on the basis of levels of signif

icance for one-tailed tests.
were found.

I

No significant differences at the .05 leve1

The authors feel that this is most likely due to the small

number 'of questions (five) under consideration. Therefore, because of
the linlited number of questions within each of the thirteen content
categories, further attempts to determi,ne statistical significance wil)
be abandoned.

Our examination will, instead be descriptive and will focus

on the way in which girls responded to que$tions within each category.
This will be

don~

by presenting the questions in each category for

parents and adults and the percentage responses for

~he

population before

and after program involvement.
Expression of anger will again be examined using this procedure.
Five questions in; the questionnaire addressed the issu'e of anger.

For

'quest'; on #4, liMy parents 'give me', th~ lsi 1ent treatment t when they are
angry at, me," 36% of the gir'ls indicated IIAlways" or "Often" before
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invo1vemen~

program involvement.

After program

only 14% responded with

IIA1ways" or IIOften."

For question #10, IIWhen I get angry at my parents

they. then get angry at me,1I 78% of the girls indicated IIA1ways" or
1I0ften" before program involvement.

After program involvement 62%

responded with "Alwaysll or "Often."

For question #19, IIWhen my parents

are angry at me, they talk about it calmly with me," 68% of the girls
. indicated "Seldom" or "Never" before program involvement.
involvement only 38% responded with "Seldom" or "Never.1I

After program
For question

,#21, "My parents let be blow off steam when 1 am mad," 61% of the girls
indicated "Seldom" or IINever", before program involvement.

After program

'involvement only 28% responded with IISe1dom" or IINever." And for ques
tion #23, IIWhen my parents 'and I argue, they bring up angry feelings
related to other things from the past," 68% of the girls indicated
"A1ways" or 1I0ften be!or.e program involvement.
li

ment,

however~

After program involve

75% of the girls responded with IIA1ways" or "Often.

For question #13, "Adults give me the 'silent

~reatment'

1I

when they

are angry at me," 27% of the girls indicated IlAlways" or "Often" before'
program'involvement.

After program inyolvement 25% responded with

"Always" or 1I0ften.1I

For question #18, "When I get angry at adults they

then get angry at me,1I 39% of the girls indicated "Alwaysn or

I

before program

inv~lvement.

"0f~enl\

After program involvement 38% responded

l

with IIAlways" or "Often.'"

For question #10, IIWhen adults are angry at

I

me, they talk about it calmly with me," 50% of the girls indicated

i

"Seldom" or "Never" before program involvement.

I

ment only 10% responded with IIS e1dom or IINever.1I

I

il

After, pro,gram involve-,
For question #4,

"Adults let me blow ,off steam when I am mad,1I 73% of the girls indicated
,.

I

I
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"Se1dom" or "Never" before program involvement.

After program involve

ment only 38% responded with "Seldom" or IINever.1l And for question #14,
"When adults and I argue, they bring up angry feelings related to other
things from the past," 27% of the girls indicated "Always" or "Often"
before program involvement.
wi th "A1ways or, 1I0ften.
II

After program involvement 25% responded

II

An examination of the parent percentage distribution indicates
there was some

imp~ovement

in perceived expression of anger after. program

involvement for four out of five questions.

Question #23 which dealt

with parents who bring up past angry feelings when arguing was the only
question in which responses

indica~ing

perception of negative communica

tion behavior were grealer after program involvement than before program
involvement.

The adult percentage distribution indicates that for all

questions related to the expression of anger, improvement occurred
(i .e., responses indicating perception of negative communication behavior
were less after program invo1vement.than before program involvement).
However, in three out of five questions, improvement was only very slight.
Before program i nvo1vement, a compa ri son o,f the parent percentage
distribution and the adult percentage. distribution indicates that adults
were perceived as expressing anger more appropriately than were parents:
for four out of five questions.

The only question in which parent com

munication behavior was perceived more positively than adult communlca
tiofl behavior dealt with permi'ssion to blow off steam when angry.
fact, the behavior

focu~ed

In

on in this question was perceived·the most

negatively of all before program

invo1veme~t

for adults.

For

~arents,

the area perceived as most problematical before program- involvement was

1

\
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I

retaliatory anger.

After program involvement

~he

question which dealt

with parents who brtn'g up past angry feel ings when arguing was scored
most'negatively.
was scored most

Adults who refuse permission
neg~tively

blow off steam again

after program involvement

question related to retaliatory anger.
ison of parent and adult

~o

question~

alo~g

with the '

Considered as a whole, a compar

focusing on the expression of anger

after program involvement indicates that while adults were still
perceived as expressing anger more

~ppropriately,

the perceived gap

between adult communication behavior and parent communication behavior
was not as great as before program involvement.
The issue of consistency between actions,and words was addressed
by one question in the questionnaire.

For question #1, liMy parents do

what they say they are going to do,1I 36% of the girls indicated "Seldom"
or IINever" before program'involvement. After program involvement 25%
responded with lI$eldQm" or IlNever.1I

For question #26, ItAdults do what

they say they are going to do,1I 37% of the girls indicated IISeJdom" or
II

Never before progra'm i nvo 1vement.' After program i nvo 1vement 25%'
lt

responded with "Seldom" or "Never.1I
An examination of the percentage distributions for consistency
indicates that parerits and adults were perceived almost identically both
before and after program involvement (i .e., there'was,little difference
between parent percentages before and adult percentages before, and
little difference

betwee~

parent percentages after and adult percentages

after).' Both groups were a 1so seen as bei ng more consi ste.nt after
program involvement.
Two questions in,the questionnaire addressed the issue of
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information checks and explanation,s.

For question #5, liMy parents are

willing to explain rules,1I 26% of the girls indicated "Seldomll' or
before program involvement.

After program involvement 25%

~JNever"

respo~ded

with

IIS eldom" or IINever.1I And for question #9, liMy parents check to make sure
I understand what they tell me,1J 45% of the girls indicated IISeldom" or'
Never before program "j nvo1vement.
ll

II

responged with "Seldom or IINever.1I
ll

After program i nvo1vement 25%
For question #3,

IIAdul~s

are willing

to explain rules,1I 18% of the girls indicated IISeldom or "Never before
ll

lJ

,

program involvement.

After program involvement 12% responded with

IISeldom" or IINever.1I And for question #6, "Adults

che~k

under'stand what they tell me," 22% of the girls indicated

to make sure I
lI~eldomli

or

IINeverJl before program involvement. After program involvement 12%
responded with IISe 1dom or IINeve,r.1I
li

An examination of the percentage distribution for use of

infor~a

tion ch~cks and explanations indicates there was some perceived improve
ment for both questions after program involvement for both parents and
adults.

Percentages were simi'lar (although adults were perceived as

being sl ightly more posit'ive) and improvement was sl ight in all ,cases
except for parental use of information checks.

This area was perceived

the most negatively of all before program involvement and also showed
the greatest improvement after program involvement.
Two questions in the questionnaire addressed the issue of
,into' decision-making.

For queslion #3,

IIr~y

inp~t'

parents don't want to hear

. what I have to say.about decisions affecting me," 44% of the girls
indicated IiAlwaysll or 1I0ften" before program involvement. After program
i nvo1vement,

ho\'~ever,

62% res ponded wi th 'JA1ways II or IIOften. II

For
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question #13, "When decisions are made concerning me, my parents ask for
my ideas," 59% of the girls indicated "Seldomll or "Never" before program
involvement.
"Never.

II

After program involvement 50% responded with "Seldom" or

For question #16, "Adults don't want to hear v/hat I have to

say about decisions affecting me,1i 39% of the girls indicated "Always"
or IIOften" before program involvement.
responded with "Always" or "Often.
are made concerning me, adults

~sk

II

After program involvement 38%

For question #23, "When

decis;ons~

for my ideas," 46% of the girls indi

cated "Seldom" or "Never" before program 'involvement. After program
. involvement ,43% responded with "Seldom" or "Never.

II

An examination of the parent percentage distribution for input
into decision-making indicates mixed results after program involvement.
Although there was some perceived irnprovement in parent-initiated
requests for input, there was a marked decrease in perceived willingness
of parents to listen to adolescent input after program involvement.
Adults, however, were perceived as uS,ing slightly more positive conrnuni
cation behavior after program involvement for both questions.

They were

also perceived as using more appropriate communi'cation behavior in the

I
1

;

area of input into decision-making both before and after program involve
ment than were parents.
The use of threats in communication, was addressed bY,one question
in the questionnaire.

For question #17,

liMy parents threaten or yell at

me when they want me to do something," 59% of the gi'rls indicated'
"Alwaysll or "Often" before program involvement.

After program involve

ment only 14% responded with "Always" or "Often." For question #12,
"Adults threaten or yell at me when they want me to do something," 18%
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of the girls indicated IIjl,lways" or ".Often" before ,program involvement.
After program invo1ve~ent 12% responded with IIAlways" or ·"Often.1I
An examination of the percentage distribution for the question
focusing on use of threats indicates that before program involvement,
parents were perceived as using many more threats than adults. After
program involvement" however, there was little difference between the
way in which parents and adults were perceived, indicating a marked
decrease in perceived parental use of threats.

Adults wer.e also per

ceived as using fewer threats after program involvement although
improvement here was not as great.
Two questions in the questionnaire addressed the issue of verbal
disruption.

For question #7, liMy parents jump to cOt1clusions and don't

let me finish what I \",ant to say," 78% of the girls indicated IIAlways"
or "Often ll before program invqlvement.
12% responded with "AlwQys" or "0ften.1I

After program involvement only
For question #15, "When I talk

to my parents, they fisten calmly and without interruption," 74% of the
girls .indicated "Seldom" or "Never" before program involvement.

After

program involvement only 38% responded with IIS e ldom or "Never.1I For
ll

question #1, "Adu.1ts jump to conclusions and donlt let me finish what I
want to say," 38% of the girls indicated IIA1waysll or "Often before
ll

program involvement.

After program involvement 38% again responded

with IIA1ways" or "0ften." For question #8,
they listen calmly and

I
I

wit~out

II~Jhen

I talk to adults,

interruptions," 48% of the girls 'indi-

cated "Se1dom", or "N.ever" before· program involvement.

After program

involvement only 12% responded with IIS e1dom" or "Never."
The parent percentage ,di stri bution before program i nvo 1vement
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indicates that parents were perceived as engaging in very high levels of
verbal disruption.

These levels decreased markedly after program involve

ment, especialJy for perceived verbal ,disruption by means of jumping to
conclusions.

Parental use of verbal ,disruption was also perceived to be

much higher than adult use before program involvement.

After program

involvement, however, perceived parental use of jumping to conclusions
'was less than percei'ved adult use, possibly because no change occurred
in adu1t'percentages for this question.

Perceived adult use of inter

ruptions was less after program involvement than before program involve
ment and was also less than perceived parental use of interruptions after
program'involvement.
Four questions in the questionnaire addressed the issue of valida
tion.

For question #16,

1I~1y

parents give me messages that they trust

me,1I 85%'indicated IISe1dom or "Never" before program involvement. After
ll

program involvement only 50% responded with "Seldom" or IINever.1I

For

question #20, Il1y parents respect my opinions even if they don't agree
with them,

6,2%' of the girl s indicated "Seldom" or "Neverll before program

II

involvement.

After program involvement only 12%

or "Never.1I For question #22,
a 1ittle girl,

II

liMy

"Alwaysll or "Often.

parents talk to me, as if '1 were still

II

involv~ment

only 25% responded with

And for question #25, liMy parents tell me my ideas

41% of the girls indicated "A1waysll or "Often" before progra'm

II

involvement.
or IIOften.

with IiSe1domll

69% of the girls indi,cated '''Always'' or "Often" before

program involvement. 'After program

are, dumb,

respond~~

After program involvement only 25% responded with "Always"

1I

For question #19, IIAdults give me messages that they trust me,JI

I

I
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48% of the girls indicated "Seldom" or IINever".before program involvement.
After program involvement only 12% responded with "Seldom" or "Never.1I
For question #5, IIAdults respect my opinions even if they don't agree
with them," 44% of the girls

IISeldom or "Never" before program

in~icated

ll

involvement. After program involvement only 12% res'ponded with "Seldom"
or "Never.1f .For question #15, "Adults talk to me as if I were still a
little girl,1I 50% of the girls ind·icated "Always" or "Often" before pro
gram involvement. After program involvement only

~5% respond~d

with

"A1waysll or "Often. 1\ And· for question #20, "Adul,ts tell me my ideas are
dumb," 14% of the girls indicated "Always" or "Often" before program
involvement: . After program involvement 12% respondeq with "Always" or
UOften."
An examination of

th~

parent· percentage distribution indicates

there was. a definite improvement in perceived us¢ of validation after
program involvement for all four questions which focused on this issue.
The adult p,ercentage distribution refl,ects
.

.

~

similar' pattern, although·

.

perceived. improvement was not as dramatic as that for parents. A
comparison

o~

distribution
validatio~

the'

p~Fent perce~tage

befor~

distribution and the adult

p~r~entage

program involvement indicates that 'adult use of

was perceived at a ,more positive level than parental use of

validation. Aftei program

i~vol~ement,

however,

p~r~eived

parental use

of validation and perceived adult use of validation are'much closer
(i ndi cati ng ,that

,conveyed trust.

pa'rents IIcaught up to" ~dul ts) except for the issue of
Conveying trust was perceived the most negatively before

program involvement for parents., After progr,am.involvement, despite some
perceived improvement, half the. girls still felt that their parents rarely,
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gave them messages that they were
The
tionnaire.

i~sue

tru~ted.

of preaching was addressed_by one question in the ques

For question #11, "When I ask my parents a question, they

preach at me instead of answering my question,1I 47% of the girls ind.i
cated "Always" or "Often" before program involvement.

After program

'involvement only 12% responded with IIAlways" or "Often. 1i For question
#25, IIWhen I ask adults a

que~tion,

they preach at me instead of

answering my question," 43% of the girls indicated "Always" or 1I0ften"
before program involvement. After program involvement only 12% responded
with IIAlways" or 1I0ften.

II

'

An examination of the percentage distributions for the use of
preaching indicates that parents and adults'were perceived almost
identically, both before and after program involvement (i.e., there was
little difference

betwe~n

parent percentages before and adult

pe~centage~

before, and little difference between parent percentages after and adult
percentages after).

Both groups were also seen a,s us i ng 1ess preachi ng

after program involvement.
The express i on of affect was addressed by o,ne quest i on in the
questionnaire.
paren~s

For Question #8, lilt's hard for me to know what my

are feel'ing,J' 81% of the girls indi'cated-IiAlways" or !lOften ll

before program involvement., After program involvement only' 25%
responded with "Alwaysll or ,"Often.

II

For question'#2, lilt's hard for

me to know what adults are feeling," 68% of the girls ,indicated
IIAlwaysl' or 1I0ften before program involvement.' After program, invo,lve
l

!

ment 5,0% res ponded wi th A1ways"
II

An examination of the

0

r, !lOften.

perc~ntage

II

distribution indicates that

,
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while both parents and adults were perceived 'as expressing more affect
after program involvement than before program involvement, perceived
improvement for parents was much greater.

Although the perceived

expression of affect by parents before program involvement was much
less than .that of adults, the perceived expression of affect by parents
after program involvement was greater than that of adults.

Parents

"improved and IIsurpassed adults after program involvement.
ll

ll

The use of

pra~se

was addressed by one question in the question

For question #26, "My

naire.

the girls indicated

IIS eldom li
' .

parent~ ~raise

and encourage me,1I 62% of

or "Never" before program involvement.
.

After· program i nv~ 1vement only 12% responded wi th "Se1dom or Never.
ll

'For

qu~stion

II

II

#24, IIAdults praise and encourage me,1I 43% of the girls

. indicated "Seldom" or IINever" before program involvement.

After program

involvement only 25% responded "lith "Seldom or "Never.1!
ll

An examination of the percentage

dis~ributio~

indicates that both

parents and adults were perceived as using more praise and encouragement
after program involvement than before program involvement.

Although the

perceived use of praise by parents before program 1nvolvement was much
less than that of adults, after program involvement the perceived use of
praise by parents was greater than that of adults .. Parents again
lIimprovedJ: to the point of IIsurpassingll adults.
Two questions in the questionnaire addressed the use of negation.
For quest i on #6,

1I~1y

pa rents ignore me when I tell them. how I feel,

II

41% of the 'girls indicated IIAlways" or '''Often '1 before program involve
ment.

After program involvement only 25% responded with ·IlAl ways " or

1I0ften.1I

For question #18, "When I express my feelings, my parents make
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fun of me, II 18% of the gi r 1s i ndi cated "A1ways II or "Often 1.1 before
involvement.
or "Often.

II

prog~am

After program involvement only 12% responded with "Always"
For question #11,. "Adults ignore me when I tell them how I

feel ," 28% of the girls indicated "Always" or· Often" before program
II

involvement.
"Often.

II

After program involvement 12% responded with "Always" or

For question #7, IIWhen I express my feelings, adults make fun

of me," 7% of the girls indicated IIAl ways or "Often" before program
lJ

involvement.

After program involvement, however, 12% responded with

"Al\"/ays" or "Often.

I:

An examination Of the parent percentage distribution for use of
negation indicates that parents were perceived as using less negation
after program involvement than before program involvement. The adult
percentage distribution, however, indicates mixed results after program
i nvo 1vement.

Although adul ts were seen as engagi ng in 1ess .i gnori'ng

after program involvement, they were seen as using slightly more ridicule
after

p~ogram

involvement.

In comparing percentage

distribu~ions

for

parents and adults, parents were perceived as using more negation than
adults before program involvement and about the same amount as adults
after program involvement.
Two questions in the questionnaire addressed the use of empathy.
For question #2, liMy parents try to understand how I feel,

II

61 % of the-

girls i.ndicated "Seldom" or "Never before program involvement.
ll

After

program involvement only 12% responded with "Seldom" or "Never." For
question #24, liMy parents listen when I tell them about the things which
have made me happy," 26% of the girls indicated "Seldom" or "Never"
before program involvement.
I

I

After program involvement none of the girls
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responded with "Seldom" or "Never." For question #17, IIAdults try to
understand how I feel," 50% of the girls indicated "Seldom" or "Never"
before program involvement. After program involvement only 12% responded
with "Seldom or IINeve1.11

For question #21, "Adults listen when I tell

ll

them about the things ~hiCh have made me happy," 26% of the girls indi
!

cated "Seldom or
ll

IINev~r"

'

before program involvement.

After program

involvement only 12% responded with "Seldom" or "Never."
An examination of the percentage distributions for use of empathy
indicates that parents and adults were perceived quite similarly before
program involvement, where the probl,ematical issue centered around
attempts to understand.

Percentage scores here were much more negative

for both parents and adults than they were for the question dealing
with listening to things which made girls happy.

After program involve

ment, perceived improvements were made in both these areas, resulting
in almost identical percentages for both parents and adults.
Two questions in the questionnaire addressed the final issue of
guilt induction.' For question #12, liMy parents try to make me feel
guilty when I have don'e something they' told me not to do," 78% of the
girls indicated "Always" or SlOften" before program involvement.

After

program involvement only 38% responded with IIA1ways" or "Often." For
question #14, liMy parents tell me how I should feel, .instead of accepting
the way, I really feel,'" 60% of the girls indicated IIAlways" or flOften
before program involvement.
with IIAlwaysll or ",Often.
guilty

wh~n

1I

After program involvement only 38% responded
For question #22, "Adults try to make me feel

I have-done something they

tol~

me not to do," 61% of the

girls indicated IIAlways" or 1I0ften before program': involvement. After
il
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program involvement 50% responded with "Alwaysll or BOften.1I

For ques

tion #9, IIAdu'lts tell me how I should feel instead of accepting the way
I really feel," 44% of the girls indicated "Always" or "Often!! before
program involvement.
"Always" of "Often.

After program involvement only 12% responded with

II

An examination of the percentage distributi6ns for the issue of
guilt-induction indicates that both parents and adults were perceived as
using high levels of guilt-induction before program involvement, and that
both groups were perceived as using less guilt-induction after
involvement.

pro~ram

Parents were also perceived as using more guilt-induction

than'adults before program involvement for both questions.

This pattern

remained the same after program involvement for the question focusing on
the use of IIshoulds. 1I

However, for the question concerned with direct

attempts at creating guilt feelings, adults were perceived more negatively
than parents after program

involve~ent.

To briefly summarize the results of examining content area percep
tions by percentage distributions, responses indicating perception of
negative communication behaviors-by parents were less after program
i nvo 1v'ement than before program i nv,? 1vement in 'a11 content areas but two. , '
Gains were made in four out of five questions dealing with expression of
anger.

For the area of input into decision-making, . perceived parental

communication behavior was scored more positively in one case and more
negatively in the other after prpgram involvement.

R~sponses ind~cating

perception of negative communication behaviors' by adults were also less
after program involvement in all content areas but two.

One question

response pattern remained the same and one improved :for the area of verbal
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disruption.

And for the issue of negation, perceived adult communication

behavior was scored more positively in one case

a~d

tively in the other after program involvement.

On the whole, parents

tended to make greater perceived gains within

slightly more nega

cont~nt

areas than did

aQults.
In comparing perceived communication behaviors by content areas
for parents and for adults before program involvement, adults were scored
more positively in all areas except expression of anger and use of nega
tion.

I'
I

Ii

Adults were sco,red more positively than parents for four out of

five questions deal·ing with anger.

In the area of negation, adults were'

scored more positively than parents on one question and the same as
parents on the other.
involvement.

A much greater variation existed 'after program

Adults were scored more 'positively than parents in the

areas of information checks and explanations, input into

decision-m~king,

use of threats, and use of negation, While parents were scored more
positively than adults for the areas of use of praise, expression of
affect,

~nd

guilt-induction.

Parents and adults were scored equally in

the areas of consistency and oreaching.
of

eip~ession

of

anger~

Results were mixed in the areas

verbal disruption, validation, and empathy

~fter

program involvement.
To further summarize perceived communication behavior for parents
and adults before and after program involvement, content areas will be
ranked so that they may be seen in relation to one another.

Content

ratio scores will again be used (rather than percentages) to facilitate
comparisons.

The closer the ratio to one, the

mo~e

positive the perceived

communicat.ion-behavior within the content area. -Similarly, the higher the

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -____________________________d~~~~______________________~~~.~-~

,
I

1
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ra'nk for the content a rea, the more pos it i ve< the percept i on of the content
area communication behavior.
adults are

p~esented

Content area ranks for parents and for

in the following tables.
TABLE XXXVI I

RANK OF CONTENT AREAS FOR PARENTS BEFORE
INVOLVEMENT: HIGHEST TO LOWEST

Content Area

Rank

Ratio

13

Non-use of negation

.743

12

Use of information checks and explanations

.727

11

Use of empathy

.704

Consistency between actions and words

.696

Non-use of preaching

.635

10

9
8
7

1
1

!

!
I

i

Use of praise

6

I Input into decision-making
I

5
4
3

I

Non-use of threats

i

Use of validation

1

!
I

!
I

I

I Positive expression of anger
Non-use' of guilt-induction
1
J

2

! Expression of affect
!! Non-use of verbal disruption
I

I

.625
.620

i

I
:

I

I

I

i

I
r

PROGRA~1

j
t

I
i

.574
.557
.5-34

I

!

I

.527

I

I .509
!

I

.468

1
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TABLE XXXVIII
RANK OF CONTENT AREAS FOR PARENTS AFTER PROGRAM
INVOLVEMENT: HIGHEST TO LOWEST

Ratio

Content Area

Rank

13

Use of empathy

.828

12

Non-use of negation

.812

Non-use of threats

.786

9

Use of praise

.781

i

9

Non-use of preaching

~781

!,

9

Consiste~cy

7:

Use of information checks and explanations

.734

6

Use of validation

.719

5

Non-use of verbal disruption.

I
I
I

I
I
I

!

I
j

i
I
j

,
,

I

I

11

4

3
2
1

1

I

I
I

I

.781

between words and actions

i

.69p

Non-use of guilt-induction

.672

Positive expression of anger

.658

Expresslon of affect
Input into decision-making

I

.656

.594
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TABLE XXX.IX
RANK OF CONTENT AREAS FOR ADULTS BEFORE PROGRAM
INVOLVEMENT: HIGHEST TO LOWEST

I

i
1 Rank

I

I

I

12

I 11

II
I

10

I

9

i

8

I

6

I

6

!

6

i

I

Rat,io

-

I Non-use of negation

.773

I Non-use of threats

.737

I

Use of empathy

.709

Use of validation

.691

Consistency between words and actions

.683

I
I

I

.738

I Non-use -of preaching
i

.670

Use of praise

.670

Input into decision-making

.670

4

Non-use of verbal disruption

.650

i

3

Positive expression of anger

,r-
iI

2

t

I,
I

1
!

!
I

!

!
i

1

i

I

.641

i

Non-use of guilt-induction

.598

i

Expression of affect

.554

I
J

1
j

Use of information checks and explanations

13
I

Content Area

I

J
1

J

II

J
I

I
I
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TABLE XL
RANK OF CONTENT AREAS FOR ADULTS AFTER PROGRAM
'INVOLVEMENT: HIGHEST TO LOWEST

I Ratio

Content Area

Rank

1'<";",'

I

It

'!12

Non-use of preaching

.8~r~

'12.

Non-use of threats

.8~12

112

Use of information checks and explanations

.8~~'i

10

Use of empathy

.797
i

L

i !J,:.

i,

".'

I

..
l

I

l

Il

L

I

I
I
I

9

I

Non-use' of negation

I
I

.766:
I
.
'

8

Use of validation

7

Non-use of verbal disruption

6

Pos i tive. express i'on of anger

4.5

Consistency between actions and words

4.5

Use of praise

,

.7~o.
.

,

I

.734

!I .725
I

I
j

i

!
I

I

I

.719
.719

3

Non-use of guilt-induction

,2 '

Input into decision.-making

.650

,Express ion of affect

.594

1

I

1

!

.672
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In examining these rank orderings, the areas in which both parents
and adults were perceived most negatively before program involvement
were use of verbal disruption, expression of affect, use of guiltinduction, and expression of anger.

For parents after program involve

ment, the issue of .input into decision-making replaced that of verbal
disruption, while the other three areas just mentioned remained in
their low
i.

p~sitions.

The areas in which adults were perceived the most

negatively after program involvement include expression of affect, input
into decision-making, and use of guilt-induction.
This cbncludes our examination Of content area perceptions as well
as our chapter on the presentation and evaluation of data.
chapter will present our conclusions and recommendations.

I

I.
I

I

I
!

I
I

The next

Chapter V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Before presenting our conclusions and recommendations, the
following limitations ,must be considered.
Limitations
First, the scope of this study encompasses a population group
drawn from only nne program.

The researchers were primarily interested

in determining the manner in which adolescents perceived parents ,and
adults other than parents, and in the impact of The Btidge
perceptions.

u~on

thes2

There were no comparisons made between girls in other

programs or settings.
Secondly, a contro 1 group composed of gi rl s drawn from the "norma.l/l
adolescent population (i.e., the non-runaway, non-delinquent population)
was not examined in this study.
o~

Therefore, the researchers have no way

determining similarities and differences between the perceptions of

the study group and the normal population, and no way of knowing whether
~r

n9t perception changes would have occurred independently of program

involvement.
Thirdly, because the researchers were unable to obtain specific
information pertaining to therapeutic interventions in the family, we
were ,not able to assess their impact.

We cannot state with certainty

that perception changes were due to program involvement; they could

i'
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also be attributed to the girls' absence from the home ..
Fourthly, the researchers had neither the'time nor the inclina
tion to perform a follow-up study.

Therefore, \'Je do not know if

percepti on changes were rna i nta i ned over time.,
Fifthly, a weakness eX.ists in the measurement instrument in terms
of content areas.

.In some cases, only one question was used to elicit

data, for a particular content area, thus weakening the results of our
comparisons and the validity of our generalizations.
Lastly, the researchers' biases are apparent in the questions
included in the measurement instrument and their positive or negative
ratings.

The questions used came out of the experience of the

researchers as child-care workers and reflect our concerns about com
munication and its impact on the adolescent.
Given these limitations, we will now present the conclusions from
our study.
Conc1 usions·
Before discussing our conclusions in detail, a brief statement
will be made concerning each of the major assumptions as presented in
Chapter I.
Assumption 1. Symptoms expressed by a family member may signify
or represent a dysfunctional family system--one that is not,
meeting the needs of family members and promoting growth. .
This assumption was strongly supported in the literature.

A1~hough

our study did not specifically address this assumption, some inferences
can be drawn

whi~h

support our first assumption.

Symptoms expressed.

(runaway behavior leading to program involvement) plus the presence of
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dysfunctional cOll111unication suggests that the family system is not
meeting the needs of family members and promoting growth.
Assumption 2. The adolescent's perception of the behavior of
others is more important in determining her adjustment than is
the actual behavior of others.
This assumption is also supported by the literature.

It was

beyond the scope of this study, however, to compare the actual behavior
of others with the perceived behavior of others.
Assumption 3. The adolescent1s perception of parent-adolescent,
cOlTlllunication is a contributing factor "in her decision to run
away.
Evidence was found to support this in the literature. Again, we
did not directly address this issue.

However, if dysfunctional communi

cation is perceived as occurring and is not meeting the adolescent's
needs and promoting growth, then her perception of parent-adolescent
communication would seem to be a contributing factor in her decision
to run away.
Assumption 4. The adolescent engages in perception generalization
in that she assumes that other adults will relate to her in the
same manner that her parents relate t~ her.
'Although there was some support in the literature for this assump

I
,

I

I
I!

tion, our results indicate that perception

g~neralization

from

p~rents

to adults does not occur. ,A 'possible explanation for this discrepancy
involves the degree of pathology and the age of the children considered.
Studies in the literature examined young children with serious emotional
disturbances while our study focused on adolescents with no history of '
serious pathology.
Assumption 5. Therapeutic intervention into the family system
has an impact on the adolescent's perception of parental com
munication behaviors.
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Both the 1i terature and our fi ndi ngs' strongly support thi s assump
tiona

Adolescents perceived their parents' as comllunicating more posi

tively after program involvement than before program involvement.
However, we cannot conclusively state that the change in perception
was a direct result of therap'eutic intervention; the gir1's absence
from the home and the pressures there may have had an impact on her
perception of her parents.
Assumption 6.' Therapeutic exposure to adult role models. who
conw,unicate functionally enables the adolescent to perceive
adults other than parents in a more positive light.
Our final assumption received strong support in the literature.
Our findings also support this assumption; adolescents perceived other
adults as communicating more positively after program involvement than
before program involvement.

The authors feel

tha~

this change can be

more directly attributed to program involvement than was the case for
the change which occurred in perceived parental communication.
Our findings and conclusions will now be discussed in more ,detail.
Some of these findings relate directly to the major

assumption~

just

presented, while others emerged out of the way in which we chose to
study adolescent' perc,eptions of the communication process (sending and
receiving information and feelings) and communication content (implicit
messages conveyed).
One of the most unexpected results in our study was the finding
that feelings were perceived more positively than information for both
sending and receiving.

Expression of feelings is popularly seen as an

area of difficulty often leading to conflicts--particularl.v in families
with adolescents.

The researchers expected to find that information
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would be perceived more positively than feelings.
study, however, indicate that this is not the case.

The results of our
In fact, before

program "involvement, the way in which parents received feelings was
p~rceived

the most positively of the four process areas examined for

parents.

For adults before program involvement, receiving feelings

was perceived more positively

tha~

receiving information.

After program

involvement the same pattern existed for parents, while for adults both
sending and receiving feelings were I?erceived more positively than
sending and receiving information. Thus, there was no change in the
relative positions of communication of feelings and communication of
information.

Perception of feelings was more positive than perception

of information before program involvement and remained so after program
involvement.
Another finding that was most unexpected was that adults were
perceived much more positively than parents before program involvement
and that there was no significant difference between the perception of
parents and adults after program involvement.

We had expected that the

perception of adults-would be very similar to the perception of parents
before program involvement due to perception generalization.

We had

also expected that after program involvement, perception of adults would
be more positive than perception of parents due to exposure of the girls
to positive role models.

This, however, was not the case. - At the time

of program entry-adolescents were able to discriminate between the com
munication behaviors of parents and adults other than parents and saw
adults in a more positive light.

At the end of program involvement,

parent communication behavior had apparently improved in such a way

I
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that adolescents perceived parents and adults as communicating similarly.
This conclusion ;s supported by our findings that parents made
significant IIgainstl in perceived communication behavior.

Ta.ble XXIII

illustrates that the total parent scores for process areas were higher
after program involvement than before program involvement. Table XXXV
illustrates that the total parent scores for conterit areas were higher.
after
It

progr~m

involvement than before program involvement and that

improvement made" by parents was much greater than lIimprovement made· 1I

for adults.
Another area the researchers wished to explore was that of the
most problematical issues for adolescents' in the communication process.
Problemat)cal issues were identified through the questions receiving
the lowest ratio scores in each process area before and after program
involvement as categorized accordins to content area (table XXXII).
These questions all fell wlthin six content'areas:

use of validation,

input into decision-making, non-use of verbal disruption, positive
expression of anger, non-use of guilt-induction, and expression of
.

affect.

.

The "content lows for process areas were simi 1ar for both
II.

parents and adults.

This implies that despite adolescent discrim;'nation

between the communication behavior of parents and of adults, other than
,

,

parents, certain issues override this. discrimination and are perceived
as problematical regardless of who the adolescent is communicating with.
Wh~n th~se

problematical issues were

examine~

before and after

program involvement, some interesting differences emerged for oarents
and adults.

Parents appear to have more generalized communication

problems as reflected in the occurrence of a content issue as a problem
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in related process

ar~as

(Table XXXII).

If a content issue was a problem

in information, it was' generally a problem in both sending and receiving
information.

However, content issues within process 'areas tended to be

a problem for parents before program involvement only 'or after program
involvement only.
Adults appear to have more discrete communication problems as
reflected in the occurrence of a content issue as a problem in only one
process area.

For example, positive expression of anger was only a

problem for adults in receiving feelings.

And if a content issue was

a problem within a process area before program involvement, it was also
a problem in that process area after program involvement.
This, implies that problems in parent-adolescent communication are
more pervasive and occur more often.

Problems in adult-adolescent com

munication, on the other hand, occur less often and are not as extensive.
Because the problematical issues for parents were readily apparent and
an area of program emphasis, the problematical issues were
dealt with.

specifi~ally

The apparent lack of improvement in problematical issues

for adults can most l'ikely be accounted for by the fact that these issues
were not specifically perceived as problems and addressed as such.
Our examination of content areas

(ind~pendent

of process areas)

supports the hypothesis ,presented in the literature that the theoretical
dimension of control-autonomy creates more difficulty than the dimension
of love-hostility.

Content areas related to love-hostility tended to be

ranked more positively than content areas related to control-autonomy.
The content areas for parents and for adults that were ranked the'lowest '
were non-use of ' verbal disruption, expression of affect, non-use

~f
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guilt induction, positive expression of anger, and .input into decision
making.

All of these are ways of attempting to control the adolescent

and undermine her sense of autonomy.
An examination of the individual content area ratios lends support
to thi s g'enera1 trend even though aZZ content areas were rated more
positively after program involvement than before program involvement.
However, the researchers were surprised at the way in which certain
content areas were scored and at how they were perceived in relation
to the others.

Therefore, each content area will be briefly commented

upon.
The nOn-use of negation yielded perha'ps the most unexpected
results of any category.

It received one of the two highest ranks for

parents and was also ranked very high for adults.

The percentage dis

tribution indicates that parents were perceived as using some ignoring
b,ut very little overt ridicule, and that adults were perceived as using
very little of either.

We had expected to find a greater perceived use

of negation. 
. The hi gh ranking of the use of empathy was a1so unexpected., gi ven
the common complaint of adolescents that parents and adults "don't care."
However, when the individual questJons in this area were examined inde
pendently of one another, the findings revealed that empathy was
perceived when expressed feelings were positive.

Adolescents did not

perceive parents or adults as attempting to understt;lnd the'ir feelings
in general before program involvement.

Program involvement-apparently

had an impact, however, for perceptions were much more positive
program involvement for this question.

I.

~fter
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The researchers expected the use of information checks and
explanations to be ranked and rated lower before program involvement
than it actually was.

The researchers also expected it to be ranked

and rated higher after program involvement than it actually was.

This

indicates that the clarifying of communication and the provision of
rationale--both necessary for 'promoting autonomy--emerged as issues
upon leaving the program.
The percei ved use of cons i stency by parents was a1so unexp,ected
r~searchers:

to the

We had expected that the girls would perceive their

parents as lacking predictability and as not following

throug~.

Instea.d,

most of the girls felt that their parents did what they said they were
going to do.

Because this finding strongly contradicts our experience

in working with parents and adolescents, we doubt the validity of the
question used to measure consistency and feel this area needs more
exploration,.
Percei ved improvements made in the use of pra i se over the course
II

11

of program involvement conformed to our expectations.

We thought that

parents and adults would be perceived as using little praise upon program'
entrance and more praise by the end of the program.

However,.we did 'not

expect the position of praise relative to other content areas for adults
to fall

i~,

the rank ordering of all content areas.

Parents and adults were oerceived similarly ,in their use.of
preaching before program involvement and both were 'perceived to have
made lIimprovements after program involvement .. However, this a,rea was
ll

ranked the most positively for adults after program involvement while
'for parents its rank positi0n stayed constant. This indicates that
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parents still continued to use preaching as a way of influencing or
controlling.
Parental use of threats before program
i~sue

involvemen~

was a definite

for adolescents and appeared to be one of the'overt control tactics

used by parents.

It was not an issue for adults, probably due to the

girls not having been involved in many situations in which adults would
use threats (i.e., most of the girls were still in school and had not
had much involvement with the juvenile justice system).

After program

involvement, the use of threats was not seen as an issue by the girls
for .either parents or adults and was ranked among the three most positive
content areas.
The researchers expected that the use of validation would be ranked
low relative to other content areas for parents.

We did not expect, how

ever, that this content area would contain the question which received
the most

negativ~

response of any question on

~he

measuring instrument.

Responses to the question, IIMy'parents give-me messages that they trust
me,1I indicate that the girls do not feel valued by their parents and do
not feel that their parents see them as being

capabl~

of independent·

mature thinking and feeling.
The fi ndi ng that the non-use of verba 1 di srupti on was rank,ed the
most negatively of all content areas examined for parents before
involvement was unexpected, but makes sense in light of the

tr~st

pro~ram

issue.

·Verbal disruption is perceived as intrusion, interference and controlling,
on the part of the parent, and also conveys lack of trust and respect for,
the adolescent.

In terms of the rank ordering, adults were seen as using

less verbal disruption than parents both before ·and after program involve
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ment although verbal disruption was a definite issue for adults also.
Expression of affect received one of the two lowest ranks for
both parents and adults both before and after program involvement.

The researchers expected this finding before program "involvement but
did not expect this same pattern after program involvement.
cates that girls

continue~

This indi

to have difficulty with knowing what their

parents and other adults were feeling and were forced to

gues~.

Thus,

a major portion of communication was apparently blocked out.
A number of results were unexpected for the content area of
non-use of

guilt-ind~ction.

res~archers exp~cted ~ts

The

use

t~

be

fairly common as a control tactic, but not to be,as pervasive as it
in fact was.

We also expected that parents would be perceived as using

more guilt-induction than adults.
ment.

This was true before program involve

However, after program involvement adults were seen as making

more attempts than parents to create guilty feelings.
The content area of positive expression of 'anger yielded some
interest·ing results.

The "silent treatment" as a:means of dealing with
The researchers consider this to be a

anger occurred infrequently.
,

"

IIpositive ll finding since the refusal to deal openly and verbally with
angry feelings can have devastating effects upon 'the adolescent.
,

,

Retal iatory anger and bringing up angry feel ings ,'from the past were

.I

I
(
!
«

,

,

perceived to be the most common methods used by parents in expressi'ng
anger.

Retaliat~ry

anger conveys the message that "being angry is not

okayl' while bringing up past anger confuses present issues.

Adults were

also perceived as engaging in retaliatory anger and, in addition, were
seen as refusing permission

fo~

the addlescent to ventilate her angry
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feelings.

Adults apparently rely on their status as authority figures

when faced with anger, while parents tend to engage in defensive
maneuvers.
The last content area to be considered is input into decision
making.

A comparison of the rank orderings for content areas before

and after program involvement illustrates a dramatic change in position
for input into decision-making.

After program involvement, this area.

received one of the two lowest ranks for both parents and adults.

An

examination of the question responses within this area indicates that
although parents were perceived as being more willing to ask for the
adolescent's suggestions, they were perceived as being much less
willing to listen to her input.

This implies that adolescents felt

they were having little impact upon decisions being made concerning
them at the end of program involvement when the major issue was their
disposition from The Bridge.
When these individual content areas are considered in combination,
a definite pattern emerges which points to control-autonomy.as a major
This is particularly evident for the adolescents in our study

issue.

upon program termination.

I
I

Content ratio scores indicate that adoles

cents perceived both parents and adults as allowing them little .input
into decision-making.

Neither group was

per~eived

as being willing .to

listen to what the adolescent had to say about decisions affecting her.
A~

the

sam~

time, the girls felt that it was very difficult for them

to know what their parents and other adults were

feeling~

The girls

were receiving few cues and/or mixed messages which placed them in a
position

~f

not knowing how their parents or other adults felt about
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important decisions

affec~ing

the girls.

at what responses were appropriate.

Thus, the girls had to guess

The lack of clear explanations and

rationales also contributed to the uncertainty.

This ambiguity left

them more vulnerable to the use of guilt-induction, retaliatory anger,
,~rid

"gunny-sacking" (bringing up angr.y feel ings related to other things

from the past).
These findings paint a picture of the termination process as under
mining the adolescent's sense of autonomy.

The girls were apparently

trying to exercise their autonomy by attempting to have some input as to
their future upon leaving the program.

Instead of fost.ering the girls

I

efforts to take charge of themselves, parents and adults were perceived
as lacking trust in the girls and as attempting to sabotage their efforts.
Parents and adults continued to be seen as judgmental and moralistic in
their use of guilt-induction!

Present issues were confused with past

issues; during arguments, angry feelings about past events were used as
defensive weapons to discount change in the girls.
difficult to resolve present conflicts.

This made it more

The use of retaliatory anger

and verbal disruption contributed to the spiral effect, making calm
discussion about the future a rarity..

The use of these control mechanisms

conveyed the message to the girl that she was not capable of being respon
sible for herself or of making responsible decisions.
Considering these findings in conjunction with the
I

I,

information was perceived

mor~

findi~g

that

negatively than feelirigs lends additional

~

support to our conclusion that the control-autonomy dimension creates
more di,fficulty than the dimension of love-hostility during adolescence.
Information provides a base for decision-making and problem-solving, and
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is necessary for a rational consideration of choices, options, ahd con
sequences.

Sending and receiving information allows instrumental needs

to be met and enhances the feeling that the self is responsible and
successfully coming to grips with the environment.
It appears that parents and adults in general do have more diffi
culty in adjusting to the adolescent's need for autonomy as was suggested
in the literature review.

The adolescent's

n~ed

for love is relatively

stable over time and is more easily addressed by parents and adults as
reflected in our findings.

The changing need for autonomy as the child

moves from infancy to adolescence, however,' presents a dilemma for
parents and adults, and becomes a
ships with adolescents.

so~rce

of conflict in their relation

Torn between allowing the adolescent to take

responsibility for herself and establish an identity separ,ate from them
and between their continuing desire to provide control and guidance to
the adolescent, parents and adults appear to vacillate in their struggle
to fi nd a balance between two extremes.

~Jhen

as termination from program involvement, this

faced wi th an issue such
strugg~e

readily surfaces

and almost assumes the qualities of a crisis.
Implications for Program Develonment
The conclusions presented in the preceding section strongly indicate
a need for greater program intervention into the area of control-autonomy.
I'

Although

thi~ oc~urred

as a definite issue upon program termination, the

"

researchers feel that this area should be addressed throughout program
involvement.

Parents and

ado~escents

need

e~ucatjon

on the process of'

decision-making and o'n problem-solving -and conflict-resolution.
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Recognition and resolution of relationship problems will be more effective
and more acceptable

t~

t,hose involved if parents and adolescents have at

their command a variety of problem-solving skills such as accommodation
(where the message is IIthis time weill do it' your way, next time my wayll) ,
compromise (where each party "goes half-way" and a solution acceptable ,to
all is reached), and mutual negotiatiOn (where a solution is reached in
which'all needs are met so that "everyone gets what she wants'i).
In conjunction, parents and adolescents 'also need more education
on the expression of anger.

Certain misconceptions need to be corrected.

Because anger occurs when needs are not met and it is impossible to meet
all needs at all times, anger will inevitably occur.

Anger is not

necessarily "bad"; it can be viewed as a healthy sign of dissatisfaction
and its appropriate expression seen as "okay." Appropriate expression
~f anger means that anger is sent openly and verball; (rather than

through silence) and at the time it occurs ('rather than "gunny-sacked"
until later).

It also means that anger is received in a non-defensive

way (rather than as something which calls for a "return attack

ll
)

and

with tolerance (rather than with attempted repression).
Therapeutic programs can provide this information to parents and
a~olescents,

and program staff ca'n act as role models for both the

appropriate expression, of anger and the process of decision-making.
Our findings indicate that these would be areas for improvement among
The Bridge staff; our experience indicates that many

prog~ams

need

improvement in these areas.
Our findings also indicate'that the use of guilt-induction is an
area that needs to be more specifically recognized and addressed as a
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problem for both parents and adults. ' Both groups need to be more con
scious of the amount of guilt-induction being used and of its impact on
the adolescent.

If they are to limit their

~se

of guilt-induction, they

'must be able to discriminate between guilt which is reality-based and
between manfpulative guilt-induction.

Reality-based guilt is a feeling

which arises in the child and occurs as a
expectations and values.

nat~ral

part of internalizing

Violation of these standards have consequences

which are rooted in a rational cause-and-effect relationship.

In con

trast, manipulative guilt-induction is an attempt to impose feelings on
the child as a way of controlling her.

Whether or

n~t

the child expe

riences the natural consequences of her behavior as punishing, her
parents (or other adults) attempt to make her feel guilty over the hurt
or disappointment or anger she has "caused ': in them.

Use of guilt

induction distorts the issues involved in decision-making,'

conflict~

resolution, and expression of anger, and undermfnes the adolescent's
s~nse

of autonomy and her feelings of being trustworthy.

Program

efforts should be directed toward encouraging parents and adults to
examine their expectations for behavior and their criteria for granting
trust, and to openly specify and qiscuss these with adolesc,ents.
This openness wOl)ld give ado)escents, a better understanding of what
their parents and:adults are
was a

definit~

cues from their

problem.
par~nts

fe~ling~-an

issue that our findings indicated

Not only did the girls express a need for more
and other adults, they also expressed a reciprocal

need'to have their ideas and feelings receive more consideration.

Skills

need to be developed which would promote "ac tive li'stening"'rather than:
"reactive listening. ,I Conveying empathy and/or understanding facilitates
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identification of the issues involved in control-autonomy and creates· an
atmosphere in which resolution is possible.
T~roughout

our discussion of areas for

fur~her

program development,

'the idea that program staff as well as parents need to re-examine their '
communication has been implicit.

Too often program efforts are directed

only toward modifying the parent's style of communicating and the girl's
style of

co~unicat;ng,

behavior

engage~

and not toward modifying the communication

in by adults in the adolescent's environment.

This is illustrated in our findings pertaining to the pattern of
changes which occurred as a result of program involvement for parents
and adults.

Although problems in parent..:ado1escent communication were'

found to be more extensive and more frequent than problems in adu1t
adolescent communication before program involvement, more improvement
had occurred at the end of program involvement for parents than for
adults.

The authors attribute this finding to the program focus on

parent-child interaction as the area requiring intervention.

While this

is necessary and valid, the authors feel that more attention

shou1d,hav~

been given to the area of adult-adolescent interaction.
This is confirmed when the findings which relate t"o the Itcontent
lows

II

in process areas for parents and adul ts ,before and after program

involvement (Table XXXII) are examined.

Because the problematical issues

for parents were different after program involvement than before program
involvement, it would appear that these issues were readily identified
and seen as requiring intervention.

However, because the same prob1em

ati ca.1 issues for adults occurred both before" and after program i nvo1 ve
ment, it would appear that few intervention efforts were made.

It would
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seem that because problems in adult-adolescent communication are less
entrenched, therapeu'tic intervention wouJd be easier.

However, this

requires that these problem areas are in fact addressed.
In concluding our presentation of implications for

~rogram

develop

ment, the authors wish to again emphasize the importance of adult com
munication behavior in the therapeutic process.

If program staff are to

be effective agents of change and appropriate role models for both
~dolescents

and parents, they first need to be aware of their own

communication behavior and its impact, and then act upon that awareness. 
Information and adequate training around the communication- process should
be made available to program staff:

not only wiTl parents and adolescents

benefit, but program staff will find their ability to deal with the
control-autonomy .issue enhanced and their professional functioning made
easier.
Implications for Future Studies
A'number of recommendations can be made for future studies.

The

need for a contro 1 group is evi dent, and shoul d cons i st of a ~ arge, numher
of subjects d,rawn from the "normallt population. 'Both males and females
j

should be included, as well as different age groups.

Attention should

i

I

al'so be given to socio-economic ,status as a possible influence on com
munication behavior.

This kind of study would allow. comparisons to be
"

made betvleen adolescents involved in programs/institutions and adolescents
still in the home, which would

enabl~

to be more preci se1y determi ned,.

the effects of program involvement

Wi th the

ba~e 1i ne

prov; ded by a control

group, programs could also be more reliably compared to each other to
I.

.-"
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determine relative effectiveness.
Additional areas for further exploration also exist.

A comparison

of the "perceived improvement" in parental communication behavior with
the number and kind of therapeutic contacts (e.g., family meetings)
could determine if any correlation exists between the two.

This would

be a method of evaluating therapeutic effectiveness. Another way of
eva1uati ng therapeuti c effectiveness woul d be to conduct a fo 11 ow-uP.
study in order to examine the permanence of perception changes which
had occurred.

This would also give some indication as to whether a

program designed as short-term can have a lasting significant impact
on parent-adolescent interaction.
The researchers would be very interested in a study which would
further explore the

relationsh~p

and feelings of autonomy_

between perceived communication behavior

This could be done by presenting the adoles

cent with two sets of questionnaires:

one measuring her perception of

the communication behaviors .of parents and adults, and the other
measuring her feelings of being love-worthy, esteem-worthy, significant,
responsible, .and autonomous.

This would help determine if the relation-.

ship between perceived communication behavior and the issue of
autonomy· is as strong as our results imply.
,

would also shed light

on the relationship between the perceived behaviors of others and. the
.

.j
I

It

control~

way in which the self is perceived.
Another area in which additional information is required involves
the importance of perceptions vs. "reality!! in,determfning behavior. A
comparison of the adolescent's perception of a situation to the objective'
reality of that situation would ascertain similarities and differences,
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between the two and would point to areas of distortion needing inter
vention.

A comparison of the adolescent's perceptions_ to those of her

parents and adults other than her parents would similarly point to
areas of distortion and areas where meaning is not shared.
Finally, an in-depth exploration of content areas would yield
much valuable information.

Each content area presented in our study

could be expanded into an independent study and examined in much more
detail.

This would compensate for any biases influencing- our results

and would serve as an added check upon the validity of the questions
used to measure content area perceptions.

It would also allow the

dynamics involved in the content area under study to be understood
more

precisely~

Chapter VI

EPILOGUE
Throughout this study, the researchers have been primarily
motivated by the desire to explore the gaps and problems in communica- .
tion which keep parents and

adul~s

dissatisfied with each other.
whic~

allows uniqueness to

~e

and adolescents

alienat~d

and

We strongly feel that comm.unication
revealed openly and which promotes an

understanding and negotiation of the differences which may arise from
this uniqueness is the key to enhancing the adolescent's relationships
with others.

It is hoped that this study will contribute to the

knowledge necessary to make the III count, You count" philosophy a
reality for adolescents.
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DEMOGRAPHIC FACE SHEET'

I
Date of entrance- - - - - - - Date of release- - - - - - - 2. Age

1.

Client ID Number

3.

Client's most recent family setting:
Both natural oarents
-----...,Natura1 mother and stepfather
Natural father and stepmother
------...,Natural
mother only
-----.
Natural father only
-----'Foster oarents
Relatives. Specify -------------
-------,
_____Other. Specify _________

-----------------~-

4.
I

I

I
I

I
i

I

I

Length of time client has lived in most recent family setting- - 5. Marital status of c1ient s natural parents:
Intact
- - - - -Separated
---------,.Divorced
--------.Deceased
- - - - -Never married
1

6.

1

- - - - - - - - - :In

school
_____Dropped out. Length of time..........---,.--::---_ _
_____S,uspended or expelled. Length of time
Other. Specify
-------

!

I.

i

12

7. C1ient s current educational status prior to Bridge:

I

I

Last 'grade completed: 1 2 3 ..4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

----8.

Client's prior involvement with the juvenile justice system (status
or delinquent):
None
.
-----.
Police arrest. No. of times
Reason(s)
------!'nstitutionalized'
--~~
---,--- Placed on probation.
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-------------------------

--------~-------:"'-~--....~

..

Client ID Number
-2
9.

10.
11.

Place to which client initially ran:
than runaway or pushout
- - - - -Other
Friend
-----R'e1a ti ve

---.....,Street
Program

----...Other.
Specify

Duration of client's current run at intake (days) - - - - - - Number of times client has previously'run

--------------------

12.

Services provided to the client on an ongoing basis (total number
upon release).
Individual
- - - - - ,Family
--------:Pee:r

13.

Disposition of client's case:
- - - - - ,Returned to pri rna ry fam; 1y home
- - - ,Placed with relatives. Speci
______P, laced with friends. Specify
in'foster home
- - - - - .Placed
Placed
in group home
- - - - - ,Placed in
- - - - -Specify. other alternative living arrangement ..
Independent living
----~Went to street
, Removed by pol ice, court or legal system.
---_____Other.
Specify.
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APPENDIX B
QUESTION CONTENT AND PROCESS CATEGORIES
The following statements were used in the,measuring instrument to deter
mine adolescent perceptions of corrnnunication behavior. The. statement
(with its corresponding questionnaire number) related to parent communi
cation behavior appears first and is followed by the statement (with its
corresponding questionnaire number) related to adult communication
behavior. These statements are classified according to process and
content category. For more information on process categories, see
Chapter II, pages 42-54. For more information on content categories,
see Chapter II, pages 56-68.
01) My parents do what they say they are going to do.
26) Adults do what they say they are gOing to do.
Process Category:

Sending Information.

Content Category:

Consi stency between actions .and words.

02) tvly parents ,try to understand how I feel.
17) Adul ts try to understand ho", I feel.

II.

P·rocess Category:

Receiving Feelings.

Content Category:

Use of empathy.

Ivly parents don t want to hear what I have to say about deci s ions
affecting me.
16) Adults don't want to hear what I have to say about decisions
affecting me.

03)

I

Process Category:

Receiving

. Content Category:

Information~

Input into .decision-making,'
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My parents give me the' IIsilent treatment!! when they are angry at me.
13) Adults give me the "silent treatment" when they are angry at me.

04)

Process Category:

Sending Feelings.

Content' Category:

Expression of anger.

05) My parents are willing to explain rules.
03) , Adults are will ing to explain rules.
Process Category:

Sending 'Information

Content Category:

Use of information-checks and explanations.

06) My parents ignore me when I tell them how I feel.
11) Adults ignore me when I tell them how I feel.
Process Category:

Receiving Feelings.

Content Category:

Use of

negation~

07) My parents jump'to conclusions and don't let me finish what I want
to say.
.
01) Adults jump to conclusions and don't let me finish what I want to
say.
Process Category:

Receiving 'Information.

Content Category:

Use of verbal disruption.

08)
02)

It's hard for me to know what my parents are feeling.
It I S hard for me to know what adul ts are fe,el ing.

Process Category:

S.ending Feelings.

Content Category:

Expression of affect.

09) My parents check to make sure I understand what they tell me.
06) Adults check to make sure I understand what they tell me.
Process Category:

Sending Information.

Content Category;

Use of informati?n-checks and

explan~ti~~s.
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10)· When I get angry at my parents, they then get angry at me.
18) When I get angry at adults, they then get angry at me.
Process Category:

Receiving Feelings.

Content Category:

Expression of anger.

11)' When I ask my parents a question, they preach at me instead of
answering my question.
25) When I ask adul ts a 'question, they, preach at me instead of
answering my question.
,Process Category:

Receiving Information

Content Category:

Use of preaching.

12) My, parents try to make me feel guilty when I have done something
they told me not to do.
22) Adults try to make me feel guilty when I have done something they
told me not to do.
Process Category:
~ontent

Category:

Sending Feelings.
Use of gUilt-induction.

13) When decisions are made concerning me, my parents ask for my ideas.
23) When decisions are made concerning me, adults ask for my ideas.
Process· Category:

Sending Information.

Content Category:

Input into decision-making.

14) My parents tell me how I should feel, instead of acce'pting the way
I rea 11 y feel.' .
09 Adul ts tell me how I shou1 d feel, instead of accept i ng the way I
really feel.

r

I

Process Category:
Content

Categ~ry:

Receiving Feelings.
Use of guilt-'induction. ,
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15') l--Jhen I talk to my parents, they listen calmlY and without inter
ruptions.
08) When I talk to adults, they listen calmly and without interruptions.
Process Category:

Receiving Information

Content Category:

Use of verbal disruption.

16) My parents give me messages that they trust me.
19) Adults give me messages that they trust me.
Process Category:

Sending Feelings.

Content Category:

Use of validation.

17) My parents threaten or yell at me when they want me to do something.
12) Adults threaten or yell at me when they want me to do something.
Process Category:

Sending Information. ,

Content Category:

Use of'threats.

18) When I express my feelings, my parents make fun of me.
07) When I express my feelings, adults make fun of me.
Process Category:

Receiving Feelings.

Content Category: ,Use of negation.
19) When my parents are angry at me, they talk about it calmly with me.
10). When adults are angry at me, they talk about it calmly with me.

Process·Category: ,Sending Feel ings.
Content Category:

Expression of anger.

20) My parents respect my opinions even if they don't agree with them.
05) Adults respect my opinions even if they don't agr~e with them.:
Process Category:' Recei vi ng Informati,on.
Content Category:

Use of validation.

•
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21) t·1y parents let me blow off steam when I am'mad.
04) Adults let me blow off steam when I am mad.

Process Category:

Receiving Feelings.

Content Category:

Expression of anger.

22) r"1y parents talk to me as if I were still a little girl.
15) Adults talk to me as, if I were still a· little girl.
Process Category:

Sending Information.

Content Category:

Use of validation.

23) When my parents and I argue, they bring up angry feelings related
to oth~r things from the past.
14) When adults and I argue, they bring up angry feelings related to
other things 'from the past.
Process Category:

Sending Feelings.

Content Category:

Expression

~f

anger.

24) My' parents listen when I tell them about the' things which have made
me happy.
21) ,Adults listen when I tell them about the things which have made me .
happy.
~

.I .

Process Category:
Content Category:

Receiving Feelings .
Use of empathy.

25 My parents tell me my ideas are dumb.
20 1 Adults tell me m~ ideas are dumb.
Category:
Content Category:
Proces~

Ii

!'

Receiving Information.
Use of validation.

26), My parents praise and encoura,ge me.
24) Adults praise and encourage me.
Process Category:

Sending Feelings.

Content Category:

Use of praise.
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APPENDIX C
COVER SHEETS AND QUESTIONNAIRE
This cover letter was attached to the questionnaire which the
out before program,involvement.

gi~ls

filled

The Bridge is a new program to help you and your family work out
hassles and get along better.

In order for us to understand these hassles

and to help us improve the program, it is important for us to know how
you see your parents and how you see other.adults.
fill out the que$tions on the following pages.

We would like you to

Your answers will help us

to make the program better for you.
Your answers will be confidential.

Neither your parents nor staff

members of the Bridge will see your individual answers.
the

study~

At the end of

everybody's answers will be added up by ,the research team and

these anonymous results witl be available to the Bridge.
We hope that you will answer each question frankly and truthfully.
If you have any

questi~ns,

,ask the person who is giving the

Thank you for your cooperation .

.
I

~,

I
I

R~search

Team

I

Pat Adams
Mari on Su'mmers

.questi9n~aire.
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This cover letter was attached to the questionnaire which the girls
fill~d out after program involvement.'

When you first came to the Bridge, you were asked to

f~ll

out a

questionnaire to let us know how you saw your parents and other adults.
Now that you are leaving the Bridge, we would like to have you fill out
a similar questionnaire.

We would like to know how you see your parents

and how you see other adults right now.

Your answers will help us to

, improve the program at the Sri dge.
Your answers will be confidential.

Neithe~your

parents nor staff

members of the Bridge will see your individual answers. At the end of
the study, everybody's answers will be added up by the research team and
these anonymous results will be available to the Bridge.
We hope that you will answer each question frankly and truthfully.
If you have any questions, ask the person who is giving the questionnaire.
Thank you for your cooperation.

Research Team
Pat Adams" '
Marion Summers
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The girls were given this questionnaire before and after program involve
'ment with the appropriate cover letter attached.

Please answer all the following questions. Place an X next to the
answer that best describes how you see your parents.

1)

My parents do what they say
they are going to do.

, Always
Often
Seldom
Never

2)

My parents try to understand
how I feel

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

3)

My parents don't want to hear
what I have to say about
decisions affecting me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

4) My parents give me the "silent

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

5) My parents are willing to
explain rules

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

6) My parents ignore me when I
te'll them how I feel.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

7) My parents jump to conclusions
and don't let me 'finish what
I want to say. '

Always
Often
,Seldom
Never

8)

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

treatment" when they are angry
at me.

I
l

! '

(

It's hard for me to know what
my parents are feel "jng.
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9) My parents check to make sure
I understand what they tell me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

When I get angry at my parents,
they then get angry at me.

Always
,Oft,en
Seldom
Never

10)

11) When I ask my parents a question,
they preach at me instead of
answering my question.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

12) My parents try to make me feel
guilty when I have done something
they told me not to do.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

13)

When decisions are made concerning
me, my parents ask for my ideas.

14) My parents tell me how I should
feel, instead of accepting the
way I really feel.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

15)

When I talk to my parents, they
listen calmly and without
interruptions.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

16)

My parents give me messages
that they trust me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

17)

My parents threaten or yell at 'me
wnen they wa~t me to do something.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

18)

When I express my feelings, my
parents make fun of me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

I
j

I

Always
Often
Seldom
Never,
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19)

When my parents are angry at
me, they ta"'.k about it calmly
with me.

Always·
Often
Seldom
Never

20)

My parents respect my opinions,
even if they don't agree with
them.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

21 ) My parents let me blow off

steam when I am mad.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

22)

My parents talk to me as if
I were still a little girl.

Always
Often
,Seldom
Never

23)

When my parents and I 'argue,
they bring up angry feelings
related to other things from
the' past.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

24)

My parents listen when 1
tell them about the things
which have made me happy.

Always
'Often
Seldom
Never

25}

My pa rents te 11 me my ideas
are dumb.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

26)

My parents pra.; se and
encourage me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never
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Please answer all the following questions. Place an X next to the
answer tnat best describes how you see other adults. (When you see the
w~rd Adults this means adults that you know other than your parent~ such
as teachers., group home staff, ,counselors.)
Do not thi nk of your parents when you a.nswer these questions.

1) Adults jump to conclusions and

don't let me ·finish what I
want to say.

2)

It's hard for me to know what
are feeling.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

Adults are willing to explain
rules.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

adul~s

I

I

].

3)

I
i

I

I

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

4) Adults let me blow off steam
when I am mad.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

5)

Adults respect my opinions even
if they don't agree with them.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

6)

Adults check to make sure I
understand what they tell me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

7)

When I express my feel; ngs',
adults make fun of me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never,

, 8)

When I talk to ad~lts, they
listen calmly and without
'i ~terruptions.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never
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9)

Adults tell me how I sbou1d
feel, inste~d of accepting the
way I really feel.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

10)

When adults are angry at me,
they talk about it calmly with
me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

11 ) Adults ignore me when I tell

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

12) Adults threaten or yell at me
when they want me to do
something.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

13) Adults give me the "silent
treatment when they are angry
at me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

them how I feel;

ll

/,
I

14)

When adults and'I argue, they
bring up angry feelings related
to other things from the past.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

15)

Adults talk to me as if I were
still a little girl.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

16)

Adults don't want to hear what
I have to say about decisions
affe~ting me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never.

I

17 ) Adults try to understand how
I ,feel.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

18) .

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

When I get angry at adults,'
they then get angry at me.
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19)

give me messages that
they trust me.

Adult~

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

20) Adults tell me my ideas are

Always

~l)

Adults listen when I -tell them
about the things which have
made me happy.

Always
Often 
Seldom
Never

22)

Adults try to make me feel guilty
when I have done something they
told me not to do.

Always.
Often 
Seldom
Never

23)

When decisions are made concerning
me, adults ask for my ideas.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

24)

Adults praise and encourage
me.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never

dumb.

Often
Seldom
Never

25) When I ask adults a· question,
they preach at me instead of
answering the question~

Alwavs
Often'
Seldom
Never

26) Adults do what they say they
-are going to do.

Always
Often
Seldom
Never
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APPENDIX D
DEFINITIONS OF STATISTICAL MEASURES
Mann-Whitney U-Test:
The !\1ann-Whitney U-Test is a nonparametric alternative to the
t-test for two independent samples.

It is commonly used where the

experimenter draws two random samples from the same population, subjects
each to a different experimental treatment, and compares the two on a
single criterion.

It may also be used in the situation in which inde,

pendent random samples are drawn from two different parent populations
and compared on a single criterion to determine whether the two popula
tions differ.

The Mann-Whitney U-Test requires data on at least an

ordinal scale and is useful with small samples.
In computations for this test, the scores in each sample are
ranked.

Then Ua and Ub are determined using the following formulas:
Ua

'

= nanb
,

Ub = nanb

+

nb(nb + 1)
2

'n (n

+1)

'+ .....;a~..;;;;;..~_ _

The calculated U is the smaller of Ua and Ub, and is then compared to
the tabled value, at the desired level of significance and for the appro
priate sample

si~e.

When a large'number of scores are compared, the

following formula ;s used to ,transform the U into a z score for comparison
to

th~,normal

distribution:

I
I
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I

Wilcoxen Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test:
The

Wilco~en

Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test is a nonparametric

alternative to the t-test for two related samples.

It may be used in

either repeated measurements or matched-pairs types of designs. The
Wilcoxen Test requires data on at least an ordinal scale and is used
when sample sizes are equal.
matched scores are ranked.
I"

In this test the differences between the
Next, the sum of the ranks of the positive

differences and the sum of "the ranks of" the negative differences are
found.

The smaller of these sums (s) is then compared to the tabled

values it the desired level of significance and for the appropriate
value of N (number of differences) .
. r·1edian:
The median is a measure of central tendency and is a pOint on the
score scale below which one-half of the scores fall.

In determining .,

the median, the data is first arranged in a frequency distrfbution with
unit intervals and the following-formula is used to compute the median:
'.

I

median

= Xu

- (cf - .5N)

I·

f

!

where Xu is the upper

re~l

limit,·f the frequency, and cf the cumulative

frequency of the median interval.
Chi-Square Median Test:
The Chi-Squire Median Test is a nonparametric alternative to the
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t-test for two ·independent samples when the assumptions underlying both
the t-test:.and the Mann-Whitney U-Test cannot be met.

It is an appl ica

. tion of the chi-square test of independence in the situation in which
the investigator has ordinal data an9 wishes to determine whether there
is a significant difference in the scores of two or more samples. The
scores for

~ll

samples ·are arranged in a single ordered series and their

common median determined.

Then a contingency table is constructed with

one colu,mn for each sample and \'1ith two rows; the top row is for indi
viduals'who scored above the median, the bottom for individuals who
scored below the median.

The chi square statistic is then calculated

from the formula and compared to the tabled value for the appropriate
degree(s).of freedom:

~2

=

~

L

(Oij - Eij )2
Eij

Ratio Score:
In determining a ratio score, all responses to

th~

question(s)

were totaled.. This total was divided by the highest possible score for
each question(s) to yield a ratio score.

